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WELCOMING ADDRESS
Rear Admiral W. H. Groverman

Commander, Western Sea Frontier, U.S. Navy

I consider it an honor, a privilege, The science fiction that I read as a
and a reqponsibility to be asked to child. ",Toni Swift and the Diamond

'welcome vou to San Francisco for Makers" and "Twenty Thousand
Q your fourth annual seminar. My qual- Leagues Undei the Sea," are no long-

ification for this position is jike your er fairy tales, but realities. Will the
classiiication problems-rather un- science fiction of today remain fig-
Jque. Needless to say, I am neither inents of the imagination or become
dwthe mayor of San Francisco, who is a realities of tomorrow?
native son and one of the most im- What has all this to do with clas-
prcssive figures in public life that I sification management? It means that
have had the pleasure to meet, nor am the Government, and all who are in-
I the pr-otocol officer of the city, who volved in this explosive environment
is Mr. Magnin. another distinguish- of knowledge, and especially those in
ed citizen the ladies in the audience the industrial complex of this great
may recognize by name. My choice as nation, must work in unison to de-
the welcoming speaker is that of your termine what must be placed in a
chairman, Fred Daigle, who felt that security status and what, in the way
with San Francisco being a Navy of new developments, could be de-
oriented city and with the Navy Ma- trimental to our national security if
terial (Cmmand staunchly support- placed under security wraps. The lat-
ing the NCMS, a Naval officer would ter is important because our industrial
would be an appropriate speaker. Of and economic strength lies in our
course he is a little prejudiced, having progress and this progress could be
served in the Navy himself, stifled by too much security.

.1There 1'3 greater probIeni tol- I have been reading Vice-Admiral
fronting the nation today than that Rickover's testimony before the Joint
of national security. Although the Committee on Atomic Energy in
public is emotionally upset by do- which he expressed serious concern
mestic problems, and it is not my pur- about the question of selling a small
pose to belittle these, the nation is oceanographic research submarine to
strong enough and its people under- the Russians. This single item illus.
standing enough to pre rail. The real trates most of the problems con-
danger lies in the rapi/Ily expanding fronting this society today. Who
technology of the age which can and establishes the guidance: The Presi..
has revolutionized concepts of in- dent, with advice from his Marine
dustrial, economic, social, and mili- Science Council of the National
tary capabilities. Never in the history Council on Marine Resources and
of mankind have science and tech- Engineering Development; the Atom-
nology opened such a Pandora's box. ic Energy Commission-although the
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vessel is not atomic-powered it relates one person to answer with certainity.
to atomic submarine design; the Navy It is, therefore, encouraging to know
under the Department of Defense, that government and inidustry have
since the release of its design might formed the National Classification
jeopardize our submarine program; Management Society There is no
or industry, with its knowledge of doubt that help is n,,ei'ed. Thouglh
which parts are classified and which the industrial pCOple present may be - -

are not? p~rimarily interested in reducing the
Let us assume that the Navy is complexity and cost of managing

given the task. Upon what criteria classification, their help is needed.
should the decision be made? As an But if I may digress a moment, I
example, I recall when I was in the am reminded of a question asked of
Office of Naval Research back shortly me once while I was on duty in
after World War 11, Popular Scicnce Washington, i.e., "Who makes na-
issued an article on U.S. submarine tional policy?" My answer, right or
development. At that time the only wrong, was that it is usually conceived
Top Secret document I had in my and drafted at a low level, massaged
possession was our Submarine De. and refined on its way to the top,
velopment Program. When I compar- and then accredited to the senior
ed the two, they were for all prac- man. So in classification, the guid- *
tical purposes identical. In investigat- ance, the method, and then the man-
ing the circumstances, I learned that agement, must be a team effort gen-
each part of the submarine design erated from within the group or
had been released at one time or an- groups responsible and no doubt the
other and the Chief of Information result will be accredited to the senior
therefore concluded that the Top responsible person.
Secret document was releasable. In reviewing some of your past

What has this to do with the re- papers on the subject, there is little
search submarine in question? It is that I can add, for you seem to be
obvious that the new developments well aware of all aspects of the prob-
such as the shape, the material, thesuc-
processing techniques, etc., could have cens I yaur uoeerawish you sbeenrelase searaelyat ne ime cess in your undertakings, for I
been released separately at one time strongly believe that classification

and declassification are essential to
ine design, however, might not be so our national health and well-being.
evident. Should the Navy classify the So, like medicine, we must learn what
research vessel or release it to foreign is good and what is bad for the pa-
purchase? Is it a military decision, an

tient under varying symptoms.industrial decision, or an economic
decision? How and when should it Again, welcome to San Francisco, '

be classified and who should be re- where Broadway declassifies the se-
sponsible for the decision? crets of life, and if you are not satis-

These -re extremely challenging fied with the weather, as Herb Caen
questions and are difficult for any says, "Wait a minute."
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PRESIDENTIAL WELCOME
Lorimer F. McConnell

Iict is a real pleasure for me to be bate, not a discussion, buit a seminar.

fhctc this morning to welcome you Don reminded us that this word

on btzAalf of the NCMS, both those means "seedbed." This is a seedbed
01,,. you w.ho.. .arc iu. and tuos of i0front which we can grow. I think this

you who are guests. I see so many is something we should keep in. lind

familiar faces I am very glad to see. in the next few days. This is not a

Some of you have been with us place to train people, but to try to
before at these seminars and have plant a few seeds that will be nur-
decided it was worthwhile to come tured and grow-for many of us, long

back again. I hope you are not dis- after these three days are over.

. appointed. For those of you who are Looking at our program, I think

here for the first time, I hope that we have many seeds that can grow if

you will feel at the end of this sem- they are nurtured. Basically, the pro-

inar that it was very worthwhile. gram is designed to address itself to

Mr. Daigle has done an outstand- working-level people. There will be

ing job in putting together what we discussions of preparation of classifi-

hope to be the best one we have had. cation guidance, coordination be-

He was talked into taking the job at tween industry and Department of

a cocktail party; before lie knew what Defense, "the man in the middle"--

was happening, he had signed a paper what is the problem of the documnent

saying he would do it. 'rhe Califor- control man, and other people who
nia Chapter -,. that time consisted of suffer;. perhaps, as a result of classifi-

eight members. He looked around and cation decisions or lack of decisions.

thought, "What did I do?" Then, speakers on classification
This moment is evidence that the management cost studies, and the ap-

imnpossille has been made possible, plication and use of the revised Form

and I wish to take this opportunity DD 254."
to congratulate Fred and his commit- These are all working-level prob-

tee for a really outstanding job. lems discussion of which I think will

Now, I am going to make the bal- help all of us learn a great deal.
ance of my remarks very short. I be- Also, we are expanding our areas

lieve one of the things I would want of interest in three rather significant

to do is talk about what our expecta- areas. You will notice from the pro-

tions are for the seminar before we gram that Dick Durham is moderat-
go into our program proper. ing a panel on "Freedom of Informa-

I really don't think of any better tion versus Classified itnformation."

words to say to you than those said Distinguished members of the press

to you by Don Woodbridge a couple will discuss classification problems

of years ago. We are conducting a from the standpofint of the w.vorking

serninar.-not a conference, not a de- newspaperman and the press.

NCMSJ--1968 7
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4k y er highily debated matter is at this time has been held over until
classified research on the campus. We Thursday afternooln. 'T'lie thought
are going to address ourselves to this here is that after two and a half days
question. And you wi)l have tile op- of mnceting, the niembership and time
Portliity to filiall.y launcht at discus- guests who wish to attend would have
sion of proprietary information-- ideas and thoughts to express that
something that tile Society has not might not have occurred to them on
yet geared itself to address, but which the first morning.

is part of our charter. Now, the next item on our pro-
We have some very distinguished grain is a rather special one that we

guests for our luncheon speakers. To- call our Special Recognition Program.
(lay we will have Mr. Charles Mar- This will be handled by the present
shall, Director of tile Division of Chairman of onr Board of Directors,
Classification, Atomic Energy Coin- Mr. Richard Durham.
mission, Tomorrow at our luncheon RICHARD DURHAM: Today
we will have Mr. George MacClaim, gives me the greatest satisfaction I
the Director of Security Classificaiton have had as a member of the Society,
Management Divisiop, Office of the because today i am going to make a
Assistant Secretary of Defense. The special presentation to a gentleman
third day--this doesn't appear in tile who richly d cerves it. I hope this is
program--we whil be honored by bay- a surprise to him. We went through
ing an address by Mr. Barry Miller, a lot of shenanigans to make sure he
who is Senior Editor and Manager of would be present.
Aviationi Week and Space Technology 1 am going to read this certificate:
magazine. And please believe me Robert Rushing gave unstintingly
when I say that we are going to have of his time and talents during the
some discussion after that luncheon Society's crucial formative period,
meeting. as a principai. member of the ini-

One point about the seminar i tial steering commituce and then as
w¢ouldt .like to stress is that, d'iscUSSIon tile ffirst Preo~idev:m: His ox-ganiza-.:

from the floor has been. a traditional tiorxa skill, and his insight into
part of the seminar, and I want to -what the esseiati~a! nature of: tce Sck-,

encourage all of you not to be bash.. ciety should and could be, were
ful in standing up and making a viali. More than half of tile charter
comment or a contribution to tie. dis- iiiembers, and many othecr key mem-

cussitow. Time has been speci;fically be-s., joined the Society as the dr,.ect
,:et aside Anl the program for t~his, and result of his personal effort.•;. It was
1 hope we will have a lot of At. it lie who successfully formulated and.
makes for a vital meeting, and we 'put into writing the spe:cific. scopqe
learn from the people in the au.di;ence, and goals of tile Society, and his
not just those of you on the p,cdiumo. President's letter of 1965 remains

Finally, this note: this year we the Society's definitive statement of
have rearranged our format. The classification management. By his
business meeting that is usually held leadership Bob has made a notable

8 NCMSJ-1968



contribltion to thle Society and to I do sincerely appreciate this lioii-
the defense effort of the United or. I am very happy that 1 was able
States. to contribute in a small way to the

In recognition thereof, the Board formation and success of the Society.
of Directors on behalf of the Na- In these (lays when we hear so much

Stional Classification Management of rights and so little of responsibil-
Society hereby awards liiti this ity, I think that the aims and objec-
Certificate of Appreciation and an tives-and achievements-of this So-
honorary membership for life. ciety certainly demonstrate the value

Bob, if you will conic up, I of taking responsibility and doing a
would like to give it to you at this good job for the country. I amn the

x time. type that when I hear the band I
ROBERT RUSHING: Ladies and still get goose pimples, and I certain-

gentleman: I am surprised. Your ly subscribe to this philosophy of
success in making this a surprise is duty honor, and country.

v: certainly a tribute tQ you. It proves
So I will certainly continue to beSthat you can classify something and(]

keep it a secret. I guess I would say interested in the Society. I know

this is the time when you appreciate that the Society can in an important

taking those courses on thinking on way contribute to the defense of the

your feet, which I wish I had studied nation, and the progress of democracy.
better. I thank you again.

KEYNOTE ADDRESS
By Donald B. Woodbridge

It is good to be in San Francisco. Berkeley to lecture on philosophy to
As the folders Fred Daigle sent out the young Californians, who, I might

a to us kept saying, San Francisco is remark, differed considerably from
everybody's favorite city. San Francis- their successors on the campus today.
co welcomes everyone and has some- It was in Berkeley that I learned to
thing for everyone, whether you are roller skate and ride a bicycle. I have
a flower child or your thing is some- vivid memories of coasting on my
thing called Classification Manage- skates down the steep Berkeley slopes,
ment. sitting on a stick for a brake. And

I have been coming out here for a would you believe that I used to roller

good many years to touch base with skate to school down the middle of

our friends 4t Livermore and I always University Avenue? My most nostalgic

look forward to the trips. Every now memory is of the ferryboat ride back

and again I think back to my first across the bay on a Sunday evening

trip when I was a boy. My father surrounded by holiday makers singing
was on sabbatical leave from Colum- to the sound of ukeleles that nonsense
bia University and had come out to song that starts off, "One, two, three,

NCMSJ--1968 9



r four/soructimes 1 wish thcrc were and know the founding fathers. I coin-
more." The Age of Innocence. Before mend hIs essay to your study. Yon will
we got back to New York, Wioodrow note, however, that the Society wak

WVilson had al)andonIed neutral:ty and not incorporated till March 11, 196.1.
the lUnited States was at w;r.,... .sol.atio, Thus we cal always debate which an-
was gone, innocence faded, and sone- riiversarv we are celebrating.
thing happened to the American That 1 had the temncrity to accept

this assigIlleneit C:ontinUes to astonish
I was also in San trancisco on No- and dismay me. Faced with the rc-

veinber 22, 1963. On that fatal Friday sponsibility, I have taken a~s my themie,

my wife and I were returning from a "NCMS in the Age of Dissent." Per-
very pleasant week here on the coast haps that does not strike you as at
and it was in the airport that we Atrong enough characterization of our"
heard the appalling news of John world today. What should we call
Kennedy's ass;kssination. Now fresh in this age? When we cast an Optimistic ,
all our minds, still hardly blunted, is eye beyond the last horizon to follow i
the horror of his brother's murder in our astronauts on the way to the moon
San Francisco's sister city down the or when we watch the sinister growth
coast. Any of us seeking a keynote to- of rocket-launched missiles, we mt-y
clay, whether for our personal lives or call it the Space Age. When we look
our public commitments, must find at the fantastic and ominous develop-
in it an echo of the death knell. ment of the computer, now ready to
"Never send to know for whom the control not only our machines, but
bell tolls; it tolls for thee." our very lives, demolishing the last

The program says this is a keynote strongholds of privacy; when ma-
address and I am much honored. I am chines have minds and memories and
not sure what the committee hoped I the hiuman brain is something to be

would choose as my theme. Perhaps programmed-then we know we are
because this assembly may be thought in the Cybernetic Age. If we consider
of as a fifth anniversary celebration the onward thrust of emePfPrging batis
they felt a keynote address should be and the struggles of the downtrodden,
delivered by a charter member. despised, and oppressed toward free-

I rather like the way Bob Donovan dom and human dignity, we recognize
had it in the C/M Bulletin: "The that we are in an Age of Revolution.
keynote speaker will be delivered by Indeed, it is tempting to say that all
Don Woodbridge." The only trouble these movements are part of a revolu-
was, lie did not say delivered from tion. Certainly their effect on our lives
what. is revolutionary and will continue to

Perhaps I should hark back to that be for longer than we can foresee.
now legendary gathering in Kansas But the dark side of the picture is
City in 1963. But I harked back two not revtlution- disturbing as that
years ago, and Dick Durham has still may be. The dark side of the picture
further immortalized the occasion in is the trend toward anarchy, anarchy
the latest issue of the Journal. Dick fostered by the best and by the worst
wants yon to have the record straight. of motives. The irony of anarchy is, of

10 NCMSJ-1968
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COUrsC, that on1cC anarchy preCvails, in your concerii, you naturally ieiid to

nloMIAves are (1uite ir-relevant. T1oday, believe that others should be equally
ill miany (Itiariers, dissent is exalted as p)assionate and that .11l avCLiUCis should
one of the noblest attribuites Of HMan, be activated in. behalf of your cause

civil disobedIiece1 has becomte a sacra- regrardliess of con~sequenc(es. Objectivity

mnictal act, and thc bill1 of Rio-fits haS and passion seldom go hand in 1'ia;-d.
bcrtexanedtoiiicluol- the right to One woidcx s what reactions there

make yout. own rules whenever con- would be if ak resoUluiCon Opposing the
science dictates-oir whecnever there is war in Vietnam were defeated in APS

sonnihing to be gained by it. This or if one percent of tlie inembers of.-
trend is of vital importance to us as fered a resolutiontoipahEr
Individuals and, I suibmirt, it is Val- Warren.

1 )ortant to uts in NCMS ais a society. It takes uio great imiagination to

For the past few mnoniths I have fol- dhicover the seeds of chaos in the-
lowed with great interest La COnLrovc-rsy Schwartz ainvndment, nid its oppon-
in the Americ-.an Physical Society over ents were quiir], to do so. Distinguish-
the role the society should play in ed scientists like Frederick Seitz, Karl
public affairs. 'The issue wAas brciaclied Darrow, and Edward Teller pointed
a year ago by Cluo-les Schivarzz, a out that to open the society to debate

phscitfomaroste -yin Blerk- on general public issues would soon

eley. Dr, Schwartz proposcd an amnic-d- erotic the high p~rofessional status and
ment to the soc:iety's (:onstitutioll to regard achieved by many ye-ars of

allow one percent or inorc of the service ill tile cause of physics. The 1

membership to initiate a vote by all articles of incorporation of ihe society

members "on any, niater of concern recad- "The object and ptirpose of thcý{to the society."~ On- th-e face of it, this Society shall be to promote the ad-
p~rop~osal does not sound very alarm- vancement anid diffusioni of the know-

ing; but Dr. Schwartz and his sup- lcdge of physics, to publish a periodi-

porter-s have made it clear that they cal and other publications for that

are motivated riot by concern for the r!ri-ose, anid to do svch other things
advancem.-Ya &f physics. but, by an in-- as may be condutcive to said purpose."1

tense concern for th~e direction in Adoption of the amendment could
which public affairs are mioving to- lead to plebiscites and referenda that
day. More particularly, they want could not be construed as conducive
APS to take a stand on the Vietnam to that. purpose and, incidentally, put
war. Tile argument would, appear to thie society to conside-rable -tnwar-

i run that if one out of every hundred rauued expense. before a so-called mat-
members fears a political, military or ter of co)ncern could be debaecd and
cultural ca~tastrophe in our nation the voted ff re would have to be debate
remaining ninety-nine should be mnade on whether it was indeed a matter of

I aware of that fear and asked to vote concern. Physicists have no special
on it. That is, they should be asked to comipetance in questions of public pol-
pass or defeat a resolution relating to icy just because they are physicists. To
that fear and what should be done make the society an arena for resolu-

about it. As you grow more passionate tions on public issues would build an

NCNISJ-1968 - -1
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$ image of the society as another pres- naime, like Dick and Lorry. And I
sure group), an image that would hard- think it hardly likely that I)ick or
ly advance the cause of physics. In Lorry or any other one percent will
this arena mebe co'.pefitted joLt US with a resolution on Amxerici

againstn member in (11n1t0o1-laden loreigli policy or the war on poverty.
struggles whose only concrete result But it is riot impossible that a mili-
would be to divide the membership tant group in our midst might disre-
and undermine the Society. I,,,d, gai-d or faii to recognize the limita-
several members have already signi- tions imposed by the aims and pur-
fied their intention to resign should pose of NCMS. Such a group might
the Schwartz amendment be ratified, feel it appropriate for the Society to

Dr. Schwartz's opponents applaud express its corporate opinion on Gov-
his concern for what is happening to erument classificatiori policies, tha-, is,
our country and his willingness to on what the Government chooses to
stand up and be counted for what classify, or on what the Government
lie believes. Many of thenm share his chooses to declassify. Such a group
fear of catastrophe, but they insist that might seek to make this Society a
weakening the American Physical So- vehicle for dissent-another step on
ciety is not the way to strengthen the the road to anarchy,
country. Scientists have many avenues You and I may have verv strong
through which they can make them- opinions about some of the things gov-
selves felt as citizen-scientists or sciern- ernment agencies and departments
tist-citizens -- notably the Federation promulgate in the field, of classifica-
of American Scientists and the Associ- tion (I know for a facv. that some of

ation for the Advancement of Science. you do). Maybe you want to sound
The American Physical Society was off about them. One of the great
founded with a simple, straightfor- things about NCMS is that you can-
ward object and purpose. By adhering but you're on your own. You cannot
to that purpose, by acting in accord- expect the Society to endorse what you
alnce with their obligations as pro- say, and it e3 ")ects your conduct to be
fessionals to the profession of physics, impeccably professional. I am sure
its members have made it a great in- you have all been impressed and grati-
stitutior:i To seek now to make the fied, as I have, by how ready and will-
society a vehicle for dissent is a step on ing representatives of the Department

the road to anarchy. of Defense and its various components
APS has over one hundred times have been to listen to what we have to

as many members as NGMS, but I am say and the questions we ask. And I
not about to say that APS is one bun- believe you share my admiration for
dred time as good or one hundred their equanimity and poise.
times as important. Maybe settling The name of our society is well i
problems in APS is one hundred times chosen. At one tCne I was dubious
more complicated. In NCMS we don't about it. The word "management"

have to talk about our membership seemed to strike a pedestrian note that
as statistics. When we are interested failed to do justice to the esoteric and
in one percent we just call them by intellectual aspects of our profession.

12 NCNISJ-1968



And you know, it certainly raises the tifying and designating information
status of a profession if it can l that requires p)rotection in the inter-

est of nat ional defense.
claim to intellcctua1ity and be recog- (b) Methods for training and indoctrin-
nized as someiling out of the ordin- ation of personnel in the applica.-

tion of classification principles, prac-ary. But of course, managing p class- fices, techniques, procedures and re-
ification program calls for a lot more quirements.

wogrnam t te n e (c) Systems and techniques for identify-
than worrying about the number of ing and marking documents and
miles of filing space in classified re- materials requiring classification,

regrading or declassification under
positories or the number of dollars it guidance issucd by the Government.
takes to generate and preserve a secret (d) Understanding among the indus-

trial, scientific, and technical corn-docunent. It calls for more even than niutnities of the charac-cr and signif-
paragraph classification. The name icance of security classification.

oints the fact that our profession- (e) Procedures, methods and practicesp s tip tfor the management of classified
al aim is to administer as effectively inventories.
as possible those portions of the Gov- .(f) Methods, techniques and standards

for identifying and designating corn
ernment's classification programs that pany-private or proprietary informa-
are entrusted to us. It disarms any tion.

suspicion of hidden agenda devoted to This leads me to what I consider a
questioning whether or not certain in- very important point-the difference
formation should be classified, between classification of information

I would like to take time now to and classification of documents and
tell you about action the Board of materials. It epitomizes the difference
Directors took last night amending between the Government's role in
the bylaws to define the purpose and classification and our roles as classi-
scope of NCMS. These changes em- fication managers. The distinction
phasize that ours is a profes-ional has always been more clear-cut, I be-
society-not a lobby. Article II was lieve, in the domain of the AEC be-
amended as follows: cause of the u; ique nature of Restrict-

ed Data information as defined by the
ARTICLE II Atomic Energy Act. In the latest re

Purpose and Scope vision of its classification handbook
Section 1. It is the purpose of the tvision of classification handAE

National Classification Management So- the Division of Classification at AEC
ciety to advance the practice of classifi- Headquarters reemphasizes the fact
cation management as a profession and that apart from the Commission the
to foster the highest qualities of pro-
fessionalism and professional competence role of the classifier consists in classi-
among its members. In furthering this fying documents and materials accord-
purpose, the Society provides a forum
for time free exchange of views and in- ing to the information they reveal.
formation on the methods, practices, The classification of information it-
and proctiures for managing classifica-
tion programs and it engages in activi- self is determined by law and by guid-
ties for disseminating such information ance issued by Government agencies.
and for developing and refining the
principles and techniques of classifica- I, as a classification officer for a con-
tion management. tractor, do not classify information.

Section 2. The Society shall engage in
activities for promoting the following: I examine information that I find re-
(a) Understanding of the philosophies, vealed in one way or another to see

doctrines, standards, and criteria of whether I can identify or recognize
the Government's programs for iden-
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it as information already classified. If regrading or dcclassification under guid-

I can, I take aippropriate action such ance issued by the Government.

as stamping or tagging. If it comes You will have noted also that the

over the telephone, perhaps all 1 can revised article in our bylaws provides
do is hang up. I once knew a man who for activities to promote understand-

figured he had the problem of tele- ing in the scientific community of the 1
phone communications solved. When- ch,•ractcr and significance of security

ever he got to the sensitive part of a classification. In this we recognize an-

conversat on he whispered. It reminds other area ol dissent--repudiation by

me of the young lady appearing as a scientists of research related to the

witness in a divorce hearing. She said defense of their country, particularly

she didn't know it was adultery in the classified research. This will be dis-
dlaytime. cussed at length by the panel tomor-

Our friends on the DOD side do not row and I will touch on it only briefly
here. Moreover, Bob Donovan has

have life simplified for them in such

a paternal fashion by the phenomenon insu ried withchis quo-
of Restricted Data, but they recognize tations in his CanM Bulletin. (Here
that classification must start with in-
formation and that the final authority let me interrupt for a moment to say
resides with the Government. Let me for the record that I admire very much

residestwith thedGovernment. Lettme
quote Don Garrett in the latest issue what Bob is doing for us in the

Bulletin and envy his ability to keep
of the Journal. "There are certain fun-dame tal tha ne d to be xpresed it up.) M otives in this dissent are
damentalsvarious and mixed and often hidden.
and understood at the start. First of When e xed the are ine

a When expressed, they are inevitably
all, it is information that is classi- noble. The Council of the American
fied .... Second, things, documents,
and hardware, are classified only be- Federation of Scientists does not say
cause they contain and reveal cbassi- we should not defend our country; it
fied information." Tlaree years ago, says "The University should not enter

fnto any contract supporting research,
addressing the American Society of t c u oh
Industrial Security, Don explored this the specific purpose of which is the

indusrialdevelopment of weapons or devices
same theme and described to his audi-
ence the DOD efforts and aims in designed to destroy human life or to

incapacitai:e human beings." Classifi-
cation is not the issue here. An un-

making it available. Incidentally, he
tookadvntae o tha metin to classified device for incapacitating hu-

man beings is just as wicked as a class-
let the security folks know about the ified one. Ilowever, the Council goes

progress of NCMS and our first semin- -on to condemn "secrecy in research as

ar in Washington. caunter to the basic values and func-

Let me repeat paragraph (c) of tions of the university." I have not

Section 2. seen the full statement and I find my-

The Society shall engage in activities self somewhat puzzeled. Should one re-
for promoting systems and techniques fuse a -defense contract because it is
for identifying and marking documents
and materials requiring classification, wicked or because it is secret? Perhaps
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the answer is that it is much more Democratic Action? 'The noble senti-
reprehensible to work on a wicked de- ments notwithstanding, it is a spec-
vice in secret than in the open, and if tacle ot dissent--now of allinnation.
you work in secret, you must be Academic freedom is not ý,t stake.

wicked. Some dwellers in the hialls of There is malaise abroad in the land,Iivy, humanists probably more often there is guilt to be assuaged, a spectre

than scientists, take their stand on must be exorcised, and so the cry is

academic freedom. Classified research, raised: repudiate the Pentagon; down

they say, violates the very essence of with CIA, the DIA, and the AEC and

the immemorial university spirit-the maybe the State Department! Wash-

spirit of free inquiry. I find myself ington gold is tainted gold-what
wanting to paraphrase Richard Love- there is left of it. I sometimes think

lace's famous verse-i could not love the State Department escapes consid-
thee, my country dear, so much/lov'd erable abuse because it hasn't a good
I not academic freedom more. I never nickname. Just think how vilification
cease to be astonished and dismayed would pick up if that splendid build-
how often among those we expect to ing off Virginia Avenue had six sides
be the most intelligent in the land, or eight sides.
those to whom we send our children Dissent has a long and honorable
to be trained and made wise, there history. Dissenting Hebrews were led
seems to be no recognition that the by their God out of the land of Egypt,
existence of that cherished academic out of the house of bondage into the
freedom depends upon the existence promised land. Early Christians be-
of a strong and well-defended nation. came martyrs to their faith because
Quite apart from the rejected virtues they dissented from the practice of de-

of patriotism and duty, there does not ifying the Roman emperor. In 1517 a
seem to be an intelligent sense of self- German dissenter, nailing his 95
preservation. It is reassuring to hear theses on the door of the church at

voices on the other side pointing out Wittenberg, changed the course of re-
that it is equally a violation of aca- ligious history. A century later, a small
demic freedom to forbid classified re- band of dissenters set sail from Ply-
search, or to condemn a colleague be- mouth in a boat christened Mayflower
cause he chooses to aid his country by to help lay the foundation of this re-
classified research even if his true mo- public. Some years later a gang of
tie may be nc loftier than choosing their descendants, dressed as Indians,
the best way to keep up with technical registered their dissent by dumping
and scientific advances in his field. three cargoes of Bohea tea into Boston

What are we to think of the spec- harbor, and not long afterward a Vir-

tacle of the great universities-Cali- ginia gentleman sat down to write a
fornia, Chicago, Columbia, Cornell, document starting with the words,
Minnesota, Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, "When in the course of human
and Princeton-yielding to the pres- events ....

sure of students and faculties to elim- (Do you ever stop to wonder
nate classified research, yielding to whether you would have been a Tory
something that calls itself Students for or a rebel, back then?)
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ilistorN shows us that without dis- breakdown of decency, and the fail-
sent man's struggle to improve his lot ure of reason are vividly illustrated in
and his progress toward a nobler re- the slogans and sayings of today's
lation with his fellow man would dissenters. Even so eminent a group as
have been stifled. But increasingly to- the Federation of American Scientists
day dissent is valued and practiced shows that it is not immune, as I
for its own sake. It is becoming an end pointed out earlier, when it appears
in itself and not a means to an end. to characterize work done under de-
Once upon a time, I seem to remeni- fense contracts by words like "de-
ber, people used to worry about our signed to destroy human life or in-
becoming a nation of conformers. capacitate human beings." You prob-
Times have changed, haven't they? ably saw in a recent issue of Timc
Nowadays, in many segments of our some choice specimens of violence in
culture, the act of dissent, regardless language gathered by Benjamin De-
of what is being repudiated, takes on a mott, who teachcs English at my alma
heroic quality-like Satan in "Para- mater:
dise Lost" defying the Celestial Estab- "The family is American
lishment. I recently browsed in Mil- Fascism."
ton's great epic again and found much "The white race is the cancer
food for thought in his magnificent of history."
portrait of Satan. There is no escaping That second one did not come from
the fact that the only heroic and three- Rap Brown, but from Susan Sontag.
dimensional figu e in the poem is It's not all from one side, though. De-
Satan. Almighty God looks like a stuf- Mott gives us a quotation from Ro-
fy manager of the Celestial Enterprises bert Welch of the John Birch Society:

and his Divine Son seems pretty much "The whole country is one
of an insufferable prig for all his illus- vast insane asylum and they
trious power and glory. Our sympa- are letting the worst patients
thies are with Satan and we follow his run the place."
schemes to subvert the will of heaven Probably the ultimate in slogans of
with eager interest despite the fact dissent is "God is dead," promulgated
that we know full well how the story by some of our most intellectual theo-
comes out and that we are his victims. logians and happily adopted by many
But there is also no gainsaying the people of lesser intellect. When God is
fact that Satan's aims are thoroughly, dead, each man can become his own
shall we say, satanic-sin and anarchy, deity, owing obedience and allegiance
no less. Tnere has always been some- to no one but himself, making his
thing compelling about the powers of own rules.
Satan and today we find it is a satanic In this climate those who are con-
figure like Che Guevara that captures cerned with keeping the nation's
the devotion-in death even more secrets face an impalpable hazard.
than in life--of romantic young an- When will dissent seek fulfillment by
archists. The rioting students of Paris exposing information vital to our se-
paste his picture everywhere. curity? Exposing a secret can be as

The lack of responsibility, the satisfying as throwing a rock through
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an embassy window. Will tile day when all is said, we must recogniZe
come when a great physicist, a man of that order by itself is sterile--it is1 surpassing intellect, moved by great only a framework in which to work
compassion, undertakes to play God out our salvation. The world will be
for the rest of us and decide which ap- savd only Ily ,,e ..... th, hearts a--n

.. V .... . -7t • ... %Ll g LAI La tllu

ples from the tree oi knowledge we minds of the men and women who
may eat? It raises an interesting ques- dwell in it. You and I, in our very
tion: Should the instinct to play God special ways, as kcci~crs of secrets, are

* be grounds for denying security clear- custodians of order. It is a profession-
*: ance like the instinct for throwing al responsibility we accept. But you

stones at glass houses? and I, as members in the brotherhood
If we are to escape the demonic of man, must not forget that we are

urge toward anarchy we must cherish not going to save mankind by keep-
order and orderliness. We will not ing secrets; we dare not forget the
save the world by tearing down its dreadful question: Am I my brother's
institutions. But at the same time, keeper?

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE COIN
by Robert Lindsey, San Jose Mercury-News

Usually, when a newspaperman gets ments, which apparently were not
together with a hundred or so people classified but were of a sensitive na-
from government agencies and the De- ture, as well as his airline ticket and

fense industry, he can expect to pick two paychecks in his car. The car was
up at least one security leak. broken into and the briefcase disap-

But as I look out here today, I have peared. Well, it wasn't long before one
2 a hunch I'm in the wrong crowd for of the "flower people" of San Francis-

that. co Was trying to sei the Air korce
As visitors to San Francisco and documents and the checks and tickets

as custodians of our government's in- in the Haight-Ashbury District, not
formation, you might be interested in too far from here.
a recent piece of San Francisco lore Police intervened and concluded
which I suppose is also sort of a warn- that the bearded hippie probably did-
ing to visitors. Although all of the de- n't come by the documents by honest
tails aren't available, because someone means. In other words, they decided
in authority decided the press should- he probably did not have a proper
n't have them, it seems that about a security clearance. Eventually the
month ago an Air Force officer who stolen materials were returned to the
had been down at the Air Force Satel- officer.
lite Test Center at Sunnyvale decided The hippie didn't have much luck
to visit San Francisco. He left a brief- selling the Air Foice data.
case containing some Air Force docu- The task I've b en assigned on N'our
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-" program is to give a newspaperman's carlicr-most repjorters (10 not feel it
view of the classiiication system for niorally wrong to break your security,
which, to a large degree, the members because they do not respect it. They
o0 your Society are responsible. Un- feel the public is entitled to know

fortunately, l'm afraid much of what about affairs which upset them.
I'll say will be old hat to you; you'vc I'd like to address myself to two
heard it before. But from the view- main points and then elaborate a lit-
point of the press, a. least, I think it tie on each.
deserves repetition. The first one is that, in my opinion,

I don't think hearing the other side too many persons have authority to
will necessarily give you enough ema- prevent defense information from
pathy for you to have sympathy for reaching the public; and too many of
our point of view. But I think it might these people are using this power for
be valuable to understand at least the selfish interests of themselves or
some of the reasons why a large por- their agencies.
tion of the working press looks cynical- Secondly, it seems to me many of
ly at government classification proces- the regulations concerning the release
ses, and why there is a continuing bat- of defense information are unrealistic
tie to penetrate the barriers you erect. and superfluous. They not only corn-

Regardless of what some of you plicate the process of informing the
may think, newsmen--for the most public, they cost taxpayers too much

part-are not unpatriotic when they money. As you know better than I,
publish information which you have classification of documents is an ex-
tried to keep from them. Most report- pensive procedure.
ers who cover the Pentagon, the de- Turning back to the first point, that
fense industry, and the field of public too many persons can classify inform-
and military affairs have seen enough ation and that many of them do it for
abuses of the system that they treat reasons other than valid questions of
it with suspicion and, in many cases, national security, I should say at the
have no moral compunction against outset, as I'm sure you know, the Free-
" ...... ,g sc~uvlty, as you would say. dom of Information Law has had vir-
To put it another way, some of us tually no effect at all on the covering

think you have cried wolf too much, defense news. You have barriered
and so the whole system suffers. yourself behind the same fence as

Granted, many oi the things which ever--that the data is "classified,"
appear in print that make you unhap- and that's that.

¶ py are there because a reporter writes It would be fine if everything you
for what you might call purely selfish classified---or, putting it another way,
reasons. Like everybody else, he is everything you have restricted from
driven by certain ambitions to beat public consumption-were data that
his competition, to look good to his if it were revealed would aid and com-
boss, or fulfill whatever other needs he fort potential enemies. Most newsmen
has. News gathering, like national de- are skeptical of your system because
fense, is a highly competitive business, they have discovered, usually after it

I would reiterate what I said is too late, incidents where so-called
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"security" has been used to hide mis- ,cataclysmic nature, happened before
takes or poor judgement; or to pro- the system of checks and balances. InStect. a program when it is in Jeopardy my judgement, it is part of our system

in Congress or perhaps at tie civilian that agencies and Ironnel take re-
DOD level; or when there is an inter- sponsibility for their verformance-
agency fight for funds or jurisdiction; and now many are ducking it.
or in comparable situations. 1 am familiar with the argument

In this government. one function of that Congress and the GAO act as a

the press is to report to the public on watchdog on these classified activities

the performance of ils leaders. The and therefore the public's interest is

facts it generates flow into the nation- served. Well, I have to say I don't buy

al consciousness, and the people use that. Surely, there are bright and con-

them to pass judgement on whether scientious members of Congress and

they think their leaders and the agen- they are frequently backed up by per-

cies of government are doing a good ceptive, knowledgeable and hard-

job. nosed committee staff members. How-

When three men died in the Apollo ever, as one who has covered congres-

fire at Cape Kennedy eighteen months sional hearings on military and space

ago, NASA was brought to task for appropriations and has witnessed the

S certain errors in judgment. Since then, processes at work-it seems fairly easy
to "snow" Congressmen on some issuesas you know, there has been a sharp and, on occasion, Congressmen are too

decline in the national image of

NASA, and its budget has been cut by much concerned with their own in-

about $1 billion. Part of the budget terests to look after things which
cut, of course, is due to the war, but should be scrutinized.

much of it is a direct result of the The public is part of our system of

Apollo fire. checks and balances, and it has a right
to know what is happening, not only

Putting myself in your shoes, to re- t cn judg i h ep meni who act as
vers th emath, Icanseethe so it can judge tihe men who act as

S verse thle empathy, I can see thle their agents in government, but to be

Apollo incident is a vrettv clear les- thi--ns ngvrmnt u ob
A lo n i a aware of events that affect its destiny.
son for survival in the world you live As you know, much of the informa-
in. Looking at it quite cynically, and tion that reaches the public about

unfairly in regard to the three men national defense comes via news re-
who died in the Apollo capsule, the leases from industry or governmental
lesson is this: Don't get caught at your agencies. Typically, an industry pub-
mistakes, or you might go out of bus- lic relations man or a military PIO
iness, will draft a news release and submit it

The Apollo fire, because of its up through channels for approval. In
the world's eyes, and it could not have preparing for this talk, I decided to
been concealed in any case. look into this process. with more iv'

But how about failures and poor terest than before, and I was ama:?.-d.
judgement in military programs at the intricate maze which existN to
which are conducted in secrecy? To a filter the information before it reaches

large degree, you are immune from the public.
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$ For one typicai release oil an Air very conceined how tile)y will fare on

Force funded satellite program whose their next efficiency report. It's really
mission, incidentally, is not classified, not a sinistcr motive, perhaps. They
1 found fifteen points or fifteen people are concerned about their promotions,
where someone could censor or kill thiei;,.- carr - of course, the wel
time news release. Actually, I lost count fare of their families. A civilian in a
at fifteen, when the release vanished comparable job has different consider-
into sort of a bureaucratic muddle and -tins, but really dhe same basic conth tndnc o te orin ideally, only leitim2 atel classicCIed

I couldn't trace it any more. cern of self-preservation.
It's the tendency of the working l

press to become annoyed with their data would be deleted from thle in-

direct interface, to use an engineering formation destined for the public. But
term, usually a PIO or perhaps a low- it doesn't work that way, and I'd like
level officer in a program office. How- to cite one example which sort of
ever, as I looked into the systenm, I documents what I'm trying to say.
realized it is usually not at this level A month or so ago, I was at Cape
where the muzzle is most often clamp- Kennedy to cover the last launch of
ed, or at your level. Most often, it is the defense conmunicatioa satellite
apparently some faceless man up the system. The night before the launch,
chain of command who has been given there was a cocktail party, and as you
the information, a sign-off list, and do at cocktail parties, I began talking
authority to censor. Perhaps he is a to a man who turned out to be a
middle level officer assigned to a staff toeatean wotuned ot torbejobin prgra ofice orperapshe lieutenant colonel from Air ForceSjob in a program office, or perhaps he Systems Command with a staff job, a

is a junior officer in Security Review. techmmandgwit job, a
As I studied the system, it became tecniam anagement job, h n this

apparent that too many people can program. I don't think he realized I

amnend, delete, or otherwise censor in- was a newsman, but we began talking

formation as it passes up the labyrinth about clearance procedures for news.

of industrial and government bureau- One of his minor jobs, he said, was
cracy, wit . eall be lto rrcvcw ostensiuly for technicai ac-c r c , w it , ,., o t r e a l l y b e i n g h e l d r e - c r c n e u i y e s r l a e

sponsible for the end product. Not curacy and security, news releases
only that, there is a built-in facet of about his program. But, rather can-

the system which tends to reduce the didly I thought, lie said security and

flow of informadon to the public to accuracy were not the only things he
its lowest possible denominator: No- took into consideration. He said, and

body wants to say yes, when the in- 1 quote, "It's within the guidelines touse your blue pencil on releases Wol
formation lands on his desk for ap- useiyon
proval. If hI says no, he has r.; prob- policy.
lem. But of he says yes, lie's sticking I asked him what "policy" he was

his neck out. So he takes the easy way referring to, and as far as I could as-

out, and says no. certain, there was no policy written

Now let's consider the motivation down, just the whim of the individual

of the men in these jobs. As mid- or the agency doing the blue pencil-

career officers, they are likely to be ing at the time. I asked for examples
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of where lic might use "policy" as a conducting as an emlployee of the pub-
reason for censoring news and lie said, lic.

iin effect, in anything which might Still ;aiotleIr type is the offiel who
jeopardize the nation or the program has some kind of anl "elite" complex

vij, aa jU put it, a:..v.t... .... a.. h I I
$•,, want to get out at this particular: point the populace. Ile is motivated by ain

in tinme." attitude that says the professionals of
I li my judgentell, this is a pretty the Air Force, the Navy, or whoever

clear violation of the intent of the lie works for, know best, that tile pub-

Freedom of Information Law. lic couldn't understand and really
This incident, of course, is one shouldn't know about the defense ac-

minor example. I have an idea the tivities affecting it.
people in this room know examples His attitude is "Tell 'em nothing.
which could illustrate my point much We'll look after them." J, for one,

* better. Beyond the various personal don't trust people like that.
motivations of the individuals, there What I've tried to say is, the system
is, of course, the collective one, the you run regulating defense infornia-
inter-agency battle, the inter-service tion is pocked with so many holes that

rivalries, and the constant effort to the press can't respect it. I could name
maintain a so-called "good image." other examples-of how, for instance,

* When a program is in trouble tech- one military service will classify a
nically or financially, suddenly the piece of information while another

responsible people refuse to talk or clears it; of how classification of new
they put an embargo on news which patents is used for political ambitions
could add to the agency's troubles. Or, of military services. But you've prob-

conversely, what was "classified" yes- ably heard them before. I'm not sure
terday can now'be leaked to an influ- you have any influence in establishing

ential newspaper or magazine because policy on these matters, but it seems
it helps sell the program. to me someone should clean up the

While on this subject of motivation, present system, to control and limit

it's obvious that bona fide concern for who can prevent information from
the national interests guides many of reaching the public, and why. Then
the men who conceal defense infor- the remaining system would be
mation from the public, and they are strengthened.
right in doing so much of the time. This brings me to my second point:

But aren't there some who tend to that many of the regulations concern-
over-classify information about pr6- ing classification of defense informa-

jects on which they are working, be- tion are unrealistic, un, oukal.le, and

cause it contributes to their personal needlessly cost money. t
egos? This type is annoyed that any- It is a general policy of your pro-

one can know about his "secret" work. fession not to downgrade the classifica-

As soon as it gets into the public do- tion level of information merely be-

imain, he somehow feels less impor- cause it has appeared in, say, the New

tant--and therefore resists legitimate York Times, Aviation Week, or some

efforts to rcport news about work he is other publication. I think the ration-
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ale for this policy gocs something like asked to forget. that thei satellitescx
this: '".1his guy wits gtucssiug and~ lie is(. These earlier cleared news releases
guesse(l riglit. But to admnit it would ale' now Classified, and( DOI) has dlone
be to (dignifiy his guess wiihi staiiiij of its best to rewrite history, to Ignore
authority." in other words, you doni't they evei ý isted.
conifirni ltruthful informiation ;kicrely But ag-aili, is this realistic? Do you1
because it has appeared in the public Ieiv te oitUIoni o wr
donlain of the satellites that photographi itIN

Is this rcalistic? It seems foolidh to reguflarly? Cin you bclieve that leadl-
mie, not so iimuch because you are still crs of other countries are not aware A
sitting onl facts which the world of themn? Anybody withi relatively
knows, but because if a reasonably prlimitive electronic tracking systcuis
lxerccltive journalist (can mnake a cor. or cvcn a hiowcrluil telcsc~opi call
rect conclusion based onl the ava!il- lan
able facts, what can a large group of So it the Russiaiis know abouti
professional intelligence analysts in tilcill, and if otfier nations know about
the Soviet Union doi? them, whom are we trying to fool--

1 don't say you should declassify orevs
every classified itemn that reaches theIn osmararsofdvce
p~ublic print. But it sceems to tie dhat weapons techitology, the lead time of
a great deal of it should be, that the one nation over a potential enemy is
existing systemi suffers from a nta- very brief. And it- isý, of course, essen-
tional, egotismn, an undlerestimation of ta opoettm nomto hl
enemy intelligence, we have the lead. But I think there

One examflJie of this myvopic policy is a tendency to Ignore that the So-
is the subject of reconntaissance saLel- viet Union. Red China, and other
lites. From 1959 until 1962., as somne nations alsoavbrgtyugne.

of you will recall, Air Force programn- In most areas of weaponry, reasonably
ming to develop satellites for phot~o- bright engineers and intelligence
graphic ad electr~onic reconnalssanco analysts- can accurately extrapolate

* and similar intelligence missions was where a nation is going--or has gone
relatively open. Governmffent officials ---technologically.
discussed it publicly, DOD cle-ared To return to the question of recon-L
news releases on the subject, and imaissance satellites, for instance, DOD

* early launches from Vandenberg Air today refuses to declassify ctertain
Force Base were covered by the press. technology on cameras, sid'>looking

.in 1962, Secretary McNamara de- radar systems, and other systems which
cided that the satellites should go are more than five years old. NASA

* underground," as it were, and today could use the data for its earth re-
there are few programs with as much sources satellite program. Isn't it hike-

* security restrictions around themn-an ly that in many of the areas such as
extension, really, of the secrecy arounad this foreign technology has movedl

$ other national intelligence activities. ahead also, and that revealing the
Now, the press and the public are data would not tell thenm anyth-ing?
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a I:

It seeCis that there should be more assume that lperhaps the Russians al-
coordination between Thve people in -,ready know it. That is the precise
your profession and those of the in- problem. Intelligence p)eople them-

Stelligence community-although I selves may not know it. I don't think
SWOIICI sj)Culait tie" any question you ,s.hol re-

pie are not all that easy to work lease technology and tell the Russians.
with. National security is important. But

in any event, this overciassiicaition not tle political information I was

-when we are hiding facts from our- talking about.
selves rather than our enemies, who ANTIRONY CORREIA: Mr. Lind-

* already have them-is a useless and sey, what is your opinion-I have
expensive deterrent to technological discussed this before with reporters
growth. and people in Barry Miller's maga-

One last word on motivation-the zinc-what is your opinion of re-
motivation of the journalists who try porters' being granted access to clas-

* to beat your system. This is a matter sified information officially and given
. of values, and they vary among jour- a clearance, for instance, and then

-nalists as well as any group. But by agreeing not to publish certain
and large, they feel the public should things? Would this hamper you peo-
know as much as possible about their ple in putting out your story andi
government. "As much as possible"- writing your articles?

this, of course, is where our conflict. LINDSEY: I wouldn't do that.
*- arises. At a time in history when nu- From my point of view, 1 don't want

clear devices and other modern weap- to be doing it. On a few occasions

ons have afforded tie world a very where I have clone this, I haven't
short fuse, potentially a thirty-nin- violated the agreement, but some-
ute lead-time to annihilation, it seems times one can get the same informa-
to me the people deserve to know very tion through a legitimate source, or
much more about what their leaders what we consider a legitimate source
are doing and how their decisions af- -you might pick it up through a
feet them. cocktail party. So I don't like to be

FRED DAIGLE: Thank you, Bob. told this. During the last World War,
Does anyone care to pose any ques- the New York Times, correctly con-

tion of Mr. Lindsey? cluded that the nation was develop-
JOHN CONTE: If you were sit- ing an atomic bomb and went to the

ting in the classification man's place audtorities and asked if it was true.
and had to make a decision whether
or not to release a piece of technol in this case the reporter agreed to
ogy, and you do not really know
whether the other side knows this vileges later. If you have a guy take

technology or not, which way should action on a story that you think

you be, liberal or conservative? would be a catastrophe or would be

LINDSEY: I suppose in your shoes cataclysmic I would offer some kind
I would be conservative. I shouldn't of arrangement and I think most re-
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I,,
S porters arc responsidble to do their FRANK DILL: Where do you sug-

part i•n such circumnstances. gest tde line be drawn in giving in-

CORREIA: That is the thing I got formation?
before. They don't want to be clcared, LINDSEY: Well, first of all, it
because if they have access to infor- seems to me you have got to simplify

marion they want to be able to write your system, restrict the number of
about it, ;eoi)le--1 am. talking about news re-

SFRANCIS JAltN: Your statement leases in this case--restrict the rUn,-
about the satellites flying around bel of people that can handle newsand the Russian scientists knowing relations. And the person that doesabout them is common knowledge and this should have access to information

therefore should be admitted by our as to what is classified and what is
Government-how do you reconcile not and that is all lie should be able

this with the U-2? I am. sure the Rus- to do, not pencil things out for policy
sian scientists knew it was flying considerations. The line should be
* around and knew when it came down. drawn where it is going to revea! in-

formation that would give aid and __.
LINDSEY: This is a different set comfort to the potential enemy.

of circumstances, made different by a
lot of things. One thing, they couldn't IILL: Isn't that what we are do-
shoot it down. Number two, the Rus- ing?

sians arc doing the samne thing, so it LINDSEY: No, I don't think wv e
is a two-way street. I see there is a are. As I said before, the system is so

problem. I am not quite sure how I fouled up a lot of political considera- w
would reconcile it. Incidentally, on tions come in.

this question of classification policy, CORREIA: On jet propulsion, of
classification regulations of things the entire amount of classified infor- i
like the- U-2, you will find that a lot mation in this country, what percen-
of journalists oppose this kind of tage do you feel should be released to 1
thIfAnc...]lng" fthe. 112 0 i. Bay ofIL -hePr,.;a.,?

Pigs business, the Pueblo incident--- LINDSEY: I don't know how much
they feel that tile public should know there is classified, unfortunately. 1

these things are going on, because they see the point of your question, and I

could lead tile country into trouble, don't have any idea, because a lot of

The U-2, the Bay of Pigs had bad the things are invisible to the press.

repercussions. The Pueblo is one in- So I can't say how much should becaentehatcusould rock Pusl inton a n- ho muhteei.Taisbic
dedlassified, because I don't knowcident that could rock us into a nu- dcisiid eas o' ko

clea wa-riht r wrng.We eel how inuch there is. That is basic.
thclear warp - arght or wrong. We feel Some of the older technology should
the public has a r~iglit to know what be released., and some of ihe things
is going on. All of these things have that are classified for reasors other
tremaendous impact. And so we feel than national protection. But I have
the public has a right to know these no idea what the body of classified

things. iniornation is.
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?-.- LUNCHEON ADDRESS
Charles Marshall, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission

What I have for you is a very short early, and he appointed a committee I
history of how we came into being to look into the orderly iclease of
ard what the Commission's role is in what had been classified infolmation.
the field of classification and Restrict- The committee was to devise a meth-
ed Data and how it got that way. od of release that would take into ac.

Many of you are too young to re- count the need by industry through-
S member the Manhattan District days, out the country for a great deal of in-
because, after all, they were twenty formation that could be used not only
years ago and more. There was a time for their benefit but the general bene-
when the atomic energy, program was fit of the country as well.
conducted solely by the military, and This committee was headed by Dr.
in a manner that was so completely Tolnan, and they, meeting here in
classified that even its existence was California for the first time, drew up
unknown by a great many people un- a set of rules for the release of, or the
til immediately after the war. How- declassification and reicase of, such
ever a great deal of money had been information. The committee also set
spent on the first two atomic bombs up a system to bring these rules into
dropped on Japan, and it was felt by being and make them work.
the general commanding the group, The set of rules they brought into
General Groves, that s o m e t h i n g being, known as the declassification
should be done to bring to the know- guide, has long since been outdated

ledge of the public something about and has been replaced by a number of
how their money had been spent. So others that go a great deal farther
the Smyth Report was written. I sup- than the first one did, of necessity;
pose you have read it. If you haven't, but the basic organization that they
even at this late date I commend it set up has survived, with very few
to you. changes--.-I think no significant ones.

In those days, since the war was They set up a committee of four sen-
over, pressure began to be applied--- ior "responsible reviewers," one of
pressure with which I think we are whom, Dr. Warren C. Johnson, is
all now quite familiar--to release in- still a. member of our Committee of
formation that had been developed Senior Reviewers. The other members
during the years of the Manhattan were Dr. W. F. Libby, a subsequent
District program. As a result of the Nobel prize winner, Dr. R. L. Thorn-
response to this pressure, various se- ton of Berkeley, a high energy physi-
curity officers around the c¢.ýuntry had cist, and Dr. j. fl. Manley, a weapons
begun to release items of information, expert who is still at Los Alamos, al-
"some of them with very undesirable though he has had different positions
effects. in between.

* General Groves recognized this very These four were the first committee
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of senior responsif, e reviewers. We sidered. All of the views presented arc

now have eight men . .'rs on the Corn- studied and when possible are incor-
iittee of Senior Reviewers covering porated in the draft guide which is
major aspects of the prograin. We then l)resented to the Commissio, f.,

have one miember from flhe AEG lab- appr-oval. The committee of senior re-
oratory at Livermore; two from the viewers also helps in the preparation
one at Los Alamos, one from the San- of our program guides and once in a
dia Corporation, two from univer- while we call upon them to review a
sities, one for the isotope separation particularly difficult case to help us
program and one for research. Dr. determine whether or not some docu-
Johnson is now the chairman of the menit should or should not be re-
conmittee. leased. The committee has operated

In essence, the organization set up very effectively during the years, and
by the Tolman Committee is still in will continue to play a very important
existence. We still have responsible role in the AEG classification pro-
reviewers, a title which the Tolman gram in the future.
Committee originated. Their function One of the other things that the
is to make technical reviews of doc- Tolman Committee did was to recog-
uments submitted for declassification. nize the difference between security
We still have coordinating organiza- as such, i. e., physical security, and
tion directors, who are highly placed classification. General Groves recog-
individuals in the contract corpora- nized that although physical security
tions that work with the AEC on our in the organization of the Manhattan
program. Their function is largely to District was very good, it was not

make sure that the reports are accur- equipped to perform the function of
ate, well written, and that all patent- deciding which information could be
able items are covered in appropriate declassified. They could not adequate-
patent applications. ly handle the job of declassification,

.T1e seinor reviewers are the prin- which is, as you know, the function of
cipal advisors to the AEC and to the identifying that which should be pro-
Division of Classification in the draw.. tected as contrasted with the absolute
ing-up of policy classification guides. -business of protecting it. The busi-
They meet quite frequertly.--too Ive- ness of protecting is the security busi-
quently, they sometimes think---be- ness.
cause we call on them often to con- General Groves recognized this dif-
sider and to recomn neod what infor-
inarion should be released from the ference and the Tolman Committee

Restricted Data category Pnd declassi- also recognized this difference. When
fled. Thfs is the wiay our policy classi- they nominated the people who would
fication guides arc written. in their administer the program of declassi-
deliberations, the senior reviewers Lying information, everyone who was
listen to the views of classification of- selected to perform a function in the
ficers. Other opinions also are con- declassification program was a tech-
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•.nica!!y-trained individual, i. c., a per- that said you couldn't talk to somne-

son wih a technical degree. one and tell hini what you wanted.
I-lat is largely tihe case now. With- The law didn't actually :over that.

in tle tomi Enl~_yComission it Th -'nress took all this into ac-

is the case. All our classification peo- count.. They decided that this new
p oe have technical degrees, a recogni- force, this new program, descived and
tion of the dff,_,n,, betwc,., thiC necded a law of its own. So they start-
llphysical protection of identified in- cd to draft the Atonmic Lnergy Act,
formation and its identification. In an act that has a great many features
other agencies this may not be so nec- not found in an)' other law, not even
essary, simply because in other or- now, but which certainly were need-
ganizations what should be classified ed. For one thing, the act prescribed
may not necessarily be technical. In much stiffer penalties. In later years,
our organization practically all of it they included penalties for violating
is. All of our classification people it without the need to show an intent
are technically-trained people. With- to injure the U.S.
out technical training, one doesn't get Carelessness was punishable and
to be an AEC classification officer. A still is under the new law. As far as
mathematics degree is considered to I know, it never was under the old Es-
be a technical degree. Mathemati- pionage Act. One had to prove intent
cians, therefore, would be acceptable, to injure. But what the congress did,
particularly because we are computer- and what was far more interesting
izing our operation as fast as we can. from our point of view, was that it I

During the time General Groves changed the basic concept of classi-
and the Tolman Committee were fled information. Under the Espion-
working to set up this organization, age Act, information or material does-
the congress was also concerned about n't become classified until somebody
atomic energy. The war was over. says it is. For example, if somebody
What to do with this new branch of invents a new rifle, a new tank, a new
knowledge, this terrible power that hand grenade, or some such, these de-
had been discovered? vices are not automatically classified.

It was clear to the members of con- Someone has to look at them and say,
gress, when they looked at the existing "This should be classified." The act
laws, that the existing laws would not of classification is necessary.
properly take care of the problem. Under the Atomic Energy Act, this
There were weaknesses in what was is not the case. The Atomic Energy
then the so-called Espionage Act. (It Act provides that anything that has
has since been changed.) For exam- to do with the design, fabrication, or
ple, it was a crime to give a document manufacture of atomic weapons or
to another individual if the document the use of these weapons, anything
contained information the loss of that hias to do with the use of special
which would be detrimental to the material in the production of energy,
United States. But there wasn't a law is Restricted Data.
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It is interesting to note the act does- kind of data called Fornicrlh Restrict-
n't use the word "classified." It calls ed Data.
the information "Restricted Data,". I will explain these terms later, but
but then goes on to describe the man- the concept I want most to impress
ner in which that Restricted Data oR you is the fact that atomic energy
will be handled, and this manner was information is born classified, it
far more stringent than the way class- conies into existence cla ssified undhr
ified information had previously been the law, and to change that state
handled by anyone, requires action by the Commission.

What this meant was that it was The law went on to prescribe the
no longer necessary to say that this ways by which information could be
thing, or this piece of paper, or that removed from the Restricted Data
statement, is classified. What became category and they are very specific.
necessary was that if one wanted to It provides that the Commission
bring about a change, one had to say can from time to time determine that
specifically that this piece of infor- information which may be removed
mation or that thing was no longer from the Restricted Data category and
classified, was no longer Restricted which may be published without un-
Data. In other words one could de- due risk to the common defense and
classify but could not classify. security. Note that it is the Commis-

So when the law was passed, all in- sion that is to make this determina-
formation pertaining to c,' ;,..ic ener- tion.
gy immediately became Restricted The implications of this subsection
Data. are, I think, quite clear, namely, that

What the Commission did, of the Commission doesn't classify. It
course, was to recognize the existence only declassifies. The law classifies.
of the classification guide that had The Atomic Energy Act creates thc.
S been prepared by the Tolman Corn- Restricted Data even to the extent

mittee and to apply it to this Restrict- that wherever an individual person is,
ed Data, and to say that wherever and whoever is supporting his work
that guide says information is un- (if anybody is), it is possible for him
classified, it is declassified; and wher- or her to generate Restricted Data.
ever it doesn't say that information Someone working in a basement room,
is unclassified, it is classified. That is dreaming up a design for some new

* still the case. Although the guide is method of separating isotopes or some
' new kind of nuclear weapon, some

* different, the principle r e ma i n s.
new explosive device that may incor-Whatever our classification guides porate the principles of atomic energy,

state that the Commission has declass- could be generating Restricted Data,
ified, is unclassified; and whatever in spite of the fact that lie has no
our guides do not state that the Com- government support.
mission has declassified remains class- Does the law forbid him to do that?
ified as Restricted Data or as another As long as he doesn't translate his
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weapon (oncepts into hardware it AEC-DOD declassification action.

doesn't. What it does do, though, is The class of Restricted Data to which
to forbid him to communicate any this requirement applies would come

of the Restrt.d Dat. a t. any other into 'aO'tence as a resulL of a letde--S person unless it isestablished that inao by teACadt DOI)Sis llintion tileAECand tile

the other person is authorized to re- that certain information concerning
cc that Kind of info-n-naLICoH. TllaL weapons is primarily iniormlation
means, of course, he could communi- about the use of weapons rather than
cate it to the Atomic Energy Commis- about their design. Once that deter-

sion and to anyone who the Atomic mination has been made, declassifica-
Energy Commission will say is prop- tion cannot take place unless the

erly cleared and has the proper need Commission and the Department of
to know. Defense collaborate. There is no such

Unless and until that individual information in existence today.
communicates Restricted Data in- There is, however, a somewhPt dif-

formation to anybody else, he has not ferent class of information that was
broken the law, but when he does once Restricted Data but is no longer
communicate it and if that someone Restricted Data. This class of infor-

Selse is not authorized to receive the mation comes into existence in a man-
information, he has broken the law ner similar to the one described above.

and he is subject to all penalties pro- As before, the Commission and the
vided by other sections of the act, DOD must agree that the Restricted
some of which are rather severe. As Data involved is primarily informa-
far as Restricted Data is concerned, tion about the use of weapons rather
such an individual doesn't have the than about their design. In this case,
right to declassify it. As to those of however, the two agencies must make

you who are contractor representatives an additional determination, namely,
for the Department of Defense or who that the information involved may
are contractor representatives for the also be adequately protected as De-

Atomic Energy Commission, or who fense Information.
are representatives of neither but are At this point, we meet the term

working in industry--you may gener- "Defense Information." This tends to
ate such information but do not have be somewhat confusing because the
the right to declassify it. It may have term covers Restricted Data as well as
been wholly supported by you or by military types of information, such
your organization, but you don't have as the order of battle, or the design of

the right to declassify the informa- a new non-nuclear anti-aircraft mis-
tion, and neither does your organiza- sile, or a tank, etc. All of these are De-
tion. Only the Commission has that fense Information, but the label "De-
right, fense Information" has been given, at

There is a subsection of the Atomic least in the popular concept, only to

Energy Act that describes a form of the non-nuclear type of military in-
Restricted Data that requires joint formation. Restricted Data is there-
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fore one form of Defense Information, and that is how the designation
but this section of the law says, for "Formerly Restricted Data- origina-
one thing, that once the Department ted.
and the Commission decide that cer- It is descriptive. The information
,ain kinds of information (which meet was formerly Restricted Data, and
a technical criterion) can be ade- now it isn't, although it isn't unclassi-
quately safeguarded as Defense In- fied. The marking Formerly Restrict-
formation (meaning ordinary Defense ed Data is a label that sets it apart
Information), that information is no from Restricted Data and from other
longer Restricted Data, but remains kinds of Defense Information, and lets
classified as Defense Information. everyone know that this information

The proposal that was put forth to is not to be sent to a foreign country
the congress by the Department of without certain prerequisites.
Defense, and supported by the AEC- As you can now see, we have three
went just this far. But when it got kinds of classified information: Res-
to congress, the congress didn't quite tricted Data, Formerly Restricted
accept that concept. It said that is all Data, and the one that is called De-
right; it would approve such a change fense Information with no other label.
if it would help, but it wanted to be Formerly Restricted Data cannot be H
sure that none of the information declassified by the Commission alone.
that would be removed from Re- It is declassified jointly by the AEC
stricted Data under that section of the and the Department of Defense. It is
act would be transmitted to a foreign interesting to note that the wording
country unless the information was the act uses in this case is slightly dif-

within the scope of an existing agree- ferent from the wording used in the
ment for cooperation between the declassification of Restricted Data. Jn

United States and that foreign coun- the case of FRD, the Commission and
try, which had been set before the the DOD determine that the infor-
congress for a prescribed period of mation can be published without un- 4

time. Accordingly, the -congress added reasonable risk to the country's se-
a proviso to the act to cover this curity. In the case of Restricted Data,
point. That proviso gave classification the Commission's determination is
management a problem, because it that the information can be publisheC
created a class of information that without undue risk.
was no longer Restricted Data, it was Them'e is another subsection you
Defense Information, but it wasn't ought to know about, principally be-
the ordinary kind of Defense Infor- cause it will give you an insight into
mation. It had somehow to be set how broad a concept congress con-
apart so that it wouldn't be sent to sidered Restricted Data to be. This
a foreign country with which the U.S. subsection provides that "The Com-
didn't have an appropriate agreement mission shall remove from the Re-
for cooperation. Therefore, it needed stricted Data category such informa-
a label to identify it, to set it apart- tion concerning the atomic energy
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programs of other nations as the Coin- broad. The same is true of Canadian
mission and the Director of Central atomic energy data, although there is
Intelligence jointly determine to be very little that is classified.

,,',-e-*ry to .... * ,-. provs. on L - -......
necessary to Carry out li,, "", ese are the subsectiois o0 t"le

of section 102(d) of the National Atomic Energy Act that describe the
Security Act of 1947 . ." four ways by which information may

I won't quote it further. It isn't be removed frora the Restricted Data

necessary. The important p oint about category.
this section is that it expressed the I think that those of you who know
view of congress that the kind of in- of our program know that the Com-
formation that we are talking about, mission has from the very beginning
this atomic energy information, this had the strong feeling that informa-
Restricted Data, extends beyond the tion concerning our program should
Lorders of our own country. You may remain classified only as long as one

* ask yourself, supposing the French or could demonstrate that there is a rea-
the Russians develop Restricted Data, son connected with the national de-
how are we going to protect them? fense to keep it so. As a consequence
How are we going to keep it classi- of this policy, vast quantities of
fied? atomic energy information have been

Well of course, as long as it remains d e c 1 a s s i f i e d and made available
within their country, they will do throughout the country for use by in-
with it what they please, because dustry and by private citizens; so
their people are not citizens of the much so, in fact, that a great deal of
United States and are not subject to it, although it is available in the

our laws while outside the U.S. But libraries and elsewhere and can be
once you or I or any other citizen had for the asking, has never been
of the United States obtains such in- asked for and actually has never been
formation, being subject to our !aV, seen.

he is required to protect the informa- The Freedom of Information Act,
tion that he has received, if it is classi- which was passed about a year ago,
fied, in the same way as he would was one which we welcomed, although
protect Restricted Data from our own in reality, it had no effect on our
programs. classification operation, because there

However, the Commission-and the is no way it could have. We had long
Director of Central Intelligence-have before adopted the policy that we
removed all Russian and all Chinese would examine our information at
information from the Restricted Data frequent intervals and make certaincategory. Most French information that when the information no longer

* has also been removed from the Re- bad a relation to the defense of the
stricted Data category. British classi- country we would release it. We have
fied atomic energy information is pro- lived by this principle for over twenty
tected by us as Restricted Data, since years. We expect to continue to live
our agreement with them is pretty by this policy.
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How do we go about this? From of the guides that the AEC proposes
the managcieent point of view it is a to issue, not as a requircment under
complex and fairly difficult thing. We the law, but as a mattet of common
have classification guides. Obviously, sense.
the Commission can't see every one, As a sulpplement to these policy
though the Commission does have to guides, we have another set of guides,
approve every declassification of Re- which are not as broad in coveragc
stricted Data information-not every of information, and are therefore less
document, but all information. We subject to differing interpretation.
present to the Commission for ap- Policy gaides are of necessity very
proval those classification guides that broad in their statements of what in-
describe the classification policy, and formation is unclassified. They are,
recommend the areas of information therefore, open to diverse interpreta-
that should remain classified and the tions.
areas of information that should be Diverse interpretations of policy if
declassified. There are about five such allowed to be put into practice are
basic documents which the Commis- death to a classification program. You
sion has approved. In approving cannot have one group of people in-
them, the Commission also made the terpreting a rule one way and another
required statutory determinations that group of people interpreting it the
the information described in them as other, because each in its own time
unclassified could be published with- and in its'own way can give away one-
out undue or unreasonable risk to the half of the program, one-half of the
commov defense and security. These information. What gets published un-
guides are what we call policy guides, der these circumstances is the total in
and the Commission has to approve formation with resulting damage to
each one of them before it can be the national defense.
used. To avoid this, we limit the use of

I tolyou a wnhie ago that the the policy guides and we produce
Commission alone is responsible for other classification guides which de-
declassifying Restricted Data. That is scribe the declassified information in
true under the law, but do they do greater detail, reducing the possibili-
this alone? The answer is "certainly ties of differing interpretations. We
no." All of these policy guides are pro- call some of these program classifi-
vided to other agencies of the Govern- cation guides. Program guides are is-
ment that may be interested. In the sued by the Division of Classification
past, that has been principally the in Washington, although we do not
Department of Defense, but in later write all of them, and an attempt
years the National Aeronautics and is made in these guides to see to it
Space Administration has also been that the same kinds of information
consulted. Both the DOD and NASA, will be treated the same way in dif-
and at times other agencies as well ferent places and by different people.
have been and will be seeing some But even these guides are fairly broad
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in their definitions of what is not drafted them and they are put to
classified and so they too are open to use. The classification officers in these
some interpretation. locations use these guides and make

To meet this problem, a third class classification decisions from day to
of classification guide is adopted day based on their topics.
which we call local classification The decisions they must niake are
guides. A. local classification guide is many and varied, and they play an cx-
quite detailed in its description of tremnely important role in whether or
unclassified information further re- not the Atomic Energy Commission
ducing the possibility of differing in- has a workable classification program

terpretation of the rules. It doesn't and whether the protection of the
eliminate the problem but it reduces atomic energy information that we
it, we think, to manageable propor- are developing is assured or not.
tions. Local classification guides cover 1 can't overemphasize the inipor-
specific projects and are very detailed Lance of the role of classification of-
in their descriptions of what is un- ficers. They are all, with very few
classified. It is necessary that these exceptions, technically trained people,
guides be developed and produced by very responsible, and looked up to by
the people who are engaged in the their organizations. This is as it
work. They are sent to the Division should be; they are all professionals,
of Classification in Washington for belonging to an elite group, the com-
review before they are issued, but only blning o assifite ouc, I
so that it can be insured, as closely hoeunlty of classification o thicials. 1
as one can, that they do not conflict hope they will always feel that they

with local guides issued by some other do belong to the group and that they

organization or that they do not con- will stay in that group until it be-

flict with the classification policy of comes time for them to leave the ac-
the Commission. Once approved, they tive life, and go out and enjoy retire-

are sent back to the organization that mcnt.

PANEL-THE MAN IN THE MIDDLE
Robert Donovan, Moderator

DONOVAN: Primarily what we I would like to add something to
had in mind, when we organized this the matter that was raised this morn-
panel was to bring together a group ing of how much information is being
of people from disciplines outside of withheld. Touching on that is a
classification management, per se, passage from a document put out by
whose work is affected-we hope not the Senate Small Business Committee
too advcrsely-by classification man- in April 1967 entitled "Policy Plan-
agement actions. ning for Technology Transfer."
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"7[he DOD sees no necessity for inforination regarding personnel se-
special dissemination and applica- curity clearances, as well as those of
wion efforts because its patent policy subcontractors and consultants, I must
is supposed to provide the incentive also have information regarding the
for private transfer programns. How- facility clearance status of our associ-
ever, the security and administrative ated contractors and activity reports
restilctions on DOD reports keep of both marketing and contracts de-
about one-third of all federally partments. Notices regarding termina-
controlled technology out of the tions of employees, or the physical re-
conventionml information retrieval location of company personnel are of
system, utmost importance to me. All corres-

"Assuming roughly equivalent pondence relative to upgrading or
dollar value, this means that 68 downgrading any element of a con-
percent of the DOD research and tract must cross my desk. These arc
development effort in that period only a few of the areas of interest
(about $7 billion) is not available which affect decisions on proper
for secondary application in other handling and distribution of classified
industries. This amounts to almost information. On a Security Depart-
$5 billion or one-third of all the ment wheel, all spokes must feed the
federally sponsored R&D in that classified material control system hLb.
year. Rendering such a substantial Within the management structure,
portion of technology unavailable I work closely with those individuals
poses a serious question for future generating classified material and
policy planning in transfer pro- those considered custodians or classi-
grams." fied material holders. Whatever the
I think, basicAlly, what some of the requirements imposed by DOD, the

panelists will touch upon today is in corporate security director or the
essence the scope of the problem that division security manager, a digestible
is created by classification, which far means of accomplishing new adminis-
transcends just the. ,,assificatiojn of, tiative requirements is the responsi-
specific report or specific item of bility of the records management
technology that has taken place. Our supervisor.
first speaker is Mrs. Patricia Horn. 'The extent to which trouble brews

within the area of classified material
PATRICIA L. HORN control is dependent upon the ease

Itek Corporation or difficulty of handling offered by
As a document control/records the company classified material con-

management supervisor, my responsi- trol system. Security Department per-
bility is the implementation of Section sonnel may practically go blind trying
It of the Industrial Security Manual. to read an illegible 254 but when we
In order to properly handle classified present the classification check list to
material, my work is dependent upon the engineering department, it must
the general satisfaction of All require- be discernible, straightforward in con-
ments of the ISM. This dependency is tent, and easily applicable. The classi-
based upon a need for administrative fLied document presented to the re-
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search scientist must be properly not require such familiarization; but
"stanpc-!, recorded, enclosed in ob- his new secretary decs.
viously marked cover sheets, and have My personal rule of thLnib for any
an X marking the line for his sig- classified material control system is
nature. Our guide for paragraph keeh it simple. The less we confuse
markings must also be easily followed. classified information handlers, the
The simplification of handling p:o.- easier it is for them to remember one
cedurcs which we try to offer those of the most important aspects o[f afe-
rre(uiring classification guidance is guarding classified items, which iE
not intended as a reflection on their lock. theem up. Over seventy-five per-
mentality: but is in recognition and cent of security incidents involve open
respect for the scientists' position of containers.
creative iesponsibility within the corn- Not all classified material users are
pany. We reward ourselves and our concerned with the cost to the"r corn-
company by making it as easy as pany for maintenance of a classified
possible for classified material users container; however, some who share
to remain creative thinkers and not in tPhe firm's stock plan are impressed
administrative file clerks. with a few 5tatistics. For exampl-, by

While the "Good Book" is detaiked estimate it costs yearly $48 plus for"

in its requirements of classified mate- security checks to be made by a guard
rial handling, the method or system during non-working hours. It costs $14

of meeting its demands is a prerog- yearly for, the alerage two lock com-
ative of each individual company. No bination changes. The cost of an
inspector will be quoted as saying that audit, investigation and report for the

* our individual control system is good safe left open runs from $20 to $7b

* or bad. Apart from stamping, logging, Fer occurrence.
receipting and safeguarding classified The most ideal SJtuation that I have
items, we have only one small problem encountered ip handling dzssified in-
to contend with in our control system formation was in a smnall research :qnd
-and that is finding everything. With development facility with fewer thana
only a few hundred classified items one hundred in-house employees and

in-house, a locator file is fairly simple fewer than 4000 accountable classified
to maintain. When we become in- items. In this environment, every
volved with many thousands of classi- document was figuratively within my
fled items, there appears never to be reach. The system involved the simple

enough cross-reference files available. and basic forms essential to required
The more technical our end classified economy in the small firm. Briefly, it
product, the more difficult for the consisted of the log book assigning
non-technical document clerk to rec- numbers in sequence, a master docu-

ognize by subject where she should ment control card typed with identi-
log, record or file an item. The newly fying information, and NCR copies

hired employee receives indoctrina- cross-filed by contract, automatic-time-
tion in alnost everything his first day phased downgrading group followup,
on board except in pertinent company and a signature receipt filed by indi-
vocabulary. The senior scientist may vidual document holder. One docu-
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meiit clerk handled this control a part of a successful corporation.
system. With company growth begins develop-

It was in this environment of re-. ment of small aches and pains which
quired economy that I first learned often blossom into major headaches.

resp)ect for t11e D'epartment o' Dc'ense As organizers organize, primary re-
industrial security specialists. lationships are required; hence de-

-When I had a problem storing partments of specialists develop fo .

classified waste nmatcrial, I was advised handling services. When we extend a
by four different security specialists sel e in a large company, we must
on four separate facility inspections, devise ways and means of recording

four ways to solve my problem. our value for managemeni. We form-
The first advised me to obtain a ulate job procedures, and work in-galvanized garbage can, modify it by struction sheets, and last but far from

cutting an opening in the lid, attach- least, we originate forms.
ing the lid to the can with hinge and The business of practical men to
lock; all of which would be done provide a rational coordination of
economically by any sheet metal shop. activity through simplicity seems to

Inspector number two examined the lose all reason and sanity in an all-
garbage can and claimed that a com- out war of creating forms. If your
promise was possible since paper household were run with the need
might be pulled through the hole in for forms identifying every labor ac-
the lid. He- suggested modifyini; the tivity, you would never have a clean
lid with the addition of a metal plate pair of socks. But the business world
soldered at a 45 degree angle under must be recorded. The Industrial
the opening. The can went back to Securtiy Manual states that we will
the sheet metal shop. maintain records of our classified

The thi-d inspector examined the material history. Therefore, the spe-
can and claimed that it was not ac- cialty area of classified material con-
ceptable because it was not weighted. trol is well supplied with forms, out-
He suggested pouring 200 tpounds of U-nimhbered probably only b-th
concrete into the can, or chain it to Personnel Department and the De.-
a wall, Two hundred pounds of partment of Defense.
cement would have almost filled the Unless forms are sent, signed, re-
canr, o I attached a chain to the can iurned and filed for classified material
and secured it to a walL transmittal, there is no control. With

Inspector number four, nine montis the multitude of internal document
and $55.41 later, claimed the wall transfer forms to be processed for
in the leased building was not of a each transaction between custodians,
S stationary-type constru(ctin, and sug- the finest contiol. system in existence
gested that I "get rid of the damn is v'ulnerable to errors, whether typo-
can" and store cl.•.ýsilied waste in a graphical, misfilng, or loss. In the

secured four-drawer filing cabinet multiple - facility organizations, t It e
Which 1 did. mast.r docurnent control center is

Despite a few unnecessary expenses always waiting for a transfer lorm to
some small companies grow or become drift in for final disposition notations.
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But the internal transfer problems system was devised. This method o1
are actuall) not insurmountable. Man- cleaning hlOuser: is a mnost creditable
agement policy and a strict facility system, philosophically, in the ten

standard operating procedure will years that I have been handling classi-

state that thc individual may not fied items, 1 recall using the system
transfer a classified item without cer- to eliminate almost one dozen Tej)orts.

tifying the need-to-know of the re- Almost all of my classified material
cipient a~nd his security clearance is assigned to Group 3 and in twelve

status, and receiving a signature re- years most of that will be obsolete
ceipt. This "no,no" in the SOP is scientifically and end up in the
nicely phrased, read by everyone, and pulper. Even if I had a Group 4 secret
the DCASR representatives approve document timed for downgrading, the
it as the accepted internal document general use of spiral bindings makes
transfer procedure for a facility. How- it difficult to economically meet the
ever, some of us are familiar with a demands for restamping the down-
breed of professionals that are some- graded. item.
times remiss with signature receipts. To compile a one-inch report, a
These genius "direct-charge" contrib- one-inch plastic spiral costs the con- I
utors to our existence may never tractor between eight and ten cents.

accept our classified material handling To bind the same report with the
procedures until we write them in stitched and glued binding of the
Greek letters or equation forms. permanently bound book, the con-

Some of our scientists tend to gen- tractor costs would increase to 40 or
erate classified paper as though the 50 cents a copy. Considering that 200
safeguarding of it were free. Since the copies of a classified manual are as-
classification system is weighted on semnbled using a spiral binding, the
the side of the individual who decides cost would be about $20 as compared
to classify, the employee runs no, risk with the protessionally bound manu-
in assigning a security classification to als which would cost about $80. We
information which may be unclassi- are saving $60 on 200 documents, or
fled. Should he fail to classify infor- so it seems.
mation that later is held to be sensi- When the secret documents are
tive, he faces a penalty. Therefore, the three years old and in Group 4, they
scientist who is uncertain regarding are ready for downgrading to confi-
apphicabi ity of a security classifica- dential. If we do not account for
tion will choose to classify rather than confidential material, we may remove
not. The burden presented by over- them from the contro. system.
classification falls immediately upon DOD pe;rmits us to stamp a per-
the classified material control. system; manently bound document on the
but the usefulness of a possibly ex- front and back cover, and the index
ceptional idea for a commercially page, noting the change of classifica-
salable item is delayed or lost. tion and authe.Ity. Not so with the

As an aid for eliminating classifief manual with the spiral binding. The
material from our control system, the spiral bound document must be
automatic time-phased downpTad;n g stamped on covers, index pages, each
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internal page, and each paragraph tations and continued accountability
that reflects a higher classification record ke~ping. While some contrac-
than applicable. Deferred marking is tual documentation may be essenti;,lly
permitted by the ISM, which is a more retained as classified archive items, I
practical approach to the problem have seen the majority of retention
than conducting a major restamping approved material gather only dust
("sit-in" campaign. But if we choose during its retention period. Contract-
to restamp only when the document ing officers having administrative A

floats back through the master control authority to approve retention re-
center, we must continue inventorying quests would do us a kindness to

the custodian. And this is what most search more closely the advisability
of us do. For one or two reports, the and practicability of classified docu-
spiral-bound document can be hand- ment retention.
stamped without undue time, provid- If you can visualize in your minds
ing it does not have three or four the picture of an old fashioned three-
hundred pages. For a substantial minute egg timer, which is shaped
number of secret manuals, such as a with two large glass sections divided
thousand or more, the initial savings in the middle by a small area that the
with the use of the spiral binding is sand flows through, you will see also
eaten away by the expensive hours the position of the man in the middle
required to stamp them as down- of classification management. The top
graded. portion of the timer represents the

While I have barely touched on all Department of Defense and the lower
the frustrations of the middle man portion of the timer represents the
involved with classified material con- classified information user or industry.
trol, my time is limited today and We in the middle sift the classification

I ýI
there is one other brief point that I system sand regardless of which way
must mention. the timer is turned. As DOD develops

Retention requirements and author- new requirements for safeguarding
- izations present an area of concern their classified information, those of

S. .for tihe classified records control de- us in the middle strive to find prac-
partment. It appears to be the desire tical, economical, and effective ways
of most companies, large or small, to and means to meet their demands. We
retain everything they generate during sprinkle as much informative sand as

their performance on a classified con- possible onto both DOD and industry.
tract, from original drawings to the But it appears that we can never do
final report. It also seems to be the enough for either portion of the timer.

desire of some engineers to retain With the ISM always on top of xAs

every report printed which reveals and the demands of riv.us~ry always
their nalmes as authors. To retain with us, we hope for the strength to
ca.,Sified material, even as little as accept what we cannot change, cour-
two years, requires retention approval age to change what we cannot accept,
requests, master classified mnaterial and the wisdom to know the diifer-
control inventorieg, suspense file no- ence. Thauk you,
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WILLIAM C. PETRU We can find no fault. with that state-
Hewlett-Packard Company mlent!

From time to time in my profession . . It may be seen now-a-days,
as librarian, I feel the need to renew when Demagogues and others of
-Y " n ler...... bY seekg fh ilw i-uI t SUlK ts Up

tion and guidance. 1 do this simply sedition & revolt . . . that it is as
enough by turning to a small, precious Custos Librorum... or Guardian of
11o pan. et y '1e 1ý.CIjoruS, tiaE the Librarian
personal library. Entitled The Li- exercises his true function."
brarian's Almanack, it was first pub- All, can there be any doubt that
lished in 1773, in New England by when I read such passages, tbat my
a respected bookman named Jared flagging spirit is revived in day-to-day
Bean, who had somewhat singular battles with the security of our na-
notions of what constituted library tion's secrets? Is it any wonder that
service. I was impressed when I turned as "a person of sober and Godly life,
to Mr. Bean recently and discovered learn'd, virtuous, chaste, moral, frugal

Sto what an extent his ideas coincided and temperate" (Mr. Bean's character-
- with 20th century thoughts, especially ization of a librarian), I feel worthy

the thoughts of the National Classifi- of my position of trust? I am sure
cation Management Society. I would that the gentleman who grants per-
like to share some of the more inspir- sonal security clearances could not
ational messages from the almanack find fault with such a noble character-
to show you the wisdom of 18th ization.
century American librarianship. There are two more short passages

"The Librarian may be justly com- I want to share with you from the
par'd with him who keeps an writings of the Old Librarian. If you
Armoury of Weapons ... Like that have any lingering doubts as to his
other Keeper, it is his Duty to see phenomenal foresight into the 20th
that his Armoury (which is the century, these passages should lay such
Library) be well stock'd with the doubts to rest.
fittest Weapons, and that they be "Keep your Reports behind stout
put into the hands of such as can Gratings, and in no wise let any

use them at the proper time." Person come at them to take them
Mr. Bean continues: (I have altered from the Shelf except yourself . . .
the word "book" to "report" through- It were better that no Person enter
out.) the Library . . and that the Re-
"The Metaphor need not stop at ports be kept in Safety, than that
this, neither, for even as the Weap.- one Report be lost, or others Mis-
ons of the Armoury are unfitted for plac'd. Guard well your Reports-
the hands of all, so the Reports tlis is always your foremost Duty."
(the Weapons over which the Li- It we librarians were permitted to

brarian is Custodian) are ofttimes follow that philosophy, I would not
•arigerous & harmful if they come have to be here today. Indeed, there
to tL: hands of persons ill-fitted to would not perhaps even be a National
pc'ruse them." Classification Management Society.
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T1o continue, Mrt. Bean instructs me When the Air Force security man
that: shows up on a quarterly check with

"So far as your Authority will a list of docunent control numbers
permit of it, exercise great Discrini- which hie says represent reports

Is hargedt to thle library, I had better
Inat.... as to which Persons shall bc hd
admitted to thi use of the Library have a file of' document control num-
... Question each applicant closely. bers available which readily identify

See that he be a Person of good the library's holdings. With this one
Reputation, scholarly Habits, sober file everything would be fine if, as
and courteous Demzaniour. Any Mr. Bean advocates, the reports stayed
mere Trifler, a Person that would permanently on the shelves. But se-
Dally with Reports, or seek in them curity men have an uncanny sense of
shallow amusement, may be Dis- ferreting out items which are never
miss'd without delay." exactly where they ought to be. If
With these words spurring me on, the report is in circulation, more files

I contacted several of my sober and are necessary in order to maintain
moral colleagues over cocktails in accountability. There is a circulation
order to glean from theml as much card with the man's signature, filed
knowledge and experience as possible by the library call number. There is
about our problems in the handling a record of this report filed under
of classified material. The first re- the man's name, so that if he should
action (besides the hiccup) I received terminate the employ of the company
from my colleagues was one of stony he can be cleared of all material he
silence, when I asked them to discuss may have which belongs to the Ii-
security. I gathered that it is somehow brary. If the report is secret, there
unpatriotic to discuss the handling of must be on file a valid need-to-know.
classified information. The system has If the man picked up the document
been imposed upon us, by higher in the library, I must have on file a
authority, with good reason, and that card which authorizes his entry into
is that. Finally I managed to elicit a controlled area. If the rep-ort . Wre
some responses. sent to him through the in-plant or

In my experience I have found that outside mail, there must be on file
librarians tend toward excess caution signed receipts. I will not even discuss
when it comes to keeping secure the the agonies which are gone through if
thousands of classified reports they a report is not on the shelf or in
are generally responsible for--with circulation!
good reason. Many of the files which But remember that the circulating
are constructed for the handling of report must someday come back to
classified material are dictated by the the library, in which case all the files
requirements of the Industrial Secur- must be cleared. The single act of
ity Manual. The librarian ends up circulating a classified report, occur-
with a proliferation of files and a ring dozens of times a day, takes up-
much more elaborate system of con- wards of five minutes per item, as
trols and checks than is ever found in opposed to the few seconds for an un-
an unclassified library, classified item. I think I have made
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my point that the handling of classi- appreciate hearing what l)O)'s think-
fied material is far from a simple pro- ing was.F1  cedure in a library. Incidentally, all DDC personnel tell me that al-
of the records and circulation files though individual reports may not be
should be kept in the closed area also, classilied, when they appear in an

since they represent classified material index in the company of many other
albeit not classified themselves. Very reports they constitute a body of re-
frequently the library must then main- search efforts which may be of sonic
tain separate files for books in some value to unauthorized personnel;
other area---thereby duplicating work. hence, make it confidential. The logic

We all know what a boon automatic of this escapes me when I think about
downgrading is in reducing the grow- the bodies of research efforts which
ing backlog of classified literature, are revealed in the NASA STARs,

Speaking as a librarian, I approve the Nuclear Science Abstracts, and the
principle but reject the practice. The U.S. Government Research & Develop-
reason is simple: the great amount of inent Reports, all of which contain
work necessary to keep abreast of the government-contracted w o r k and
numbers of documents caught up in ilone of which are classified. I read
an automatic downgrading system. In in one of Bob Donovan's papers in
a library of any size, at least one clerk Security World that even the super-
would be needed full time for the re- secret C1A receives 80% of its in-
marking of the reports and for the telligence from the open literature. I
vast job of correcting all the library's sincerely hope something can be done
records of classified material. Gener- about declassifying the TABs.
ally, I think you will find that li- It is safe to assume that none of
brarians are not performing as you us would be here unless we were
may think they should in downgrad- interested in the overall administra-
ing. After all, if a downgraded tion of security programs. There is
unclassified report is treated as con- something I would like to bring up
fidential we are still maintaining w7hich has been o......... upon by"

security, and the system for continu- librarians which is at variance with
ing to handle the document as the statement that we all are inter-

2 confidential is already set up and ested in overall security. That is,
f ictioning. !whatever agency it is that has cog-

There is only one case I know of nizance over a facility is interested
in which librarians will fight to switch only i6 its own reports, and those
a classification. When the Technical from any other agency are of no
A bstract Bulletin of the Defense Docu- regard. There is no agency, apparent-
mentation Center was made confiden- ly, which is not guilty of this, because
tial in 1967, one of the most important I have had discussions with librarians
tools we librarians and many engi- who represent AEC, DOD, and NASA.
ineers and scientists have was removed Does this feeling stem from old service
from ready access. Tlhe reasons 1 rivalries? I wish the Old Librarian,
heard given for this reclassification Jared Bean, had something to say
were not logic&a, ýulk someday I would about this, but lie has let me down.
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just as in our honics, one of the deeply involved than others in report
hazards of libraries is the mailing list. literature from foreign nations, but
Once on a list, always on a list- no matter the number of reports, these
including those mailing lists for classi- always constitute a problem because
flied information. Just a few months of the different terms used. For ex-
ago i received a report, fortunately ample, that delightful term "discrete"
unclassified, which still listed my used by the British. I perhaps should
name on its distribution list. It has not limit a complaint about ciassifica-
been two years since I have had any tion terms to foreign lands, since those
interest in the subject field, but ap- in the United States are far from clear.
parently my writing to the distribut- just exactly what does "official use
ing agency at that time had no effect. only" mean? A security man once told
In my present position I have given me the term means "use your dis-
up trying to halt a duplication of cretion." I know that my discretion
reports coming from NASA, the sec- is i1afallible, but what about all the
ond copy being addressed to a man other librarians? A question arose in
who terminated three years ago. I my experience concerning the handl-
deliberately rip up the notices this ing of reports marked "confidential/
man receives from NASA which state Restricted Data." Should they be
that he will be dropped irom the treated as confidential or secret? To
mailing list if he does not respond. be on the safe side-which I suppose
Don't you believe it. The profusion is never the wrong side to be on-we
of unwanted documents which results handled them as secret. But think of
from these mailing lists is consider- the extra work that could be saved if
able. The destruction of this material these reports can be handled as
-especially if it is controlled in any confidential.
way-becomes an expensive and time- Since you people are policy makers,
consuming chore. perhaps you are in a position to make
cI complained a minute ago about another rule. In the publishing of
mailing lists. There ip one type of proceedings, symposia and confer- -,

list that should bLe cicooaged. These -. ences, every cffort should be made to
are the subject field of interest regis, keep like classifications together and
ters which permit libraries and others in separate volumes. Time and again
to receive reports automatically as an unclassified paper will appear in
issued in subjects of continuing in- a classified docament, thereby mak-
terest. The lists established by the ing the unclassified classified for all
Chemical Propulsion Information practical purposes. Kequiring similar
Agency are examples of this excellent- classifications to be grouped would be
ly functional method of distributing of immense help.
reports. You will find that because it is so

Since standardization seems to be difficult to get some reports, librarians
the order of the day, librarians feel tend to hoard once the reports are
that some international cooperation retrieved, even if there is no current
may be possible for classification interest. This is especially true with
terms. Some libraries become more secret reports. Hoarding creates space
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problems, creates more records in tile is so important to today's industrial
library and in central document con- activity, especially that industry as-[ trol, and is in fact against security sociated with military contracting.
regulations. But when balanced with I am sure your job is often un-
tryirg to letrieve the document at heralded, thankless, and sometimes
some future (late all over again, then resented because people naturally re-
hoarding does not appear so bad. sent control and your job is contro:.

This may be the appropriate place We all, however, realize the import-
to say that 1 could not have func- ance of properly protecting informa-
tioned without the cooperation and tion both from the standpoint of
understanding of the company secur- the nation's security and from the
ity supervisor in any library I have standpoint of protecting our corn-
been in. They have bent rules if pany's competitive position. Infor-
necessary to help me-not to get away mation falling into the wrong hands
from security but to aid in the handl- can jeopardize our very lives. Infor-
ing of thousands of classified docu- mation that gives our company an
ments. 1 have a strong feeling that edge falling into the wrong hands can
they, like librarians, are as Mr. Bean seriously jeopardize our livelihood.
states: "sober, virtuous, moral and Adequate protection of both security
temperate." and proprietary information requires

I will close with an admission. The careful control to be administered by
Old Librarian's Almanack from which knowledgeable people.
I quote so freely was actually written Representing the engineering side
in 1909 by a distinguished librarian of the house, I must say that some-
named Edinuid Pearson. It is a pleas- times we do resent this control because

ant hoax. Even so you must agree our job doesn't get done as rapidly as
with me that a librarian writing 60 we had hoped, when it bccomnes evi-
years ago had uncanny insight into dent that it contains classified infor-
our problems. I still feel that Mr. mation. No matter how helpful you
Pearson, as Mr. IAred Bean, has the gentlemnn •re document bearing any
perfect solution to the librarian's se- level of ciassification just don't flow
curity problems when he says: smoothly through any system in the

"Be vigilant your Treasury to keep, same time that unclassified matter
In watchful care know neither rest makes the journey.

nor sleep; In addition, restrictions on avail-
All other Readers better far keel) ability and handling of classified in-

out formation after it has cleared the
Than put the safety of your Reports system become irritants. However,

in doubt." these are irritants we recognize must
be accepted because of the importance

TRAM PRITCHARD of proper protection.
Lockheed Missiles and By no means am I here today to

Space Company complain. If all of you here serve
It is a pleasure to appear before your company as well as the gentle-

a group of individuals whose function men in this activity who perform this
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service in our company, you arc col- the Computer Aided Design Tech-
lectively to be commended. Really, nology. This is an interactive system
1 am here today to open Pandora's whereby an engineer in direct man/
box and discuss some potential prob- machine relationship with a computei k
lenis of the future. it seems that each creates his product design. The corn- '

time we make a technological advancc- puter will perform his massive cal-
ment in the creation and handling of culations and minor service functions K
data, problems arise. Problems of the to develop, finalize, and proof his
past have been extremely minor corn- design. This occurs from the level of
pared to some we are going to face in component through system and end
the very near future. product. Today's powerful computers,

An example of past problems was plus the development of the cathode
the advent of 35ram microfilm. When ray tube as an input-output device,
we started using it, both internally not only make the use of the computer
within our company and as a medium in this fashion feasible but an ac-
of data delivery, the legibility of se- tual accomplishment. The engineer,
curity markings became a thorn in through the use of a keyboard, will
our side. We had all developed our input digital information and instruc-
various legends in either pre-printed tions to the computer, and through.
or stick-on form for documents to the use of an electronic light pen adds
reproduce legibly in full size. How- pictorial information. The informa-
ever, when we started recording these tion thus stored will be subject to

same documents on 35mm microfilm recall and display on the CRT for
this legibility did not hold up. There revising and reentry into the comn-
was only one thing left to do and puter memory. This system in its
that was to increase the size of the fully operational phase will provide
letters in our security legends and this for the computer to do all of the

"proportionately increased the size of stress, aerodynamic, thermodynamic
the legends to the point that they now and other considerations to which a
are, in so.. . nsta.ce.......... e, dsign needs to b subjected.
severely into needed drawing area on Throughout the design phase the
engineering drawings. The penalty we computer can evaluate the design step
pay for this is the use of more sheets by step to the parameters of the end

for the drawing or larger sheets, product and inform the engineer of
The technological advancements of any inconsistencies that may occur

tomorrow pose entirely different prob. during the progress of the design. The
lems, both in the identification And output of the system will be, as we see
protection of security information and it now, in comparatively conventional
proprietary information. In my fur- graphic delineations in either ortho-
ther discussion, I will make reference graphic or perspective as requested,
only to security classified information, specifications, manuals, etc. However,
However the problem is virtually in the develol.ment of a product de-
identical in both categories. sign a very large percentage of the

The technological advancement to information developed will never be

which I now refer is commonly called reduced to hard copy but will remain

4I
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in memory storage as backup for the exist. The full impact will be here
finished output. when this technology is fully imple-

As total systems are implemented, mented. The identification, handling,
the majority of the communication control and transmission of classified
of information wi-ill be conducted or proprietary information under
through remote CRT units where a these conditions presents an extremely
display of required information will serious problem that must be solved.
occur si, ply dhiough an inquiry to Industry and the government can-
the data bank. In addition, much of not afford not to take full advantage
the information will be utilized in of this system because of its ability
digital form to drive numerically con- to do a far superior job in designing
trolled manufacturing machinery, complex products more economically

This technology is a reality and is and in a greatly shortened time span
functioning now in relatively limited and also provide a higher level of
areas. Broad application-in fact ap- reliability confidence. Friends, it's
plication broad enough to utilize this coming. How are we going to handle
type of system for a total product de- it?
sign-is not too far in the future. Coupled with this and made pos-

The identification, handling, con- sible by the same means, that is the
trol and transmission of classified or powerful computers we have today
proprietary information under these and the much more powerful com-
conditions presents an extremely puters we will have in the not too
serious problem that must be solved, distant future, will be the total "Intc-
Some of the problems are as follows: grated Data System" to serve as the I

(a) How do you establish the classi- key for managing a project, directly
fication of information that is trans- accessible by company management

ferred directly from an engineer into and by customer management. This
a computer memory without benefit is a requirement that will soon be
of hard copy in any form for review? upon those of us in the business ot

(b) How do you control a situation contracting with military organiza-
where two bits of information, each tion.
in themselves unclassified in nature, The requirements will be something I
assume a classified category when com- like this: All of the information (data,
bined, and this information exists if you will) necessary for the contrac-
Sony in a .computer memory bank tor to perform to the obligations of
subject to recall by authorized people., a contract will be required to be in
either singly or in combination? The a central data bank and be directly
individual authorized to access the accessible by customer personnel. The
system may have need-to-know for depth of inquiry will be restricted by
certain aspects of the information agreement ý,nd the contract will
and may not have need-to-know, or specify these setback levels of access
the proper clearance level, for the penetration.
classified information when it is dis- Tho desirability of the integrated
played in combination, information or data system cannot be

Degrees of these problems presently disputed. (1) It provides company
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management a constant overview of United States. While I sehlom see this
the progress and problem areas il second group, 1 am continually made
accomplishing a project. (2) It will aware of their presence by a stream
eliminate the very expensive reports of requirements, procedures, and spec-
that we are now required to provdei f Were this material consist-
to a military customer that contain ent, clear, and concise, the position
information that is outdated long in the middle would not be particu-
before their delivery. Thle philosophy larly oncious. Unfortunately, the
of the military in setting up the re- guidelines arc often opaque, prolix,
quirement is to cause the company and inconsistent from one statement
management to do a more effective to the next, and seldom the same from
job of managing and to allow them, one research sponsor to the next. In
the military, an opportunity to receive an operation such as Stanford Re-
information in time to make meaning- search Institute which performs hun-
ful decisions. dreds of research projects for dozens

The question to you gentlemen is of DOD agencies, poorly defined, un-

this: How do we protect classified clearly presented, and conflicting re-

information and proprietary informa- quirements make the editor's life

tion created in this manner? Frankly, nightmarish.
1 don't have any answer. I just have 'he scientist or engineer writing

a question which must be answered. an R&D report is likely to take a
Hopefully, this discussion will open simplistic view of security require-
the door for consideration that will ments: Stamp the entire document
provide the answers by the time they with a single classification and down-

are needed, grading group and forget it. This gets
the document printed and out, which,

JOHN A. BYRNE at that moxnent, is the only important

Stanford Research Institute consideration. The resulting horrors
of overclassification seldom come

The phrase "man in the middle" home to practitioners of this approach
connotes -a person someihow caught until they have need for information
between opposing forces or groups. In from a similarly classified document.
my case, as editor of reports docu- There is then eloquently expressed
menting research and development contempt for a system wherein needed
projects, oeC is represented by a large and probably unclassified data are
band of fellow SRI employees---sc- hopelessly buried in a highly classified
entists and engirieers--who wish to document.
communicate with other scientists and The actual security requirements

-,engineers, with administrators, and can be hard to pin down. Sometimes
with decision makers. On the other the position is "We don't care how
hand is an unseen group who must you protect your classified material so
ensure that the communication takes long as you do it right." Other times,
place in controlled and protected the requirements are spelled out in
channels so as to avoid compromis- minutely detailed specifications that
ing the security interests of the are totally impossible to meet with
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the available time and classification Wcbster's Third Ner haernaiionai
I' teria. I)ictiona)y neatly sunmarizes the two
Some will argue that there is really schools of thought about the word

1no problemn, since security require- paragraph. On one hand, the para-
"meas are ultimately set `orth in DOD graph is "A distinct section or sub-

- 5220.22-M, Industrial Security Manual division of a written or printed com-
for Safeguarding of Classified Infor- position that consists of fronm one to
mnza . Let u! faue it: TIhe ISMT is many sentences, forms a rhetorical
not a masterpiece of either lucidity or unit (as by dealing with one particu- L
clarity. Neither are the many report lar point of the subject or by compris-
specifications now being put out by ing the words of a distinct speaker),
vtrious user agencies, almost all of and is indicated by beginning on a
which call out the JSM and incorpor- new usu. indented line." On the other
ate its provisions by reference. Neith- hand, paragraph also describes "A
er, 1 fear, are the Standard Practice usu. numbered article or section of
Procedure manuals prepared by con- law or legal document."
tractors to meet the requirements of Remember that the scientists and
the ISM. In the last cast, part of the engineers who prepare reports want
difficulty is a tendency to echo or to to minimize the time required to deal
copy verbatim the language and with security considerations. Thus, if
phrasing of the ISM---probably, I one accepts that the DOD means that
suppose, because following DOD's if a major section of a document is
language leads to minimum difficulty numbered (or otherwise uniquely
when the SPP is up for DOD ap- identified), It is perforce a paragraph

proval Examples-when they are pre- and can be disposed of with a single
sented---tend to create as much con- classification marking. All that is
fusion as they dispel. required is judicious christening.

Consider the situation surrounding On the chance that the framers of
the basic element of classification, the ISM had come to grips with the
For some years now, I have been meanimng of p-aragraphia, we turn,,ed to
haggling with scientists and engineers the section of definitions, which offers
to mark each page with its own ap- clarification of such knotty terms as
propriate classification. These gentle- "Colleges 4nd Universities" a n d
men, as I have noted before, would "United States." Unfortunately, there
prefer just to assign a single classifi- are no entries between "Official In-
"cation to the entire document and formation" and "Parent-Subsidiary."

avoid the complexities of classifying The ISM does offer one boxed
the elements one by one. Thus, what example:
happens when the basic element of
classification is shifted from page to (S) (FRD) This is an illustration of
paragraph? An argument develops how a paragraph containing SECRET

orthe meaning of paragraph, for if FORMERLY RESTRICTED DATA shall
overp be marked.

this word is loosely enough defined,
the marking requirements awe looser Three lines below this boxed example
than before. of marking a grammatical paragraph
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is ;I Cross relerence to Paragraph 3ar ing alonc, onl what basis will we form
of thle ThAI. our decision? The answer, of' coursc,

Bu,~ ýi' en if we accept that. the De- is to be found on DDi Form 254. 1 ii~n
parmimem of D~efense i.s thinkiii ol' prep)ared to accept the suitability Of t
thle rhetorical element~ rather than the dhis form to describe tile leVCl of
numibered section when the word protcctioii to be accorded io various
paragrap)h is Invoked, We ale I-Ow. oUlt elemuents of an operating hardware
of the -woods. As I havc stated before system, althOUgh thereC may be! peopleI
the user, agencies h-ave thien own in- in this room. who might argue againISt
terestinig 'Systems. T[le U.S. AXrmly any such acceptance. The form is cur-

Electronic Command's Specification tainf'v uEsuitable to describe tlie level
SCL-2101Q, for example, states that Of p~rotection to be accorded pen and
"The classification 3f a paragraph, paper anAyses of hypotbetical syw;unis
chapter, or section of a classified re- -which is ofteni what is required in
p~ort sliall be indicated by inserting assigning a classification 'o a 4ve
the appropriate classification in pa- pa,-agr.2ph of an RL&.D rc-port.
rentheses at the be-ginning of suich Cosdrnow wihc furthiew conipli-
paragraphi, chapter, or sectlon, ira- cations of Ote (II vograding gro,1p.
tnediately following the numerical The ISM requires that the dGct'ia-nw.
designation (emphasis added). For all be marked with the group of the -most
other example, the instructions for highly restric-ed element containcd
DD form 1473, "Document Contro! within th~e dwcumrent,'w. there is a. pc
Dawta-R&-D," which is required in missive statement: "Whenever a use-
everýy research report prepared for ful purpose will be served thereb~y.,
every agency of D)0D, gives the fol- each separate paragraph may be
lowing instructions for marking the marked to sbow the autotnatic down-
report abstract that is to be printed grading and declasýsificationl grou;n
on the form- "Each paragiaph of the that applied to its contents." The Airu
abstract shall end with ant indication Force's MIL-STD-847, howve,
of the milita,.y secu.rity classific.ato away With permissiveness: .2II
of thle information in the para.. "Wh~enever there are differences in311
graph . "(emphasis added). The the automatic- downgrading-declas-
Air Force's MIL-STD-8ý -complicates sification grouping of the variousI
the. isstte still further with its require- paragrapfls or illustrations in a re-

int: "The classification of each port, each classified paragraph or
-3aragraphi will be marked when illustration will also be mnarked (inA

A--. e are differences in their ch-ssi- addition to the classification mark-

ý:; n. If one subparagraj;h is ing) to show, the automatic iregrad-
marked, then all subparagraphis in ing-declassification group that ap-
that paragraph will be marked." plied to its content. The regr-ading-

Even atssuminilg for the moment, that declassificat~ion abbreviation will be
we all AKn'w what at paragraph or suib iii separate2 parentheses and wvil

par-agraph is and. that. we agree that. oloiow the clas:~ifficawion marking.
we will atn.ernpt to determine the as (C-RD) (Gp-IX, for Confidential
classificationi oA each paragraph stand- Restricted Data-Group "
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I. doubt that most contracting officers teni that has beeni developed. I don't
or techinical monitors could mneet hils know if it has classified irilorniatioli
requiremnitrt readily and consistently, incorporated at the present time.
I hiave never, in my own experienice, However, thc special 1 )rograln Mr.
seen pai-agraplis so marr'ed andi .1 sus- Milris planning to write will say
pect that this requircment is sehior all inforniation required to manage

Vietni.o thelypnrodutadwlel~ certadinly wifl

met, the prodoctil and, wilbeanJuist

of many other equally frustrat~i-g am- formnation. Boeing Aiircraft in Seattle
biguites arid inconsistencies Irn the has a system in. operation, a system
InI#i-nium, of -ouse, a single specni- in contract with the Air Force.
cation would cover reporting of all MILTON PARKS: I address my
research con1ducted. tor all agtncies of question to Mrs. Horn.

the DOD. Such a speciiiCat,;On is n10 1 would like to know her feelings I
nearer than a single unified service, on the combining of document control
In. dhe mneantime, then, what is needed and the library functions as one unit;
arc well-written, Well-:1llustrated, con- or does she feel they should lbe
sis tent, logical specifications, that can segrega ted?

rea sonahl-v bie neý iL1 contractors. The MRS. JHORN: Well, I experiment-
alternative of continuing the present ed with it combined as well as apart
hodgepodge will resualt in continued and, well, it was-actually, they clis-
increase in the cost of government- approved of moving classified infoir-j

sPOMWsC"~L r~cscard to offset the costs ination Into the library. Librarians
of compartmentalizing and identify- at that time were not as familiar with
ing each snippet of information to the all the clearance requirements as they

sponsor's own unique system, an(I the are now. W~e have much the better
continued overclassification o-f a large system by having it separated.
part of research results. The conse- PETIRUJ: I would certainly like t~o
quences of this alternath' ive cle ~arly see the two, systems get togethecr. T
detrimental to the ceonomy and the think, in Mrs. Horn's experience, it

scientific future of the nation. was defirtnitely Ith twasoe ofmn
DONOVAN: Thank y o u, Mr. trials that didn't cu., the mnustard. But

Byrne. I wvill now open the discussion very dfntl, he wosystems

up for any questions from the floor, should be together. They cooperate
ClORI M ER McCONNELL:LOI closely together. It is almo~t a shanme

I wil~crf ouknow of any computer PARKS.- How aThout archives?ý
data nianagetnent system of the kind PETRU: Do you mean company
you describe-the kind that describes archives or limited material?
not on paper but within the corn- PARK.S: Classified miaterial and
puter gilts as well-which utilizes company archives. 'ThioulcI th.a- be part~
classified informiation. If so, what of the library and center, o--

kind~~~~~ of -otoseii ERU: I have had somie experi-

PPITCHIARI): I know of one sys- eiice with that. The compliany is re-
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sponsibic for the archives, and it security people, is the fact that most
worked out very, very well because we companies, or many companies, I
had the system well se'. up. Not only should ;.:,y, can anticipate that the day
could we get the material in the sys- will come shortly when they will have
tern and gct it out, but we tused quite a complete information retrieval sys-
a bit of background information and tern which may well include the docu-
this type of thing, with none, I sup- irent control and library functions. I
pose, of the requirements from the It will develop and no doubt include t.
Industrial Security Manual. IL states a computer station, which will have
that after tihe library has two copies, remote terminals and all the other
that is it, things that Lorry mentioned and dis-

MRS. HORN: I don't want to cussed in all these areas. I think this
argue about this, but we have to is the direction we are going. In other
think about retaining tihe archives, words, when I say "information re-
Time was, we could keep these in- trieval" I mean the information that
definitely. We are still keeping the is at the disposal of the company,
stuff, but now, of course, we must classified or unclassified. If that is
request approval for retention for two going to come about-.-and I think we
years. After two years, who follows up? can anticipate it will come about---
We are trying to follow with an of- then all the problems we have been
ficial contract, or tryiag to get rid discussing today must be solved.. This
of them, and I feel this is something, is what Mr. Pritchard was getting at.
again, that wc want to keep, among PRITCHARD: rhere is nothing in
the services we are performing con- existence today comparable to the sys- I
stantly on this material. temn that I was attempti-ag to describe.

PETRU: I think Pat and I are Anything that is in existenrce today is
arguing at cross purposes. I think her less sophisticated 5-han what we are

argument is such that it should bring going to see in kml future.
t security or document control and li- PARKS: I woald hikv to ;jsk Mr.

brarians closer together. I know the Pritchard, too, if ICe =a k .. y ."-fCd
situation I just desctibed-it was backing in .he stud)y of sateguard-hug&
United Technology Cener--and they tlhe classified information.
did all the paper work for getting PiRICTUARD: Io, all we have
approval for whatever is being ie- done i3 .alk i'bout it ;I migitý go ioUj
tained after the contract. I think there n.othe" facet of this. I am involved
are many functions within any given in a g;-ovp that is scmni-advisory to the
organizational group capable of stor- DOD, to the Office of Standaýdization I
age or of being the custodian; but Policies, on the subjccz of computer-
there is really only one organization aided design. This is Just a part of
that is psychologically oriented to gct the total data syste wi a,)d there Lk:s
something out of there, and that bccn some s :rioas concern. about 0ow
would be your technical library. that is going to happen. The situation

RICHARD BOBERG: I thivlk one I mentioned where one bit of iYfor-
of the things we ought to be interested mnaiion in itsell is unclassified and in
in, in the Society and as a group of combination with other pieces of in-
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formalion is clsslid--L recall years tempting to gather information from
ago, before I got my present level which we can develop some standard
of clearante, I had to develop sonic method of approach for the classifli-

information iA colnbina.ion. When it cation of computer hardware and
was finished, I was the oaly one that software, particularly the software. I
had the knowiedge to put this all to- have not heard of any reports of study
gether. But when it was finished it which have reached any real conclu-
was beyond my clearance to know,

so I had to pass it c-n to somebody DON as yetx
else-who Cudtreditlle-w o•uldun- 't r'ead i DONOVAN: Just a word of ex-

DONALD GA.RRET-: On the planation. When we invited the men-

secarity problem in , which electronics hers of the panel we instructed them

arc rv(oved , the copVuL1ttr system that their primary function was to
ard there is authot'zation %oi- chassi- present the questions to us, and not
fi ine rn atiod- in cvo c are - necessa;ily the solutions.

PANEL.--FREEDOM OF INFORMATION VERSUS
CLASSIFIED INFORMATION

Richard L. Durham, Moderator

DU. I-lAM: As you wiffl remember, disagree. We are in strong agreement
at lasi: year's meet.ing C-mwressman that the national defense and future
join E. Moss described his new Free- of our country must be protected. We
dora of Infrmnation bill that went acknowledge that some secrets must
into effec on July 4. I talked to be maintained to help achieve pio-
Congress3man MM.,ss back in 1964, to tection.
try to line hi;rn up, arid we did carry Secrecy means censorship, a dirty

him. on the program for the third word in the newspaper business, but
Seminar, and you did hear him speak in censorship of information in the
last year. It has been over a year that interest of national defense, we strong-
law has been in existence. I thought ly support scientific principles of
it would be interesting to see the other classification and enforcement to pro-
side of the coin-what members of vide security.
the press and a public information At the same time, however, we don't
officer. feel about this question. go along with censorship if it is in-

tended to protect the personal security
LARRY L. SISK of people in government, or public

San Diego Union and servants.
Evening Tribune We of the press are concerned with

Ladies and gentlemen, there isn't and seek out information that affects
much about tl;-._ business of this or- the public's business, and this comes
ganization's members with which we primarily in the areas of the conduct
of the working press can argue or of government.
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We are strong defenders of the ri-lit a subject was classified, might. be a

of privacy, both pecrsonal and comn- tip-off that ineptness, incompetence, 1
mercial, when there is no -p.ublic in- or dishonesty was bciing hidden or
volvement, interest, or responsibility. protected,. And under tile Public In-

Wliile recognizing the need to pro- formiation Act, the govcrnmient of-
teat some informnation, we feel we ficial must, be preparad to prove that

have an obligation of equal import- isn't so.
aiice to make other inforniatLý)n avail- Over-classific-ation, and l.ac) of co_

that information and to satisfy the, oper~ate, discourages the press. Your

public's right to know. comp_-any's or departynertL's basiness is
We are not interestedl in protecting, e.ntltied to gr~trpublic .:rtcrest, and

inform~ation merely because it niiglit through interest, public support. Any
be controversial, or bec.Ause it- might. alrrogant awttude or reluctance to
be embarrassing to an inkdividual oi cooperate whcn classificat ion is not
group. If it pertains to the. public-'s justified would be detrimental to the4
business, the public is entitled to have ixiblic's interest, because it would dull
it and make whatever disposition ol ibe effort by the press to make needed
the matter that the publ4it deems; info.rmnation available to the public.
necessary. We h1-ave very little difficulty Withf

I am not familiar with varlous iadust.-/, but we can't say as much
gradations of classif~ictions, SUC) -As fcr somel- branches of the military
we have heard here. Froin the ne-ws services wlzen public i~rnoimaton of-j
viewpoint, we believe that inlwuna- Yiceis ;ust don't know and ai-e reluL- L
tion is either classified or it isn't. 1A~t1: fiod out. It is easier for therm1
Partial information or semvui-secret. rc- ta refuse to cooperate than to go
strictions are confusing, if not mcre h%,,Yer for idmeI wuib

damaging than 110 information at all. great help if ali mailitary or gov-
We caid't go along with the type of erminent inform~ation officers were

parialclsiictio tat makes in- schooled ~n the principe and tech-
formation. available so long as the niques of --lassification.

source is kept secret, or as the saying One of the - irita~nts receaitly was
goes, is off the record..Tenw repoirted i-n the New ~'Vmk 7"ines. A
media, and our reporters who deal top Marine Corps officel-, in speaking
with the military and the deftnse to a group of other of(Acers Mn hisI
manufacturing industry, a-re deliglited bianch of the service, warneil that
th~at the business of classifying has oilier services were undermining and
been put on a professional basis auJ threatemn~g die future of the Maririe
that the people who do the classifying Corps. Top brass of the Corps

aretrine t knw hat 1E sensxiuve stamped the txt of this speech as
and what is not, even if your terms secret. Surely' ther~e was no element
are likely to confuse us. o' the national defense being a~t stake.f

In th.- pasit, we have felt af. times Anothei example: tie Air Force
tha~t the maiki ig, of a (kewniemi. as classified ,t table ot ballistic missile
secret or resnImcted oi- bein~g told tbat trajectories as secctC. Th-se trajec-
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tories, I wa., told and as you probably are needed by the people if they arc
know, are governed by the simple laws to benefit from the freedom of press,
of nature and can be determined by freedom of speech, and right to
any student of physics. assemble.

SAn example of the misuse of secrecy If justice and government are fair

publicized fairly recently was when a administered as basic to a society that
list of contributors to a party fund in is healthy and free, so is public access
Washington was marked classified, It to the public's business and the pub-
was intended to kecp secret the fact lie:'s right to know how its business is
that there had been a solicitation to being conducted. The more this gov-
provide funds for liquor. erMnent becomes secret, the less it

When I was working for the gov- remains free. To diminish the people's
ernment in World War 11, 1 was sent infokin.ition about government is to
a supply of maps which were marked diminish the people's participation in
restricted because they showed loca- government.
tions of war production establish- Here in California our right to
ments and military bases. However, know has been enacted into law. Our
across the street from my office was government code provides, and to
a bookstore w-lhere the identical maps conclude, i quote:

without the government stamp could "The Legislature finds and de-
be purchased. clares that access to information

In tile field of war production in concerning the conduct of the peo-
those days-and the same is true, even ple's business is a fundamenmal and
more true, in defense production to- necessary right of every citizen of
day-it was disconcerting to seek this State."
information at the source, to be Thank you.
informed that the material was classi-
fied, and then pick up a maga ine in. HERBERT BRUCKER
the public domain containing that Stawiford Universityinform rn ALd A•' ... ;* " ,• " .A .. ..-I _ .. ..

!n i A nd tt-day -ri is not -,O LoadiCS andi fge 0tl~fe ii is true i
unusual for so-called classified tech, now work for Stanford University,
nical infornmation to appear in the but I speak to you as a-i was going
trade press, complete with detailed to say reformed-but maybe I should
explanatory drawings, or even phot,), say retired newspaper editor. 1 was
graphs. one until two years ago, and 1 speak

When we members of the press from a newspaper point of view.
assert that the public has a right to I live in a simpler world than. Iarry
know, we acknowledge the fact thai. Sisk, who started out by saying there
the Constitutioia, which provides for is a qualification of the right Lo know
freedom of the press, does not con- in the interests of national defense.
tain any guarantee that the public has ! have a simpler formula that I can
any right to receive information. The put into the form of a classic syl-
right to know, and freedom of iiifor- logism. My syllogism goes like this:
mnation, are implied, if not clearly All censorship is bad.
stated. Knowledge and information Classification is censorship.
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"Therefore--well, you can draw shouted to thc skipper, "-' it, wouldn't
your own conclusion, it be all right to take in some of the

Perhaps that is enougbh. Tat ;, sail?"
really all I wmit to may, on behalf oil '"h1c ..... drew hu1•.nse. f up and
a point of vi'-w I dhink it is in danger shouted over the storm, "Mister, dl
of being lost. I want from you is silence.-and damnI

The newspaper problem starts with little of that."

the judges and the lawyers, in a con- It is amazing. WVe all gr-ew up in
troversy over fair trial versus free a different world from this. Ours
press. Obviously, both fair trial and used to be an open society, but now
free press are fundamental rights, much that is important to a self-
Neither one should override the other governing people is classified and
But when you get to talking with therefore secret.
lawyers and judges, you soo- find Incidentally, when newspapermen
them so concerned with their own say secret, they don't mean a given
interest, which is fair trial, that they level of classification. They mean
tend to lose sight of the other right, secret-something the insiders don't
a press free to inform the public, tell anybody. Our whole way of

I was struck with the need for up- doing things depends on information,
holding the public's right to know and that means free access to infor-
this noon, when Mr. Marshall was mation.
speaking about the extraordinary There is a man, a professor of polit-
labyriltth that the AEC seems to be. ical science down at Stanford, Hugh
Its basic premise seems zo be "All Marshall, who has an interesting
censorship is good," directly the op- thesis, He is working it up to a book.
posite of mine. His point is that technology has

Everything that happens in A-C, changed our world so incredibly that

if it is born there-I supp, se even if people can no longer keep track of it.
somebody tells a joke there--is auto- Suppose the Corps of Engineers ,

Mat.Ca.. y classified. This is a kind of wants to build. a dam in the San Fran-
worid that is hard for the American cisquito Creek, down where I live at
people to get along in. Palo Alto. Well, when George Wash-

It reminded me of a Maine skipper ington, or Thomas Jefferson had any-
I heard about. In the old days, one thing like that to do the ordinary
of the clipper ships was going to citizen and the President of the
China or the South Seas, and ran into United States both had a common
a hell of a storm. The skipper was basis of information. Each was equal-

hard-boiled, bound to go there and ly competent to reach a judgment as
get back agair. HIe was carrying an to whether the bridge or road or (lam
awbil lot of sail in the storm, so the should be built.
crew began to get restive. Finally, the Nowadays, our technology has given
first mate thought that the crew was us a world that nobody can under-
right, that this was getting to be a stand. Neit!ier the citizen, nor the
pretty risky bu,6iness. le took his President of the United States--nor
courage in his hands and went up and the newspaper editor--really knows
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ii enough to decide whether the TFX, censorship is bad, namely that I recog-
or F-111, airplane should or should nize that we live in an imperfect
not be built. The experts have us all world. And in an imperfect world
at their mercy, and with their classi- there is sometimes some basis for
fication they don't always tell us what classification. Otherwise we wouldn't
it is all about. It is getting to be in- have any National Classification Man-
creasingly difficult to make the pol~it- a-,ererwtg Society, and we wouldn't be
ical judgments on which our system here. But, given that point, we must

is founded. always remember that this is not a
Therefore I think it is useful that one-way street. There is always a place

. you are having this session. It enables for that fundamental foundation of
us to air this othci side, the public's America, which is public knowledge
right to know, which tends to be for- so that the public can govern itself.
gotten. You people are in business on I think one reason why we have so

" the other side of the street. I think much uneasiness and frustration in
it sometimes does us good to rehearse the country now is that people don't
some of the basic things that we know what is going on. This leaves
learned in high school civics class, them unhappy, because they don't
For example, there is the classic quota- know enough to be sure what they
tion on this subject from President want, or what policies to be for.

Madison. "Nothing could be more in my experience to classify is easy,
irrational than to give the people to declassify damn near impossible.
power, and to withhold from them I know some of you are in the business
information without which power is of doing it. But take the military
abused. A people who mean to be as an example. What lieutenant or
their own governors must arm them- sergeant--.or colonel for that matter-
selvws with the power which knowl- was ever bawled out by a superior for
edge gives. A popular governiiient keeping something secret? I never
wi'hout popular information or the heard of one. But there have been
i-)-Ae;nctvS tL, a qiq .. 1 I L A iS OLN a pio manV- buy "awledout fUo LUX kig thi1L1Ngs

logue to a farce or a tragedy, or public, After all, if you keep some-
S perhaps both." thing secret nobody is the wiser, so

This is why I think it is important you cannot get into trouble. But if
that people in your business should you publish it, you may well get into
always be looking over your shoulders trouble.
and saying, "There is a public out The fact that it is difficult to getk there, on whose level of information things ouc doesn't mean that secrecy
we all depend hat about therm is right. We are fortunate ir having

When we get too tangled up in eso- Representative John Moss's new fed-
teric information and cannot make eral Freedom of Information law,
judgments because information is which Mr. Durham mentioned as
withheld from us, how in the world having gone into effect on July 4,
ate we going to get along? 1967. Unfortunately, I don't think

Now I will make this concession that law is being used enough by the
that dents my basic premise that all public, by lawyers and judges and
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other officials. It has tremendous fromu publicatioli, therefore we tend
value as a counter-balance to the nor- instinctively to suppres
rnal trend toward secrecy. One thing .1 would like to remind you of two I
is that the law puts the burden of examples in which • •"'biC"tio.. that

proof on anybody who would keep was feared nevertheless served the
information secret, instead of the public good. One example goes way A
other way around as always before. back to World War 1. Britain went
For another thing there are teeth in into that war with a great navy. But
the law, in that it provides for court as soon as the war settled down in the
review. For the first time this makes trenches of France, in the first few
such legislation effective. months, Britain's tiny professional

Now I got together with Larry Sisk army was in trouble. It turned out
this noon, and found out that lie and they needed two things badly. One
I had both fetched up in the same was shells for their field artillery,
place. Both of us had planned to which was vita! in that war of in-
quote to you from California's Brown fantry and trenches. The second need
Act. But Larry was generous enough was for more soldiers-masses of
to allow me to present it to you. I them. So what happencd? Lord North-
am glad to read this quotation to you, cliffe, the newspaper publisher, found
because it expresses well the philos- out about the two needs and pub-
ophy of freedom of information, and lished them. The government and the
the reason why the United States can- military had said that all this was
not live in a world of secrecy. The classified, dangerous for the enemy to
preamble of the Brown Act, Cali- know. But Northcliffe came right out I
fornia's Freedom of Information law, and said that the BEF in France was A
says this: short of shells and men.

"The people of this State do not Everybody who was anybody reared

yield their sovereignty to the agen- up and shouted, "Treason!" Britain
cies which serve them. The people, was engaged in a war for her life, and
in delegating authority, & not give therefore the fact that she didn't have
their public servants the right to shells enough and men enough must
decide what is good for the people be kept from the enemy. How could
to know and what is not good for there be anything more treasonable
them to know. The people insist than to let Kaiser Wilhelm's Germany
on remaining informed, so that know of Britain's vital weakness?
they may retain control over the What happened? The British public
instruments they have created." was aroused, and adopted conscrip-
That really says the whole thing. tion. They established a Ministry of

But I would like to offer one more Munitions. They got their shells and
bit of philosophy, and that is that their men. So they were able to hang

the history of the race is that you on until in due course the United
never can tell in advance what the States came in and supplied the re-
results of publication are going to be. serve power that won the war.
1 think we are all censors at heart. A more recent example is the Bay
We all fear that some evil may follow of Pigs. That is still somewhat con-
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troversial, but ,,iere is already enough and admiration that you are able to
on the record to show that you should cope with this problem at all.

C- never make the prejudgment that My distinguished fellow panelists,
•-. publication is necessarily dangerous. I think, have set forth admirably well,

w•.. It seem. that some of the CIA a number of points about government
sleuths got together in the dark with informatioi practices as seen by the

Cuban refugees and dreamed tip the professional newsman; and I suppose
idea of invading Castro's Cuba. You I should be able, as Dick suggests,
"remember the debacle. It makes fas- to show the other side of the coin-
cinating reading to trace the whole in other words, to show tlec govern-

* development. In the first place the ment point of view which, hopefully,
newspapers were asleep. But then a would be in conflict, and therefore
few things started to come out. In the would be the basis of a good news
end, when publication was imminent, story.
President Kennedy himself asked the Well, actually, 1 don't think I can
papers and broadcasters, as a patriotic quite do that because my belief is
duty, not to publish. For publication that a government information of-
would tip off Cuba that the invasion fiLci is another case, really, of the
was going to take place. So the secret man in the middle. I will come back
was kept. to that in a moment.

"The result was the Bay of Pigs dis- 1 supp: e there is some kind of dis- I
aster. And lwter President Kennedy tinction in being a PR man for one
himself told some newspaper people of the least known and least under-

he wished they had published every- stood organizations in the country.
thing because that would have kept I am referring, of course, to the U. S.

Sthe United States from making a Arms Control and Disarmament
colossal mistake that still blackens its Agency. Of course our agency is one
record. of the smallest in government, with

So my advice to you, for all oc- very limited resources. But I think
c .S.o.S, is d .... please ,-. thle real reason tihe Arms Control and

Disarmament Agency has remained
RALPH STUART SMITH relatively unknown is not its small
U.S. Arms Control and size but rather the fact that its work
Disarmament Agency just doesn't lend itself very readily

SThank you, Chairman Dick. To- to news stories, or for that matter, to
gether with Mr. Sisk and Mr. Brucker, comprehension by the general public.
I have found this session altogether Even the name "Arms Control and
an eye opener. I think my reaction Disarmament" conspires against us.
may be slightly different from theirs. "Disarmament" has a rather utopian
Although I have been in the govern- sound. As for "arms control," very
ment in one position or another for few people know what the hell it
many years now, and have seen many means.
classified documents, I never realized So I hope you won't mind if I

the immense problems of classf;ca- say a word here about what it does
tion. So I can only express wonder mean, so as to situate the role of my
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agency in this picture of classification "disarmament. " OCearly, if there aie
versus information, as well as in other to be extensive measures of worldwid,&
respects. disarmament, every militarily signifi-

"Arms control" is a catch-all term cant country-including France and v _
referring to a variety of mdasL.rs' Mainiand Chlina--must join in the
which can be taken to reduce the like- process.
lihood of war or to limit its effects if Also, if there is to be extensive dis-
it occurs. It is by no means utopian. armament in the world, United Na-
It calls for measures that are quite tions peace-keeping forces wili! have
practical and in keeping with our to be built up to an unchallenged
national security interests. And indeed position; and there must be a suf-

we have already advanced farther ficient degree of international agree-
along this road than many people ment to establish political control over
realize. We have already negotiated them. So all of that obviously is a

treaties providing for what might be long way off.
called the "preventive denucleariza- In the meantime, however, there
tion" of Antarctica and outer space, are such measures of arms control as

for example-the idea here being to I have mentioned which we can carry
rule those areas off limits before they out, building as much of the edifice
become more accessible to us, as of as we can until all significant powes
course they will. are prepared to become a poirt of it.

There is also the treaty negotiated This arms control process can enhance
last year by the Latin Americans, our security and spare us a senseless
calling for Latin America to become waste of resources. At the same time,
the first nuclear-free zone in a popu- it promises valuable political by-
lous area of the earth. Since 1963 we' products, in that each step in arms
have had the limited test ban treaty, control involves an increased degree
prohibiting all except underground of international cooperation.
nuclear tests. And now we have the I mentioned that the Arms Control
non-proliferation treaty, the greatest and T',-j,-,-'aavl.ent Agency is 1ot very
step yet along the arms control road. widely known or understood. But

You will doubtless recall also that with the rather spectacular develop-
on July 1 at the White House cere- ments in arms control negotiations
mony for signing the non-proliferation which have been taking place, this
treaty, the President announced an- picture is beginning to change.
other vastly important potentiality in In this connection, incidentally, I

arms control agreement: agreement by personally was very pleased to note

the Soviets to begin discussions "in some recent suggestions in both the
the nearest future" on placing mutual American and the British press that
limitations oil strategic offensive and oor Director, William C. Foster, might

defensive nuclear weapons delivery make a likely candidate for a Nobel
systeniN prize, in recognition of his quiet but

Though there is overlapping, i dogged efforts, over the years, in
think it is convenieut to make a dis- carrying out these arms control
tinction l)etween "arms control" and negotiations.
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Particularly when there are such and for a variety of other reasons,

front page developments as the sign- governmenm spokesmen often give out

ing of the non-prolifcration treaty, or information on a "background" basis.
the Presiden'Cs announcement about This means that the newsman can

the missile talks, yoi . can be sure that write about the ideas expressed, but

' we have lots of business with the may not identify the spokesman. In-
.•.•,press. So now I would like to say formiation gathered in this way Is

something about this side of govern- usually attributed, when puhlished,
ment work, and first of all to tell to "'U. S. official sources." This might

something about the rules of the seem on the surface like a rather
game for the benefit of those who cowardly way of doing things, but

may not have played it. A lot of in fact it as. a number of advantages

people have got into trouble because for both spokesman and reporter.

they weren't familiar enough with To take just one example, let's say

these rules. that tle newsman wini; the spokes-
When our Director, Mr. Fosier, or man's opinion about tie probable

another member of the agency, gives actions of another government. We

an interview to a newspaperman and cpn't arrogate the job of being spokes-

says it is "on the record," that means 'aen for other governments, so if he

that the reporter can quote him had to go on the record tCe U. S.

verbatim and by name. Anct of course, official would probably have to refer

if a government official goes on the the reporter to a spokesman for the

radio or on television, it is all auto- other government, or Ferhaps give
maticalvy orn the record. Particuiaiv some vague reply to the effect that

wheni you are dealing with other gov- he was sure the other government

ernments, however, and perhaps in would do the right thing
delicate negotiations, there is some- But if he is on background, the
thing terribly explicit--and some- U. S. spokesman can more readily

times even potentially provocative- give a relaxed and informative ac-

about on the record statements. Con- count of things as he sees them, with-
sequently, on the record statenmnts out the risk of ceusing a big news

have toý be drawn up very carefully, story and a political storm in some
-nd often they have to be submitted other capital.
in advance to interagency clearance. Another frequent reason for going

In a government as large as ours, on background is that the U. S. Coy-
there is also the problem of making ernment-unlike the Soviet Govern-

it speak with one voice. For this ient, for example--cannot simply
reason, we in the Arms Control and ignore the press and stand rnule. So

Disarmament Agency usually make if there is a situation that demands
our on the record statements or an- some clarificaijion by the U. S. Gov-
swers to newsmenss questions through eminent but where an on the record

Bob McCioskey of the State Depart- slatenient would be too rigid aiid
merit, who is the principal U. S. Gov- problematical, a background state-

ernment spokesman in foreign affairs. meuit may offer the desired answer.
Because of the pitfalls I mentioned, Occasionally it spokcsmvan will go
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"on dce1 • backgiotli d.' Tlhii isiie1ts Now rctl ining 1,() the i lotglif 1 cx-
t.hat Ihle (1w11110'rtaii alllioat:I;i- plesscd in the beginnling, that fieh gov-
but he il iforn t11on to ally 11. S. ('ItDl|lelit it] Ior!n1 ioti olli(cr is really
C:overnient source whatevcr. 1, for tihc ]a% in the miiddlle, J thlink this

_ v_*, have ,'ly ..... 1.esorttd to deep is ., fair description bc( Iusc lie deals
background, but once in a while there wilhi and, genera'lly, lie is ap to have
-may be some key bit of infornmation, good personal rielldiships anioni the
vital to the ncivesniali s understandiig press. lHe uiider--taids what t-le re-
of a sitiwalion but which mnust not be quirelments arC, so oil tie one hand,
attributed to the U. S. Governenit. lie is a kind of lawyer for his con-
Then this is useful. Also, deep back- tacts; but on the other hand, lie has .
ground has at least the advantage that a fundamnental responsibility to the
tile newsman can Use the information. United States (;overnnicnt and the
11, ins.ad, a spokesman gives some- agency he works for.
thing off the record, that means that GEORGE CHELIUS: I would like
the newsman can never publish it at to address my question to the prcss
all and is even hionor bound not to and find out what responsibility the
seek the same information from an- press exercises upon itself to with-
other source to which lie can attribute hold information that might affect
it. national defense. What evaluation,

People in the Arms Control and before publishing information, do you
Disarmament Agency deat with a do to insure that information does not
great deal of highly classified infor- become public knowledge that should
mation about weapons design, and so be protected?
on. This means, among other things, SISK: 1 worked in Sin Diego for
that every public speech or statement about 20 years or so, and I would say
that we release has to be cleared by that our experience there is exein-
my friend and colleague, Dick Dur- plary. We try to understand the needs
ham here, as Director of Classification for secrecy in connection with mil-
for the agency. A,-d' needless to say, itary movements and military sup-
in dealing with the press we try never plies, especially during the periods of
to reveal any classifiec information, war in Korea and the present situa-
whether on background oi any other tion, and our people on the beat, the
basis. reporters who handle that type of

As it happens, in any case, our main information, practically live with the
problems have been in handling in- military and they gain a certain
formAtion about negotiations, for, of knowledge about these things. And
course, if there is anything that can we in the office encourage thern to
louse up negotiations it is premature adopt the same principles of protect-
leakage or out of place remarks. The ing information of this sort as the
press sometimes puts quite a lot of military. Sometimes individuals in the
heat on us, to get "one-up" on the military are not as responsible as we
negotiations. But, fortunately, we try to be. That would answer it from
seem to get along pretty well all the the basis of the military activities of
same. the operation of the national defense.
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N ow v illsol.* a ; l• Illh n ,.- I,•ll III III( ~ d ~ t i ill S 11n Il)Icgo. \\c Ila\

IeatlII ol lib " f atUti\il -iI(ld stlIal i inlotmItiol 11ro11 a lith1 Ilary
Mi. li ut ker I cl cied to tie ti "lx (oil- So01cc aboat It C military)', say at Rya,,
tractS--leople on newspapers general- an(d wAe ,ylil) have just parti ii for..

.y-.t.i.; a1e muifu Cxtcpl)i (I'V, MI"L H.i-,[i ol. ,\Ve act oil tiMat ti]p a1(i go0 to0

genCrally-have a pretty fair idea of Ryan or go bo the compamy concerned
responsibility to the country. lhere and if it is important eilIOugh, if tOie

IS nHtso nuiliK iecling of resp)Olsibility public itilorniatioji officer doesn't
to individual cotlYanies or individ- have the answer, we will go to tie

uals, and if ormation about tlei top man. If he refers us to the Ai
is available to us, (hances arc the in- Force and we can't break it thIough

formation is available elsewhere. ,Ve the local Air Force representative, we
evaluate that inforlmation as it con- have a little system of going to Wash-
cerns the public's interest. If we get ington. And frequently we find infor-
it, it is obviously' in tile public doinaill inaltioll they are trying to keep out
unless someone, as you would say, of tie news])aper locally is available
left it to us. Our responsibility pri- very freely in Washington. Most of
marily is in the field of industry. If our confirmation comes from govern..
the information pertains to public ment agencies, but. we do get tips both

business, why, then, we apply a dif- from the companies and military in
ferent equation to whether or not we the local areas. If the subject is im-
shall publish it. 1 refer to information portant enough and we run into dif-
in the trade press. We on the daily ficulty, we normally go to Washington
press are just as anxious to get infor- where they halve a more sophisticated
mation about new airplanes and attitude toward public information.
monetary contracts pertaining to the and tie necessity to give that infoi-
TFXs and other types of aircraft, and mation to the public.
if we get it, we probably will print ROBERT DONOVAN: In a recent
it. If tie trade press gets it, they will article in Editor and Publisher the
print it. As you are aware, our idea Freedom of information Comnimittee
of responsibility differs when it comes directed some criticism at their own
to industry and dealings for gadgetry membership and thought roughly only,
or things of that sort, and we feel 52 percent of the Freedom of Inforlna-
that if we are able to run it and if the tion law cases had been filed by the
public is interested in it, we shou' newspapers. And the legal profession
go ahead and prinit it. Otherwise, hasn't made a much greater use of
industry should keep it from getting this. Do you know why this is tile
into the public domain, case?

CHELIUS: I want to know where BRUCKER: No, -I don't because
the people from the press get the most for years we have been fighting for
information-from the government or this kind of thing. I think it probabiy
from the public? comes down to the fact that those who ]

SISK: As for obtaining information are interested, who are ont the FOl
pertaining to industry, we get it from Committee. will have an active in-
both sides. Now we have four major terest in it. '1 he fellow froul Dubuque,
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Whi) hi-ml I CII ltctli l li i n ) (iIII iIll as )NoI k lm', why Should I get exmit ld

ti ning to g ! lt'gislimni, lC aboii this sbl'.stIe -- astal as ilei b
give a dai(i;1 unless -an1d 1 thinik this lic is coonceriied? But thiia is what the
is where you will tiod the work in tlhe thing is for. '1 lie l)l'ess is a(cuscd of

t -- onJLiihIlEs lin his having aI sell' interest. Obviously, i,

town atiid] lie WanltS to know about it. has :I sell interest iII pulblicaiion, be-

lie tielic is surely going to find out caUSe if you didn't have informiation,
aOutu ldt law alld use it. i have anl you coullnt print it. ]Ut Ihe tlg

i(lea-I don't kiiow why it is suich a is that the press aid tlhe public aire
sleepcr--bui. 1 have an idea that over indistinguishable, I think. I d(o think
the years, as peop)le beconte familiar there is a certain alOtllltl of public

with it, yOU are going to find it used apathy anid I think that solleit hlies

mnore and mote. I hope so. aroundl the world we will find
SISK: May I add a little to that? public hostility, as shown by the

The fact that the law is in existence British in World War 1. The public
has a marvelous effect in loosening uILp was outraged and shouling, even
the bonds of secrecy in the govern- though it turned out to be in the

ment. Our reporters and members of interests of the country.
the press corps in Washington are FRANK DILL: 1 may have mins-
finding that luany agencies which understood a point Mr. Sisk made in
heretofore had a policy of secrecy conncction with the soucce of infor-
have rewritten their public informa- mnation. As I understand, one thing
tion guidelines and if the information disturbed you frequently: you inight

is available, there is less and less need be given information but they with-
to use the Moss Act. I think that held the source of the information. I
accounts for the lack of use in taking would like to ask a (u11Li01il about.

the agency people to court to sp)ring that and that is, why did you dif-
the information loose. And as thie ferentiate between the action of the

government officials become aware government and the newspaper which

thai this is tile policy of the country would attempt i:o withhold the infor-
-- to make the information available mation at the iource?
-there is going to be less need for us SISK: I know the burden of your
reporters to take you into court to get questioi--if the source has the right
the information that. we think the to withhold the information, how does

J)Liblic should have. that differ trom the newspaper which I
DONALD GARRETTL I direct my elects to withhold its source on

question to Mr. Brucker and Mr. Sisk. principle.
The lack of use of the Freedom of DILL: No, the availability of infor-
Information law might lie an indica- mation from the source. I say I know,
tion of the public's lack cf desire or for example, the newspapers demand
lack. of interest in knowing, or they the right to reveal the source of in-

would be seeking the information formation, i.n contrast-
more fully, would they not? SISK: Let me put on another hat.

BRUCKER: Apathy. I think this California is one of the siates that
is true. The world is so complicated, protects newspaper people. We can-
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11o1 be forteCl by the Lotn., to i eveal Altlied I. lot Ol c•n'011,I Si .U) d St•j)j )(

tile sou;'cc of' 11oin 17orati(10. Now iv wc INl it ('OlvCyaI1('Cs froui gol iig iM
obtatiii the inC jul ation iroii an d1lonl- to fight the lirc. Should wc talk alb)01t
y'Inoiis source, or' it we watl to l)rotcct withloldling Or the thltiming. rather

that o." s.oC that c i)'Oll jnLitcc[ 1):Jl thLti Siplo sioll, Of ltews?
or protect that soutce for' filttt'e use, BRUCKER: Well, you get into :R
then We d0 elect to fail back to the diflficult tihing there. T'hat kind of
, newsplaiseI- p ivilcgc. INow we 1011nK siat alion does arise. And, .g'011, l

that anyone who gives us informna- think You can get Ieatsonahble 1ulier-
1tion, except in special CirculmIStanlces, standing. I think this applies to broad-

should stand for being identified, and casting. Hf you have sonic 0 isaster or
that was the reason why I said that somc impending disaster, the Word of
we were not in favor of receiving ill- that may be held uLp by TV. I think
formation off the record. 1 am of the the newspapers are a bit slower to
school that Mr. Brucker referredi to. cone into it. To me, ev'en if you
We don't like for our reporters to withhold the information for a while,
obtain information off the record be- you are still withholding it and I
cause if another reporter obtained it think the burden of proof is on you.
from another source, then we embar- SISK: The broadcasuing of infor-
rass the first reporter by publishing mation, whether by radio or TV is
that information. So, as a policy on a new industry, and the television or
all of our newspapers, we tell our the electronic news medium, as we of
reporters not to accept information the prnt press like to say--they are j
off the record, not to attend such still learning. And as a result of some•
briefing conferences, and that sort of of their activities, and the results hawve
thing. And 1 hope 1 have talked been obvious, the industry itself is
around and not answere. your ques- trying to amend the situation. They
t.n.are going more into the timing. It

BRUCKER: I think there is this doesn't mean withholding the infe-
1.1.4- 

dos' en ihodngteifhodin' tsrsnce--hre newspaper, aioln is mation, but delaying the use of it.
S holding its source of information, is It may be for i very short time, but
dealing with a different problem. You this industry is learning the lessons
have got to get the cooperation of a that we in fie newspaper business

person that will talk against tie of- have learned since Gutenberg's dlay.
ficial, or government, or the manage- When you (elay information, torn
ment, or whoever it is doing some- Whe yowpaela ndpa tin k f

thin croked tht yu wold ike the newspaper standpoint wve thinkthing crooked. that you would like this is bad because it is suppression.
to get on the r'cord. I think it is a One of the things that we are arguingdifferent situation.Onofhetigtatwaragig

SPEAKER UNKNO N: 'What with the lawyers about right now isSPEAKR UNNOWN:What that they want to delay informnation
about the timing factor? Giving news
immediately brings to mind one thing about crimes and climinals until after

that happened down south when we the closing of the case. 'The case of

had the Chatsworth fire. They Caryl Chessman, which you all know

brought it out immediately and about, continued for eleven years. The
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pcslm-l stadi( 1ot w tlilliddiiig 01 iicss, m1, ini 11i.: .iia of1 gorvi ilileill,
delaing wietie (iCVIs ivc101s loii it ~ it U-ciC(is oil (11(C I(ol~ oftle

clev cii %cmiis I* It. affects thxeir busi- gOVCI iiiii( lit

THE ROLE OF THE CONTRACT SECURITY
CLASSIFICATION SPECIFICATION

By Francis W. May

])fiuiig itS hlis1.0ry, thle oIld seClility reCCogiiitd. Manly (A US ha~ve agireed
rqirtetiiiin~ts chieck list WaS (IISCLISSC(l ttat, it hads been somewhat. JCs.S thani
(:10( cuss(&d both formally ;ind in- a1 pjllemI(4 way of conve~ying classifhca-
fonnll-111v oil. ni1ti i occasions, witilout tion. -ui(ldIcC to contratfli-ts. The -vi v

defl mite conclu~sionis oilier thitan "It. nature- of tile lorinlhsawasln
jiist. doesn't do the i)b.- The questionl Itself to inadequacy. W~e, the military,
of tile .1IAppop~riitenleSS of' f'urthe have had a tendency to do the jot)
dIiSLscssion is quitc apparent. H-owever, tile easy way and let tile contractor
with the reccent changes in the 1)1 classify in accordance with his inter- I
F~ormn 254, and the procedures for- its pretation. Ani X in the secret column
use, I believe we should spend a few for design information was not very
minutwes of our time to review these informative, but in keeping with the
c:hanges aud. to grasp anl undlerstand- principle of "comimandler's preroga-

ing of the benefits that might *be tive" the contractor could: (1). classify
accrued it it is to be used as now each item of. enigineering and design

p)rescribedl. Accordingly, I accepted datai as secret, (2) guess as to what

the invitation to tliscu~ss, the new DD) should be classified or (3) apply an I
Form 2.54, not with delight, but with interpretive process and specify what
the idea of accepting the challenge to design information waiira.._ed a secret
Maqke th~e prSen~tation)1 both Ci euct- classi1fication. Although there are
tional and worthwhile. Let us hope many exponents of this systemn, anld

that I have met this challenge, we might be able to stay out of I
In my approach I wish only to trouble by following it, we in the Air

(liscuss tile role of the "Contiact Force hope timat this system is gone
Security Classification Specification" forever. Efforts during the past three
(new DD1 Form 25)as prescribed years to provide the conti-Actor with
todlay. better guidance have met withi varying

The Ali- Force, and I amn surc. the degrees of success. Some of our com-
other services as well, have long rec, min~uds have been most successful in
ognized that the old D)D Form 254 p_,roviding supplementary guidance
Security Requirements Check List was wihl tile 254 whereas the supplenien- I
p~rep~ared for a general application tary guidance p~rov'idedl by others has
long b~efore the need for detailed been below an acceptable standard. A
sectlirit%" c'lassification guidance was final effort by the Air Force culntin-
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am1 edIn Olt ie 11wol tile DD Foilu ii2I-1 thiirough Inc processes of v uc(Ia tioil
to t1Id)lIl~it dectailed sys teili gu ides~ to di) (115115i01 dal(1 Conferncest. ---we

Industry. Regardle~lss o1 tile ''how", shouhld hope tat111 bo lth 10. military
thiý resp onsi bili ty for pi ovidiiig better classifying officials amd (he C-oll 1thI-

g1 , i ; 1c e t o c o n t r a c o r c a n o c b y
m iere regu laition . We have f ound ]that. .Xp~cltisv i II 1lic held as to assurle at

tile "forced" use of- tile Hica of tile ('011111001 111Ittdeista t(] jug. and In I-cal-

hloped. I'H)Cccd111'C5 were Improved, 3re(Iuired.
andI pr-oblcitis resolved only when I Might 1)oi111 out that both the
lci-soilicl wereC enthu~siast~ic and hiad prej arer of classificat ion guidance
the ability to visuialize the effective- and the user nilust. veaeLIm that. LOplics
ncss of their results. T he value of thle for which gu~idanlce for a particular

teami concept to classification had to p)rogrami, l)YojeCL, op)CrittiOu, etc., isI
bie realized. 1)uxilng tile pas~t Year we provided1C~ illist. hR Considered(Iin rela-
have uxoted Orem end Ous p~rOgFCNS, adH ~ Lion to eacii other. For example, (de-
I-ow, comling at itt amlost opportunec Sign inf ormation may lbe uinclassified
timne for furthering the classificato b01 utn if vulnerability is revealed by
management. prgai is the big step such information the requirements to

-that of revising the DD1 Form 254 safeguard vulnerability must l)C lion-
so that meaningful tietailed guidance ored. We believe that i t is our1

blecomecs the real objective. Because responsibility to discuss such mnatters
the services as well as their subordin- with the contractor and thus provide
ate activities have aCtuially accep)ted him with the tools and the clarity
the principle inivolved, Classification necessary to understand Air Force
managers and personnel atre placed phuilosophy and thinking as pecrtains
in the position of reqtuiring (rather to security classification mnatters.Ithan selling) the use of' the Contract 1 wouid like to back upl foi- a
Security Classification Specification moment and m~irsiue the idea of con-
with attached guidance for other than tractor interpretation. In past years
sitillle pro~curemient actionms. miany contractors have accepted the

Our basic goal is to provide guid- i(Ie~t that tile X mark in the secret
ance to the contractor so that tile column for design information imeant
necessity of interp~retation will be the that secret was tile highest classifica-
exception rathier than the ruile. Thie tion that could beC applied to design
new DD Formi 25-1, Contr-act Security information. And 1 must admit that.,
Classification Specification, cannot do based on the quiality and quantity of
the 6ob alone, 1)Ut it does provide us guidlance received, it was a logical con-
wit!). a tool by which detailed, coni- cltision. At this p-,oint the contractor's
plete, aud meanlingful guidance Can scientific amnd technical p~ersonnlI
be transmitted. ItV Ilutist rCcogixiteC have beeni queried as to thle state of
that no System cant be perfect. There tile -irt, paIst, cIFI-extt and future ap-
will always be the need for somec iii- phicadnoxs of similar equipmxent, et~c.
terjpretatton lty the contr-actor. imit 'Ih tontu-actor was actCually tasked
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widi the h C•cs.oIsibilii) oi dcvhlojliig ;1il will he adii|otatcd to dhow tile
his own dct,iled guidancc i o1 (lie rolriatC UCN1 t I uL her. 1
Aer) broad guldan11cc jp)ovidCd. Tie A final 251 will bc is.sued u1)on1
classilicatioii J•reakdown was the ic- Iinal. delivery of goods or services or
suilt of the (0on1tractor's evaluation of 111)(n) terrmilati,;n of contnaci btz U ofly
fi ]Jileo) )i 1 1;uce of the ite[li to oH .1if aI (hfat tine:

oa tional defense, whether it be hard- 1. Atlliority is grarntcd ito icta ii
"VwiaC or soltwa-e. We hope thai we classified ..... t.ri. over wi'c theIwilI see 11lC d(iy (flat such procedures )roject conii d hli s classific.,lion
'dc 1101 liecessary. Our goal is Uo 1ave 1urisdiction and resjohsibility, stuCh

tic conltractor's input considered be- ais that classified ina[crial originated
fore the 251 is l)repared, and have the by the project comniiaiid or geelcratCd
guidance trinsiitted by the 95.1 b. of by the conrtiactor in the perlormnalnce
st~ff~enit. detalil to clearly ident~ify ol the contract.

the specific inlormnation the Ait Force 2. All classified material, lol which
Wants classified, reten~tion authiority would be required,

With lthe acceptance of the Contract is decclassified.

Security Classification Specification, A revised 25,t will be issued when,
the new DD Form 251, the Security at any time after the issuance of tie
Requ-renlelts Checklist and its run- original 254, additional guidance is
ning mate, the Security Classification required to be disseminated, or, at
Specification for Contracts, D)D Form the tine of any review of an out-
2541,1, the "closeout 254" and the standing original or final 254, the J
"letter in lieu of" were discontinued, guidance is revised.
The revised and final 254 arc still WXhen the classified procurelnent is
required, but the policies and pro- limnited to graphic art reproduction
cedures for their use have been clar- and the security classification mark-
ified and simplified. ings appear on the finished material

An original 254 will be issued with to be produced, a 254 is not required.

each ,Rcqucst for Proposal (REP), On the other hand, a guard service
Request for Quote (RFQ), Invitation contract or alternate storage service
for Bid (IFB), or other solicitation, contract will require a 254 to identity
and with an award of a contract or the specific information, and its level
follow-on contract. A new 254 is not of security classification, with respect
required for a follow-on contract to which the service must be per-
when the procurement is of a re- fornied. To assure that adequate pro-
curring natuire, or when the end item tection is provided, the contractor
is not changed and there is no change providing the service must be aware
in tie security classification require- of the information to be protected. I
nients applicable to the preceding will have more on this later.
contract. However, a copy' of the cur- The new 254 incorporates new
rently valid 254 for the preceding thinking in that the feasibility of
contract will be furnished and dis- separating classified documentary
tributed with tile follow-on contract, material held by the contractor into
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IWO (iSUiRLt (a lcgories is reccogniteil. thloughit thati gIi(lilic. (1111c O rI(ibli cs

.1Ilie fiis G1 Catgory IS relcietice mlater- little to tilie luotctionl of SCMSILsIVC

jal. 11) this scuise reference niateci al ul forluiatioul IF it is Riot CUiTut.i .Ac-
is dlefinecd as that. classifiedi doctuiiei- cuid iligly, tile reqa i IC'iiic lor. the

taury material. Over which tile 1)r-oicct )1Aicui ~t ~imlald to reio:ew alid tel Pi2

C01IMMiIiun doeCs 710 haVC ScurIIilty cWas- ilie 25-1 as ii:ec~ssmiy still exists. A

silication Jurisdiction, and (ld1401 iit oulp)IIClet eview Is requirl)edI lot all
halVC SI' ei itiI S(fiCtiOii !It IICthe~ 1.111 cmtrct at~ Cad.1 cl .ilg o

50(11 mateiai( l was otigiiatedl. .i~corod- J li[SC Or 111o1e hC(jliCJi1l) i dl iCo.( 1'(1

ingely, miuih of the ima terial Ima~lC to be dloiie, CXUCj it hN- 0111)' oicI-Cel-

avaiilabl)e by tlic D~efense ])ocumienta- CuteC material is inivolved, as litolod

tion Center, and( other second~ary above, IIId ill any evenlt at leaIst ohi(C

(list riblit ion agenicies woulct be inl tile annuaLlly,. A review is required Also

category of referenec material. The At tile timeI Of finll delivery Of good(s
second~ categol'y, of course, is all other. or seriVces or uijoii teIClliiia.tionl of

classified documentary Ilaterial furI- thle contract, 11' at that tune a1 final
Dished~ to tlI2 :onltra1Ctor Or genera-;ted- 25.1 is to be issued. it should. beC kept
by the coitractor in the course of illi mind thatL a finial 254 will be re-

contract perforlMance. q~uiredl onfly if' aUthIOrity IS granltedl to

Reogi~onof referenc matria retain clsiidmaeilta is under

as - sparte ateoryof lasife~l til clssiicaionJil-ISIItionl of thle

The project command is not conisider- is orderedl t~o be (leclassificdl. A finial

ced to have any security classification 251, issued Inl (01ilic~to.1l1 with giant-

guidance responsibility with rCSlpect ing retention authority, must lbe
to Such material, Yeviewed at. the con~clusion of thle re-

Also, when the perforuman~ce of a tentioni period if at tlia time anl
contract is expected to require access (2Xtellsion of retention authority is

only to reference matexial. an original granted, or 11 at that timne all nlateriai

254 will be issued for limited purposes for which retention authority would
to idenLify the classification of the be required is declassified.
reference material to which access is A few minlutes ago I Stated thal

expectedl to be requiredi, and to pro- the proIject command (does not llImae
viule appropriate security instructions. any Security classification guidanice

A final 254 will not be issued in responsi bili ties for reference material.

connection with granting retention Consonani. with basic classificattonl

authtority if all of the classified miater- management. J)o11Cy the respoiisibilitN

ial authorized to be retained is remlains with that D)OD componient
reference material. Nor will the proj having security classification ju'ris-

the 254 when only access to reference time It was originated, or with that

material is required in the perform- component's successor- when the

ance of the contract. responsibility for such inlformation is

There is nothing new in the tranisferred.-such as takes place when
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I tI rcsj)()imsibility fol a syst'lil is oMihl dcv(e p IHtulm .Srlt (I. illoll
11ra llsilloi(. l: lro m til e: sy st eln ,, ]pro g i.|.||1 N m vx ] c, I u s, (-o n s dt ' H ic• l 2 r5 .1 pict.-

ollice inl lile Ali ioicc Systemiis (Ant- p)al.cd for ;t st]miltlt-t(.)0. In fls
111.111( lo Ihe systemln stujipport Illtalltager sit alil the respojil )iblity is )lp(-cd
i a th. A •i! lOIC l.ogist icS COmmtiltlthud. Ilp)Ol) the liiilieC (0oulll.(tor who 111l1%1
11OWCVcr, -j j or;tle CploL.'(Iillrs arlC rely oil thle ad•quacy of the 251 that
('tl)Jlishi(d to Iii.luIC liltat lthe •"on- was I'Jll -n is!ic I0 to 1111 i )V b iyt.l p)ioj*('t
01icl0" iec( ive'S .ideqllatc (lassilicti) (101 (0 |il d. Tel ll nC((,SsI ,l _4 ovld-i- g v
gilidailce for tihe ieTi'wiice material. dcihilcd atnd c( )lCte guidinlice ]ro
Rt I coiat i~hIoF desires ciassificatlionl Itlc )tile O(ionj111C )l" is obvious whlen1
gUi(la ncc for rctvriicc naltcliai and if is rcal iicd that the guidaince Ic-
(alillot identily the rcsp)onsiblc 1D01) ccived b)y t lis ubObtonIiiauttor mtust 1)c
activity, lie is etititled to steek assist- exltalcted 1thicrehoii- . The Iiiore coin-
aIncc by direct itquiqiry, in successive 1)lex the system, tlile 11o1C iMPOrtanit
ordel, to tlhe d islributio)i source from file guidance for the pri We (Olllriact.
which the Itiaterial was received, and Tie 1)D1) places the resp)nsibility
tile p)rojcct coimmaniild Colltracting of- for reviewing tile subcontract 251 oil

fice. Speaking for the Air Force, if the administrative coiltracting officer.
tu'iher assistance is needed please The Air Force, however, allows the
contadct our olfice, Headquarters ACO to send the gutidanuce to tht
USAF, AFISPI3B, in Washington, 1)roject officer for review p)rior to I
1).C. I must mention that there is a approval and distribution.
higher office to provide such assist- It should beC recognized thatt ii
ance-the Security Classificationi p)oblells develop, the ACO does iit()

Management I)ivision, I)irectorate for have the authority to resolve tile issue.
Security Policy, Office of the Assistant Instead, the ACO is dharged with I
Secretary of Defense, Administration. referring the matter to the procure-
However, if the inquiry pertains to nieilt contracting officer for consider-
an Air Force contract, we would ation and resolution by the program/l/
prefer that we lw griven -' chance to l)tujcct/Syste I1i iiiuanager.-ihe relationi-
provide the necessary information, ship of a first-tier subcontractor to a

Lct .me digress from the 25-1 for subcontractor is essentially the same 1
just a minute an(d mention the related as that of it prime contractor to a
project command's responsibility to first-tier subcontractor. During con-
review the contractor's need to retain tract negotiations the contractor and(1
classified material. The Air Force the l)IO(Curerinent team--contracting
does not consider th:t. there is any officer, scientist, operator, classifica-
difference between relfecrence material tion management officer, intelligence
and other classified material, as far specialist, etc.--unst reach a1 common f

as retention is concerned. The deci- Ilderstanding of the security classifi-
sion to authorize retention of either cation requirements of the contract.
or both is strictly dependent on the Personnel concerned intist be assured
contractor's need in relationship to that tile contractor knows what is to
future benefits to the Air Force that be protected, who will do the 1)10-
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~~~ ~ludillg and~ holu' lolq- IIIC Ow~C(101 l 1,-IlIoil.1,IsC iS jlth lo1t lI.l
wIfl b(, ic(lIimudt. .otinvi su]). at ibis1 1VM J1~.IWiioii advIaII(C5 iI

I1111w, tIII( (0111d(lm) alSo ft-lMi) 1 Il 11 ~C~tI, (ICvulOJ)ilIi, .aIid J)Io(It-

It(O ltit 1) ofI dV' Il)(1) sigolimil l I. i \1S111 In tlmii' 110(15. ~ ll (;.(i.I I Ric

irI~,OSC~t1c.Th)ildi/ilg " this 01,11, uteI(C]k Cm oldmcitd p)iogI ailns &.icllalLs
vo.Ivv (111(1, Ifcthe llmu (0111 10 ill thIinik acvatc jImiirnig atId miodI 11 ial 101)

flu Il~i ldc1StIsla )(S, ol ;it lt"dst AxiII ('X 1 I)lIlSIliC CI.Issii U at lOll 1%* IIAiiv do_ bY

piiss th IIC; idea 1 hie 1w ;I hi1s at illdci- tOw ceui-chi~iqingig (011(111oj.01.

sadnwil h i mc n' irIv" ill 4.ull h '.

ii i11lci-staiid ait all. All too) oft ci, this oJi I le-dt J lov i(I lol il IWj)1((lodla'Oil

"Al~llty ioatil)or Ial. A)Ip' of Iti C(OUlII-It 1 WidSLI1VS .i111d dhill."

thiat by 1)Iovid i ig 11101ý Cdeta iled andic negaiv IC(assi thati11)1.

Colliplele~~~5 Iti~~tl(( thrtig i~w at b.1an iona~l goveiiii I (Ci I Ia .-

tichlinwnits to tie new 2~51 -- ai)ill gICCUICIeiits, as Avell a's ii)tlacr1 ev CC, 01'

i lic foriii ol ui!c--stihl poblebhils 1tagI agieCuliletsu, 111Av 11111t hIl

(-al eprvetd.T rcacli Sudi 1 a.itOlhotity o! die 1 1opC('t (01ii11d 1i o

goal Ive need ita e and hionest IntltC- (li1lut ailly cjianlg(S ill (LIssIi'Wat loll.

d(aioiii" Of Ideas bcoetwee con1tract,1i 6. 111Ci particular ipbaSe of die

C1111 )loyees and DOD1 j}niSo~iiil1. W~ith- 11C (),11C 01' haridware 15(Its c to

ol~lt -aJIdl inte1rdI.laige, ('0111111 Lill 1(Ii t iou I (lassi I iiolt 0. Certa inly J! mu~st. lxý

iS lost, anld lad, of Iiiidcr-staiiding lreCOgIli1d thatI :LISSjfICiet iol iniCreaseS
takcs over. duirinlg I-C'Seardi andc developmn~et arLd

D)etailed anid (0111jplete gtlI(lIIl(-C, 1then, Some1t~imel after ao:q ti isit loll, 01('

whuic Nwill help erasc someI o)f the pr()c.:ss of tdownigradlitg and "Idebissit-
pr"'~"'iv" r"''tirC% C()11si(Ic1ablI, Ncat ion begiiis.

I boulghit. adu judgmencut oil tile p).I of. 7. Upo j~Icomp~letioln of tle .25-1. andi(

the resp)onsible perIsonnel. SomeI basic prior to (l~eiSfliaitiofl tlie gtidiiiue
prifl-il)Cs that 101154.t In- !indl'est{)0 S1ih1iJ Id beY' ieA~ Gef lot 01:(d

1))' thle recipicilts of the 254 ,.s welli 1iiniorinuty and ýonjsistenlcy of (las-

aks by the pi epaver are. siliWat ion of like iteills; (b) in tegratioll

1. ()verclassilicalioii has a detri- of the atitoma~tic downgrading-declas-

muental effect. 11p4on the efficiency of sific-at(ion systemi; (0) aihequacyr and
op~eraitions whid i. may negate ;Ii\y (:olrIIJleteliess of giiaicenc; (di) (ouii-

tediinical or operaitionadl advantaige p] iant-e with related directives; and

P.gained throuigh classiiicationl. (e) '.he uis of notcs or renialiks tO
2. 1wpublic~h release or disclosulre Clarify or assist. the uiselt o0 the 25-1

of senslt:te InfolinaitiOllIila hi)'egate in1 ltidersi-aiiding the gtiitLtie.

tile technical or operationall lead tlide Personnel reviewing at 2541 P w
~1(inCIand titms requir A~ (complete- adequiacy nieed only ask. a few qiles-

IV fresh 'StIaIL. tiOI2s to (lete iiiiCn if- theC gkii(1iicC is

.It C isiiiporialit to ColitiiIue adequiate. For example: D~oes the 25-1
seurtyClassihc(atioii indcfitiitelv 11 idlentify thle specific informat ion re-
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puiri otg rotection? Is the ,lassiliCa- o01 I1llanlds enjoy (lose liaIisol between
tion assigned practica? Feasible? Ap)- sectirity and tehnical persOnnel the

plicable? Creative thinking and iniag- task of providing uinely and adequate
ination will lead to other worthwhile guidance iII the early stages of the
questions that will hell) in assurinIg contract is more ,e..ib,. . .

that the .25.1 does its job. As an aid to assure that guidance is I
A fundamental policy carried over comlnlete, whethcr prepared as a 254'

(roni the old 2514 is that the project or as a sepa'atc guide, we are hoping I
conliand is responsible for security to develop the i(lea of having check
classification guidance for a classilied lists for the various type systems, pro-contract. Tihe policy of original clas- grams, etc., connion to the particular

sifications emanating from the project subcomnimand. The intended purpose

office is valid for this is the source of of these check lists is to assure that

the technical knowledge so necessary guidance is provided for all aspects

in preparing guidance. Within the of the particular system or program.

project command the appropriate The check lists could be in the form

program, project, or system manager of one-word or possibly "short plrase"

is responsible for the guidance. How- reminders as to what should be con-
ever, as we all recognize, there are sidered for classification.
other areas to consider. The technical Certainly we recognize that re-
determination must be tempered by marks made in the past such as "the
operation, intelligence, and security DD Forms 254 received are ambig-
factors. Within the Air Force, the uous, incorrect, and conflict with
local point for policy and coordina- other security classification direc-
tion oi all security classification tions" have been too numerous. We
guidance and regrading and declas- also are most cognizant of the fact
sification actions is the classification that complete guidance has not al-
management office. Therefore, the ways been available at the beginning
commander for whom the classified of the life cycle of a program. We
contract is negotiated requires the hope these deficiencies are being cor-
p-oject office to work with classifica- rected, The new 254 is one step that
tion management personnel to pro- has been taken by the DOD to help
vide and monitor all guidance. Guid- the people in classification manage-
ance is provided to the contractor by ment to reach their objectives. In the

the team representing the project of- words of George MacClain:
f ice, classification management, and "The fundamental objective of
the contracting officer. Classification the new plan of providing security
management personnel in the project classification guidance for the de-
command are responsible for estab- fense industry is to assure that the

lishing the monitoring system to as- user agencies will assume and fulfill
sure that all security classification their responsibility in providing
guidance in contracts is reviewed for classification guidance in the formn
consistency, accuracy, and currency. of an itemized list of specific areas
It has been noted that whenever of information, with comprehensive
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nlarrativC Colmnnlett to 1il1 out tile rc omm0end,,tions to il,,ove our

individual aspects of each of those guiidmice. I am sure that vou will find
arcas; to assure the currency of this all of the 1)OD components withd the
guidance; and to uilotivaic aind fa- s5,mC attitudc. In this connection,

cilitatc candid, orderly, and objec- item u I of tie 25-1 establishes dih
. tive intcrcommunication between li ocedure by which the ap)propriate

the parties on both sides ol the lperSonnl in the project command
contract. It is believe(] 1l1:1 11hV new and the contractor or subcontractor

plan has significantly clarified the may communicate directly. Certainn y
relationship of the partics to a 254, this communication between industry
and has reduced the overall admnin- and DOD) is essential to the success of
istrative burden of preparing, is- classification management and its en-
suing, distributing, and reviewing deavors. And we feel very strongly
these documnents." about the role of the team concept in

Whether or not the new 254 will developing improved 25,1s. The pro-
Sbecome an effective instrument with cedures are established, and now it is
which to transmit complete and dc- the responsibility of each of us to

tailed guidance remains to be seen. work towards the elimination of use-
Certainly the objective of the DOD to less security classification guidance.
provide only meaningful and useful Again, I wish to express my appre-
guidance can only be accomp)lished ciation of having an opportunity to
with the full cooperation of all parties convey to you our ideas about the
concerned, and a willingness on their 254 and the progress that the DOD
part to take a reasonable and objec- has made in providing better guid-
tive look at the guidance provided. It ance. Although in the past many
certainly is not the intent of the DOD efforts appeared to be -A little value
to embarrass the contractor when he at the time, I believe that the present
wishes to question the project corn- efforts have been fruitful and that
Smand because of a !.:-k of under- our common goa! will be achieved.
standing. Let it be completely under- (1T1c stenographic transcription of
stood that questions and discussions the question and answer period fol-
to assure intent and understanding lowing Mr. May's presentation was
are encouraged, and we certainly are inadequate for use.-Editor.)
not above considering the contractor'sII
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K CLASSIFICATION MANAGEMENT COST STUDY j
By Robert D. Donovani

1This pap(er describes the results ot (osts on such a wide assortinclit o•
an intermiiuent work 1)IasurceItt topics.
study made of classilied doctullelit United Technology Cenler patic-
handling practices in one conijaniy ipaled in that survey ;111d, Oll til t
over a five-year period. It does not basis of O0ii owil internal study, coni-

' prportt to be a dlefinitiVe study or eluded that the survey q(uestions pel-
has it been possible to correlate anN, taminig to nol-docutiient-hiaiidling
of the findings with the experiences topics could not be answered by us
of' Other conipanies since there is no in any meaningful wily, parti1cularly

uniform - nethold for collecting such since the survey was limited only to
information. The mcthods and forms AFSC contracts. We did attempt. to

Utilized to collect thc data contained identily the costs of classifieri ,NIcu- I
in this study are only briefly d,'Icribed ment handling and were somewhat.
since the purpose of this paper is to more successful in thih. area. Stai- I
discuss the findings and their implica- dard clerical costs-measuring tech-
tions for the future rather than the niques were applied to our operations
mechanics for conducting such a and we discovered that by utilizing
study. this method the number of minutes

In October 1963, the Air Force required for some of the different
Systems Command initiated a secur- clerical actions could be established.
ity cost survey with a number of For example, our master document

defense contractors. The cost survey control clerks spend an average of 24
attempted to encompass a number of minutes processing an incoming
security areas including classified confidential document and 42 minutes
document handling practices, hard- for processing a secret document. This
ware, personnel clearances, indoctri- includes all of the varied clerical
nation briefiIg! debriefing sessions, operations, from receipting for the
area controls, and the handling of registered or certified mail, assigning
DOD-sponsored meetings, among control numbers, documenting, and
others, that were applicable to AFSC logging to receipt by addressee or
classified contracts. Identifiable costs classified mail courier. The 18.-intnute
were to be expressed in dollar and difference in time between a secret
cent terms. and a confidential is caused by the

Since the results of this particular necessity of a secret page count

survey were never officially made (although not specifically required by
known to the participating corm- the ISM) and the preparation of a
parties, it is presumed that it proved document receipt form, obtaining
impractical to break out the security signatures, and cross-filing the signed

forms by document number and
WPeter H. Morley, a colleague of Mr. Dono,. holder. The cited figures are for
van's at United Technology Center, was
co-author of this paper, single documents only. .. en multi-
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j)IC copies .1rc elvl or internally 11.1usilissionl ;1nd (lest rutiionl. Ea;ch
rep~rodutced upon1 receipt[ thle (crical iiioliitl the subcoiitrol mall on (uisto-

unilv for dlocumenetinig achd miultiple diam wouldI simply totAi 111 thu
Copy is fi) 3imnu1tes whether the docu- niumiber of transactions III eCh- calic.
nidnt is secret Or Coll idellt oil . 0111 0_0'I Mi m ~ ~ " tb tile rd

expriecchas beeni tlhat. ;I Secret teruiiiied ''timei chiarge' amll subiihiii
doumntwill average three internal a11)2 reotoltenubro o'r

forwrded fordestucton. his ilnelits.
ineans thtec ertdcmn ilNote that the emphalisis has been~ onl
chiange hands a total of five times in di1SCUSSing minutes oi- hour11S rather
its life spanI when yon count the than (dollars and cents. Quite early
initial y'CC-eipt prepared by m-1aSLCI in the study we concluded that it.
dlocument c41-trol and the final re- WOulid be inmpractical to try to conveit

cei 1)t transmitting the documient back thle clerical man hours into (dollar
to master document, control for figures b~ecause It would be an arbi-
destruction. The preparation of a trary figure at best aiid a gross dis-
single document receipt, including its tortion Of the actual situation at
signing andl cross-filing in at manual wA.orst. Every company differs on what j
system takes anl average of 12 minutes. (onstitutes its labor costs and such
Therefore, each secret document in figures often vary even within a single
our collection will consume one hour company, depending ocm the number
of clerical time during its lifetime in of personnel, number of (locumenits I
order to meet the accountability handle,,', salary level of tile (IC! ical

requirements of ISAI. personnel assigned to such details,
in reproducing internally generated sales volume, salary increases, o'ver-

classified documents our experience head, season of the year-, and other
has been that it requires 18 mninutes factors that tend to influence the
to document the first copy and less overall financial picture of any comn-
than a mninute fol. each mltipU~lle Copy pany. Therefore, not only would our
reproduced. It requires 30 minutes own (dollar cost figures contain mnac-
to dlocument a secret document be- curacies, but they would be absolutely
cause of the page count and individ- meaningless to anyone else dealing
ual receipt requiremrents, andt 6 with the samre problems. However,
minutes for each mu~ltiple copy. By when translated into measurable units
June 1964 we had even carried our of work it then becomies possible, for
internal work measurement stud~y into the first time, to apply the same
the document subcontrol areas and standard to many other companies in
established a number of set "timie order to obtain a basis for comrpari-
charges' that could be mnade for son.
classified document transactions such W~e were still not satisfied With our
as generation, reproduction, distribu- work because the handling of clas-
tion within the subcontrol station sified mnaterial is only one aspect of
area, between subcontrols, external the problemt. It can be safely said
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that i) caM:,1iJJcd (doictienhalii iig lor ex pleFo, if] a StaIiidard facility
is the uiother of secturity COStS titell op)cr t ioul the cost oh pr)od(ucing a 11(a
ý,ouagc is the father and the iuiarriage oi bol, can bc deternmicd to a Irac-
is not niccessarily t1 h1lplly on. 11o1 01 a mill, and woe lCtie the

In 5 .), wve decidcd to broa~d- p)rodutction foreian who lail, to .ce' .,

cu tlhe base of our cost stiudy by this staudarrd. Such t falors its job sta-
conducling a security container sm.- Lus, personal coilnVeIicluC.e intangiblevLy. One ot e nlailu pturosis of the iIeCdS 01' aMtlC.1tCdd lse hliVci Hosirvey 'was to attenp to establish it placc Ain such Operations. The ill

standard wheV1rCby an CelIployee's c(scapable conclusion is that there ;r c
clailmed need for a security container very definite limitatioW; on the degree
colid bc objectively measured. I o' cost efficiency that can be achleved
would like to report that we succeeded in the (CICUMIent handling and stor-
in tins endeavor, but. our findings age areas of the industrial security
werc somewlhat inconclusive. I slill program because of the tendency of
find iz bard to believe that anyone technical personnel to solnehow
could get emnotioilally attached to a equate job status with classified docu-
security filing cabinet, but wie have ment storage capability. Until such
docutnented cases to prove this tinC that a cost standard can be de-
phenomenon is not as uncommon veloped in which established nini-
as you might believe. The whole muni inventories of current docu-
concept of possessing a security con- ments and frequency of utilization
tainer is somehow mixed !ip with job ratios are recognized there can be
status, anticipated needs and/or no accurate measurement made of the
deep-seated anxieties that were be- security cost factors. Therefore the
yond the scope of the survey to only costs that can be imeasI'ed at
resolve. However, the container sur- the present time are those of "per-
vey did disclose that we could easily sonal convenience," plus security. In
accommodate all of our classified other words we can analyze existing
documents in less than one-quartrei practices, but we cannot introduce
of the security files we have in use at significant changes based upon those
the time. In addition, we found less findings at the present time.
than 10% of the surveyed files were This situation is not confined only
in use for more than 4 hours a week to classified problems by any means,
based upon a total of 40 random or is it unique to any one company.
checks per container made a 4-week The literature is full of various paper
period. We also discovered that over work studies that cover everything
25% of the classified documents in from the proper length of a letter, the
those files had been in the possession number of copies made, how man)y
of the holder for 2 years or longer. are filed and how long they should

It was at this time that we began be retained. A recent authoritative
to realize the impact of our findings study reported there are now 1.5
upon conventional approaches to quadrillion pieces of paper filed in
establishing security cost standards. this country attended by two million
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"' cirks ajid ihc invcntory is glowing guilty of 1using exceSS verbiage, and

at the rate of 62 million filc diawc•s tLierC is soic reason to bclicvc they
i yeJr. I1( idently, this SluIC study are unncccssa rily compoundinig tile
""disclosed tliat I li govC3n11lent acitually security classification p)roblem bccause

.a... a beti. pat rwork Co.. .. .r.. OL.. J.. ]nJ ,' p ,tratice .L .LLIty Cls-

h;]inlr ie government Only Sihicatious ale assigncd as an Cx post
Shas 2.1,000 p~ieces of papelr peCr facto decisionl. Tlhat is to say the

,,!1 ,p ,•,C , V,'Ih ilc ind usitry 1-1iig es 11r011 re)o rt d raftt is orgailized and W ritten
•i3,],0()0 to 6-t1,000 per employee, ltow- withotnt regard to the security classi-

evcr, in this speaker's opnion uiost of fication of its contents. All too often
tile. 6-1,000 pap~ers oin file are there tile security classification problem is I

in order to me1cet existing or ailticilpat- left up) to the technical editor to copei
ed govcrnment. requirements, such as with as best he cal. However, by that

classified (loctUnent retention re- time the rCeport is replete with border-

quests. line "association" problems that :-c

We are now considering tile third difficult or impossible to resolve, it

phase of our study which will extend is as if you cut out all of tile dirty
into the area of report writing itself words and sexual innuendo(es inf a

because of the classification by para- N o r l a n M a i1 e r novel-there
graph requirement. It may well turn wouldn't be-enough paper left to ho1l

out to be a lifetime study. A cursory tile book covers together.

examination of the available litera- This conteriplated survey will at-

ture on business and technical writ- tenipt to develop a set of ground rules
ing indicates that again the problem that can be utilized by authors as ai
is far larger than that attributable to guide to better classification. This is

ISM requirements. Recently a con- no- small task since it will involve a

suhant on business writing discovered basic relearning of report writing

that reports to the president of a techniques as well as the developmeit
major oil company in just one y;..ar of more clearly defined classification
constituted reading matter th'ec- times guidance.

as long as the King James version of The initial stage of the survey will

the Bible. Boiled down to essential be to analyze all of the classified para-

data these reports lost 60% of their graphs in a given set of documents

words. Another study pointed to an and attempt to determine if the

excess verbiage of 38% in the half material could have been organized in

million letters a year rolling from the sudc a manner as to reduce the total
typewriters of a railroad-at an esti- number of clasiified paragraphs and

nilated additional $60,000 in typing include the classified information in

costs alone, a separate appendix. Based upon our

The relationship of these studies to findings internal guidance will then

technical report writing and classifi- be written specifically for the contract

cation by paragraph is obvious. There report writing requirements with a
is no reason to believe that science view towards encouraging technical
and engineering writers are any less personnel to organize their material
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j. ., -iwith lie level ol seculily classification (0 l jpiocess. Il'ie only )ircsCclabhI hOl)C
taken into consideration at the out- is to redirect our itiethlod ol 1n-cscrt-
set. I'hlis will not solve all of the ing techliical daut into a more sci-
securitvy (lassilicittiou p)roblems we .siblc loiniat. hllis is niecessary bothIiS encounter inl our (fail), work tod; y, h'mil_ :1. sta|n~dpoint oll vlhat owl. i- I

but it. will help to reduce lultirc ill- q ziTrcenetb arc today, and tile (llaig( ' I
VenLtolies. that arC being miade in the whole

Dcclassilicatioii of exist.ingP ilocn- ,,,,,jt od.......... 1 of inform atib ra and r culic •,a •
lierits will always be a slow and pain- by Illoderzi computer systems.

PANEL-CLASSIFIED RESEARCH IN THE
UNIVERSITY ENVIRONMENT

Robert L). Simmons, Stanford University, Moderator

SIMMONS: This morning's panel matters of o01r participants' parent
is concerned with the problem of organizations.
classified research within the acadeii- The issue ofd the propriety old unk-

ic environment. I must admit at the versitv performance of classified re-
outset that our panel is somewhat search has been extensively relprted
loaded inasInuch as all of the institu- in the public press and professional
tions here represented accept, within literature over the last several years.
certain parameters, classified tescarch I will leave the presentation of the
contracts on their campuses. Not all arguments for and against such re-
universities are so persuaded. The search to our panelists. I can tell you,
National Academy of Sciences, also however, that the trend against
here represented, has been a long- secret research has been spurred to a
time sponsor of classified programs large degree by opposition to the
involving members of the academic Vietnam war and war-related research.
tommunity. I believe that our four Discussions relating to the Vietnam
panelists are uniquely qualified to conflict have resulted in Michigan
discuss not only the philosophical State dropping CIA-sponsored re-
question of the appropriateness of search after an expose by Ramparts
such research but to report on some magazine; the University of Penn-
of the problems associated with clas- sylvania canceling projects relating to
sified programs and perhaps to sug- chemical and biologIcal warfare, after
gest some possible solutions to the professors threatened to wear gas
problenis stated. I must include the masks to commencement exercises;
usual disclaimer that the opinions and what amounted to the closing of
here expressed do not necessarily Columbia University over, in part,
reflect the p1,,icy positions on these the question of defense-sponsored re-
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o il tile G IpIJIS. NV it ilik M eC11 1)(41y xvilld Jrevelitcd ado.qualt t.
limiltils,~~ ~ [l)ol]ilt]11oll, Stallt~ Hng an fiily idladdolb

Un. iiversi ty, hias 11.1d a1 dolIlar loss ill stith i lic~k layers ofsecreccy tat [li

I ~ exCess of' $1iO,000 In the 1)1l111) jg of torpedo's illadeqildy was (]it le (1 tc(-

btn~iddizigs. 11wi a isoii has beeni at- ilC011Wdcs

tIib111 ted to tile anlti-war, activists. ('IIiruatlHtdis sli10.Cn
L 1Xl ally collegus and uni versi ties lhave tiiiiwdA well into kthe war, witi (lie

icceiitly r~emainnucd the general (1 ues- hIigbcst priorities for1 sCICHtif ic at-

lonl of classified research oil thle teliuion going to t112- atoill bolllb Ci-
0aflipiUS. fort, to radar', and to the proximity

fuse. All the while the Navy's tor-

W. M. SANDSTROM pedoes were failing (o explode, or

Univrsiy ofWasingtn fing erratically, to the point. whiiert

Th ie labor atory I r epresent, like the submarine fleet was actually
many similar estalblishinetilts, is a forced to develop its own insti uilinen-

creature ol World W'ar 11 of' a sort, tatioli and start its own] experiiiiental
never seen before then, set up in programl inl thle war .oric to the great

haste for the p)urpose of solving a c~onsternation and embarrassment of

p~ressinlg wartime problem. Thi'lIs prob- Navy headquarters. Oiut of this sittua-
lei wtsthe abysmal performance of tion was born the Applied Physics

the Navy's torpedoes in the Pacific Laboratory, University of Washing-
thieater, a problem that plagued the ton, 25 years ago, and it has been to
Pacific submrarine fleet until nearly prvn a repetition of that situation
the end of Jhe war, and which with- that tie Navy has supported uts to
out a doubt prolonged the war by this dlay.
many mionthis andi causedl many need- Out of similar situations, at vast

1< less losses. It is now at matter of record prograll of feeal -pio
that the reasons why the Navy's tor- search at universities has Sprung UP,

pedoes p~erformnedl so poorly all relate academia and government have em-

more or less dhirectly to the isolation braced each other with the zeal of
that existed between the main stream true believers all across the country.
of physical and engineering research But1 tines change andl faces chiange
carried oid for- the most part in the and attitudes change and it appears
nation's universities, and the Navy's that the lessons learned in W~orld Will-
own weapon development program, 11 are being lost ats new problems,
which before the war was in the new p~erspectives and new priorities
hands of well-intentioned, righteous, tend to obscure time old realities.
lbut quite incompetent people at both These factors, combined with a scat-
the technical and administrative tering of pubillicized incongrui ties
levels. Furthiermiore, the Navy's (de- hiave tended to discreditr classified
v'clopnient programrs were Elie victimls activities at universities, at tendency
of' an emasculating pre-war economny Whtich in my 01 )inion intist be resist-
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cd it hiistoly is not to be repeated. think should be dcveloped into the
Now this is, of course, not ;t )rob- argument. The argumiiient must not

lent to be disposed of ill a 15-niunute be carried to extremes however;
paper. Au elcectivc rebuttal to the neither the university nor any non-

ilics of 3er,-ity, . ;, _.... 1, pro jfi stitiiti'oj should attempt to

is a. long termi p)1oject, so what I comipete with the legitimate and ef-
intend to (10 here is to outline the ficicnit functions of private industry.
... eas Which ' tt11iik shotlitd be de- However, this idlea alone I doubt

vcloped for this rebuttal and give a will be sufficient. it would also be
few suggestions as to how. most desirable to be able to show

My point in recalling to you this that the conduct of classified research
vignette of wartime history is to re- actually benefits the university in its
introduce the idea that in doing clas- traditional educational iole, that the
*ified research, university laboratories, advantages of doing such research
as Institutions, have provided the outweigh the disadvantages, and
nation a unique and necessary service, that the university would be worse
which government labora'ories and off without the classified research.
private industry cannot be depended Here I think my laboratory may be
on to provide, a function that is in a better position to make a case
consistent with the principle that a than many others, my principal
university's purpose is to serve the reason being that so far, really serious
public, confrontations have been avoided. I

The basic argument should be, would like to take a minute to review
that however large the program of the circuirstances which I think must
research in government laboratories at. least be partly responsible for our
or in private industry may become, past lack of difficulty. 1 would also
a policy which separates universities express the pious hope that these
friom classified research will expose circumstances will keep us out of
the nation to the historical dangers further trouble, but I'll refrain from
of the past. The government is al- making that a prediction.
ways in danger of unintentionally Not that we avoided criticism al-
insisting on a research program which together. On the contrary, the con-
leads its laboratories in the wrong duct of classified research by the
direction. History records this very University of Washington has been
event only 25 years ago. Private in- criticized by members of both the
dustry on the other hand cannot be faculty and the student body, with
expected to suppress its commercial charges ranging in intensity from out-
competitive instinct, and will de- right immorality to mere inappro-
liberately build a road to nowhere priateness. But these criticisms have
if that is what the government speci- been sporadic and usually couched
fies. The university as an institution in generalities, and have not yet
can provide the check on this brought on the co.ifrontation.
tendency. I'd like now to list the circum-

This is the first basic idea which I stances that so far have apparently
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prevented any ilitcrfercnce with oiatories that slharc all of tiese at-
APL's classified work. tributcs and we are very glad to be

1. Being entirely concerned with able to claim thcem.
..undersca warfarc, APL work has had But non)e of these circliiiistanices

0no connection with Viet Nain. Al- Ca0i bc used to justify CiI5ssiticd re-
though we take no pride in this al- sear(h at uniiversi i[s ill all alfilima-
•- most. accidemial circumstace, this I tive way. They are all disclaimers.
bclicvc has tended to niii,"iii,,e the Arguments should be forthicoining
Smore in)assioned public outbursts. which support the idea that classilied
We have not suffered the shock of research, prol)erly administered, is
thaving our motives publicly Ji11- not. merely an obligation, but is ap-
p)1igned. propriatc at universities, and instead

2. APL has throughout its history of stultifying the academic climate,
practiced academic apartheid, in that actually benefits it. This is a more
no APL classified programs are the difficult task, but there are some cir-
subject of student or faculty research cImIstances which make it possible to
and there has bccn no interaction develop such an argument at the
with normal departmental activity on University of Washington, in a non-
classified topics. On the other hand, trivial way, and, 1 believe, without
consultation with and occasional the appearance of simple defensive
employment of the faculty has been reaction.
readily available, and is an important 1. Classified research brings new
part of the laboratory's policy. fields of competence to the univer-

3. A sizable fraction of the APL sity. This idea has particular rele-
programs, although Navy-supported vance at UW because of the emergence
and weapon-related, is not classified, of ocean science as an essential na-
and by happenstance, much of this tional program. UW has had great
work is in the field of underwater strength in oceanography and other
acoustics, which is neglected at most earth sciences, but has been weak in
universitics-including our own-so underwater acoustics and in ocean
that any faculty fear of encroachment engineering. With the appearance of
into classified areas has had no reason the multi-disciplinary sea grant col-
to exist. lege program, with its emphasis on

4. There has been voluntary re- applications, the UW was far better
straint on size and on publicity. We able to respond, by capitalizing the
have never had more than 200 em- special talents at APL. There are
ployes, and the APL contract is other examples.
small compared to the total of federal 2. Classified research brings unique
funds at the University of Washing- facilities.
ton. By the same token, APL does Again 1 mention our underwater
not often splash the academic pud- acoustic program, which requires and
die, so that classified research has has generated very specialized instru-
never been conspicuous. mentation in the form of floating

There are siot many university lab- platforms (barges, buoys, "vertical
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ubp",Iiderwi tci tiacking r,1iiiges, JOHN P. GILLIS

navigation systemis and (lie like. All National Academy of Sciences
t t les acili ties are tlirectly a pplicable lI-111i the toi)IC- o1 thiS pan lCIS-

LilalUiversity iislieiics Jplogriall, for sified Research in the UIx~nivisity En-5 -I e~~ai~l~le. Vi riiici Ii, Olie may itiest iou tile re-I
3. Shar-peninig iactihty skills. Ia iioisl~jp of' the N at ionaul Aca~denin
We emiploy lactilty iniinbers In the of S(ieuulces to thle Liniversiy enivironl- U

su'in'njer ninle for tOw Ilic 'ip y 1.,UL. WhVlile tue Acadcniv i a well
(.;II bing ur ect, blt ie e- known national 11SIiiti C lit in e

verse is ailso true. Faculty muemnbers Sd.cuitific( conuununtility, its affiliation
have ofteni joined uts so as to catch up with tie university enivir-onnlieit,
in fields whinch classified research par-ticuilarly inl telucfied of cl;!Ssilied
enlJWhlaSizMS, MI-t~iCilatrly the reCvoltI- researclh, inigin be better applreciated

tiollary ones stitci its the tra rnsistoriza- ii 1 were to explain its Organization

electronic systems, or those withI a and the tuliuversi ties.

I 'lit.uyi~lsa orietation, Sut Flie Natioiial Acadetni of Sciece
ats reliability engineering or systems was created in. 1863 as a private or'-
engineering. These are Subjects which ganuzation with a fedleral charter. It
;In engineering faculty mutst be fani ii- Ilas two pr-incipal objectives, (1) to
iar with, foster the orderly (levelopnient ofI

4. The enhancemient of the uni- science and its uses for humian wel-
Versity's reputation for publiz service. fare, and (2) to advise the fed-

Tins is an important as any, but cral government, on requiest and
right now for miany well-knowni rea- without fee, on matters relating to
sonls universities must adopt a def en- science and engineering. In addition,
sive attitude when classified research it is also called upon frequtently (o
is discussed. The time wvill conic, nom11inate qualified individuals to
however, when the prsn hysteria imiportanlt federal positions involving
will focus elsewhere, alnd the univer- science and engineering.
sities will again be anxious to bring The miembership of the Academy is
their classified contributions to good presently cominrised of 750 distinl-
account. guilshed scientists and engineer s.

These are a few ways then that Starting with an original membership
classified research muay benefit a uni- of fifty, advisory groups andl comimit-
versity. It is mny hope that such tees organized by the Acaidemny were
arguments will increase in number primal ily drawn fromi its limited
and in their power t~o convince with imemberships.
further refinement. Any large scale In 1916, however, in response to
university isolation from classified President Wilson's request for help inl
research would be bad for- the nation. dealing with the scientific. and tech-
I believe we can also demonstrate nical problems created bx XVoi-ld War-
that it wouild be bad for the univer- I. the Academy created the National
sifies. Research Council as part of its struc-
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hI ,,. 'I li N at.ional, R.es.caldi Council :,,,d i atgicultUr, tHe A(iade,1y e'joy' , !
.StIVCd d (101ol)eC purpose ol oli) -at0lag- a lii(uic (,p'•o)tu ity to pilticip Itc
ing ;1 bloadcr pjartivipation by An,- on m1ost problemis of national intel'-
edi scintii ists III, Ceiginieers hHile CSi 01' U1.) those coniittee now involv-
Acadeiiy'!, scrvicc to ihc nation, and cd il)1O) c.assilcd rescaich a ic-

to assist a Iore prcssing probletm ol ('Cii survey revealed that ;il)t)1OXi- i
tile tiiic--iobilizing sicitific tale watcly seventy percent of the partici-
to aid the (,overellielit ill its war ills aare I iily iieoibers of .. ajOr
elfort, universities. 'iC Academy has oln its

'The members ol the National Re- rolls over 750 scientists and engineers
Search Council are divided into eight cleared for classified work who give
divisio1s-)lehlavioradi sciciices, biol- their services without financial co(01-
ogy and iagriculture, cliillistry and ihpensation.
clie]iical technology, earth sciences, Tbe National Acadenry of Sciences'
enigineering. Inathiemaltical sciences, history is replete with examples of
mnedical sciences, and l)lihysical activities involving national defense.
sc-iences. Some of its earlier programns include

Nominnaions for mew bership are anti-suobmarine measures, optical
imade by affiliated scientific and en- measures for secret signaling, elinmi-
gineering societies, by heads of dC- nation of balloon explosiion, pressure
partments or agencies of the federal wave phenomena about the 111LIZZIC
government or by the Chairman of of a large gun, development of anti-
one of the divisions of the council, aircraft fire control devices and many
Appointments ate normally for three others leading up to present day
year terms and are made by the Presi- problems of space, undersea warfare,
(lent of the Academy inl his capacity and nuclear science.
as chairman of the National Research For the most part, the activities of
Council. the Academy are initiated as a result

Although members of the National of its statutory role a. an official yet
Research Council are nn.i.. ated by independent advisor to the govern-
scientific and technical societies or ment. At present, the Academy is
agencies they are not considered as conducting a variety of services at

instructed delegates of their societies the request and/or support of most
or agency. Rather, they are expected of the major branches of the govern-
to contribute to the work of their nient.
respective divisions in such a way as While most of the Academny's pro-
their individual scientific, technical grams are governmnent-sponsored, a
or other competencies may suggest. substantial number of activities are

-The 450 active boards, committees supported by private funds. The prin-

and panels of the Council now in- cipal asset of the Academy, though,
volve a membership of about 5000 is the devoted effort of the several
scientists and engineers. Since its thousand scientists and engineers.
membership embraces all the natural Tile significant role they play is ex-
sciences, engineering, medical sciences empllified by the 3000-odd meetings
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and studies conducted during the trial Bulletin. More important than
past year. the details of this particular case is

It is hoped thal this sketch has an understanding of the Academy's
given you some appreciation of the participation in this classification re-
Academy's close affiliation and re-- view. First it is impiortant to dispel
lationship with our goveninent and any misconceptiTon that the Academy,
the academic community, as a national scientific institution, is

There are two particular areas of no* Synpathetc to the govern.en.•-s

interest involving security I would security classification prograni. The
like to discuss. The first involves history of the Academy's role and
security classification. in a majority leadership in some of our most high-
of our classified projects, classifica- ly classified prograams has more than
tion guidance via the DD Form 254, demonstrated its firm belief and
etc., evolves in much the same pro- acknowledgement of the needs for
cedure as it does for other institu- sound. security prograins to protect
tions. Occasionally, though, in its role scientific and technological advance-
as advisor to other than DOD activi- nuents.
ties the Academy is requested to Classification, though, is a two-way

participate in research areas that in- street, and we all recognize that re-
volve classified technology which of- strictions applied to a militarily use-
fers great national promise in many ful technological advancement tend
non-military activities, to show further progress in that par-

One of the most recent and prob- ticular area, More important though,
ably most publicized cases in which needless delays in dissemination of
the Academy became involved was a technical knowledge deprives other
classification review of "Airborne segments of our society of important
Passive Scanning Infrared Imaging advances as they strive to contribute
Systems." rhe problems confronting to the national strength and the wel-
non-military agencies were that re- fare of our citizens. An example of
mote sensing equipment using in- this concei i was recently expressed
frared and radar, and the great bulk by D. S. Simonett, Associate Profes-
of the imagery taken with such sor of Geography of the University
equipment, was classified. This made of Kansas. in a discussion on the
it very difficult to find out just how economy of surveys by use of new
this equipment could be used and scanning techniques, lie stated, "for
how effective it might be in many broad scale resource studies, it would

non-military activities such as forest be possible for the isWand of Puerto
fire detection, water pollution, crop Rico to be imaged with a modern
disease surveys, and petroleum ex- synthetic aperture system in a day or
ploration to name a few. For those so, almost independent of weather.
of you interested in the details of To obtain adequate photography
this case, it has been well document- would take at least several months
ed by Mr. Don Garrett in the Sep- and possitny as long as a year." The
tember 1967 issue of Defense Induts- obvious cost benefits in terms of dol-
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lars are readily recognized but other tary or technological advantage
benefits as great or probably greater which would be gained or rceained
1o our national interest are not quite by classification or continued clas-
as obvious to the uninitiated and sification of the information.
need to be fully explored. This is Wherc a net advantagC to tle C
particularly necessary if we are to United States distinctly can be
consider a possible trade-off for some ascertained beyond a reasonable

I acceptable deee of declassiflication, doubt, that factor should be con-
Another area that is of particular sidered in reaching the classifica-

concern to persons involved in non- tion determination. In such a
military national programs is the ex- case final determination to with-
"clusive right that DOD has taken in hold classification or to declassify
the final determination to classify or shall be made only by the Secretary
10o declassify. As might be expected, of Defense.
difficulties arise when an official of It is within the context of this
DOD is placed in a position of weigh- policy and these problems that the
ing the pros and *cons of secrecy con- Academy, serving as scientific advisor
cerning the vital interests of non- and in some cases as a member of

4- military agencies. If these fears can woiking committees, has attempted
be dispelled by the creation of a wid- to contribute.
er forum to evaluate the merits of The second topic iihvolving security
each case, it may reduce the pos- that I wish to discuss concerns clas-
sibility of important national deci- sified research in the academic or
sions being made in isolation rather university environment. As we are all
than in an atmosplwre of enlightened aware there has been considerable
dialogue. It has been the goal of tbe publicity from some elements of the
Academy to assist, when requested, academic community regarding their
in this dialogue, displeasure and doubts concerning

These problems are not only vital- classified research on canipus, and in
"ly important to non-military activi- some cases, participation in such
ties, but are also understood and ap- programs off campus.

,4 preciated to a degree by the DOD as Since a large percentage of the
illustrated in their Directive 5210.4, members on the classified committees

i.F dated 31 December 1964', which within the Academy come from uni-
states: versity faculties, one might wonder

"M "In certain circumstances, it may if there has been a reaction from this
be necessary to weigh the benefits group. To the best of my knowledge
which would accrue to the United no reaction has resulted. The num-

Is States generally from the unclas- ber of cleared consultants has re-
sified use by other government mained approximately the same with
agencies or conmercial interest of an actual slight increase during the
information which is classified or past twelve months. Another indi-
otherwise classifiable under Execu- cator is the status of the individual
tive Order 10501, against the tuili- consultant. As you may be aware,
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(coisultals arC deCsigIlated. iM ilhec that CXpleCSS his opiiniol on (he role
filfCrent tyl~cs--A, 11, and C. Each o0 the Acadeiiiy and t iii(livividual's

of ihesC letters indicates a dilreit right to dissent. j
relationship in the halitiilng of clas- "ihe most fundamental source A
sitied research iiiaterial. ylypc A may of our strength rests Upoli our• Con-
oily have access to classified inater- gressional Charter of 1863, which

ial on the lpreiises of the Academy. places upon its the responsibility
Tlypes B and C mnay be permitted to advise our government upon
access off the premises of the Acad- request Although the Chaiter
emy. TI'e basic dlifferencc between iunderscorcs our free and private
types B and C is that Type B is in- nature it seems to lne personally

dividually responsible for the coin- that it inevitably places constraints
plete handling of classified material-- upon us which we cannot fail to
receiving, logging, storing, etc.- recognize if we are to remain effec-
whereas Type G may use the facility tive in this tpartnership. As individ-
of their university or company. When nals we will inevitably have pri-
a member of the academic coniunl- vate views of the actions and poli-
ity becomes affiliated with the Acad- cies of our government on count-
emy in connection with a classified less issues, big and small. Indeed
project for obvious reasons we at- our personal views may, from time
tempt to establish a Type C con- to time, miake it difficult, or even
sultant relationship with his univer- impossible, for us as individuals to
sity. During the past year the number work in full cooperation with one
of consultant agreements with ap- or more parts of ou04 government.
proximately forty-five major univer- This is natural, and understand-

sities throughout the country has not able and is perhaps an essential
been noticeably influenced, feature of the democratic process

There are probably two basic rea- since it may permit an individualsons for this continued support by to express dissident views more

the academic community. First.. all re_).- I eiieve," however, that it'
Uparticipants are volunteers and after the Academy is to retain its effec-S being officially nominated serve at tiveness i. the long run, it would

their own per.onal pleasure. The be disastrous if we were to permit
second reason is more complex and pesalvwstipdehecd
in my op~inion rehat~es to th-e motiva- peyresponasvew to responibe govAad

lion for public service.
Recently Dr. Seitz, President of the crnmel: officers when they turn to

National Academy of Sciences, ad- us for help."
dressed the members on this sensitive from my personal association with
subject. His statement is published many uo,•,mbers of the academic corn-
hin the June-July News Report of tile munity participating in classified
Academy and is entitled "The Indi- projects I firmly believe their motiva-
vidual and Public Service." I woudd tion for public service will prevail
like to qu-te some pertinent excerpts and they will continue to support the
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classified rescarchi needs of their gov- research in the university environ- I
ernlnen t. men t.

In most cases I believe this support This morning I intend to review
will continue in the environment of briefly a little of the history of dassi-
their universities. For those caught i.. fied research at The ''"' '.y', of

the current turmoil and denied this Michigan, and particulaily the re-
privilege, I believe the goal should examination that we have just gone I
be to provide them the facilities and thiough, and discuss the arguments

resources needed to insure that the that I think were most convincing in
country continues to benefit from the faculty committee that came out
the efforts of these dedicated academi- with a rather lengthy report that then
cians. was the subject of academic senate

and regental action.
JAMES T. WILSON Like all other universities, The

The University of Michigan, nUniversity of Michigan first became
The last two years have seen a involved with classified research dur-

painful reexamination by many uni- ing World War 1I. However, unlike
versities of their position regarding many other universities, there were
classified research. Unquestionably not very many active laboratories at
the deep concern of the academic com- Ann Arbor and many of us that were
munity with the involvement of our on the faculty went off to government
country in Southeast Asia has initi- laboratories or to other universities.
ated this examination. However, in It was not really until after the end
the twenty-plus years that have pass- of World War II that Michigan be-
ed since World War II, concern with came definitely involved. The first
the increasing involvement of univer- real involvement was -ith the estab-
sities in "action programs," a small lishnent of the Willow Run Labora-
but not insignificant rise of anti-sci- tories at the close of the way. The
ence sentiment, and, perhapqs, even Laboratories have gone through a

the tightening of research money from long list of large programs-Bomarc,
Washington, have set the stage. "Wizard (which was one of the earlier

The University of Michigan has air defense systems), and Pioject
just completed such a reexamination Michigan.
involving the full dress of demon- The main bulk of classified re-
.strations, public me(tings, long de- search at the university hhs always
liberation by a committee of the aca- been at these laboratories, although

dem;c senate, student referenida, facul- there has always been a considerable
ty resolutions, and final action by the amount of classified research within
assembly of the academic senate and the reg dar teaching departments; and.
the board of regents. This procedure, in some cases, projects have moved
more orderly than might be inferred back and forth between the research
from the listing above, has reaffirmed laboratories and the teaching depart-
the appropriateness of some classified ments, as people have moved back
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and forth from faculty to resea ch. was worthy and tile university would

positions. continue the activity, and my first

About five or six years ago, the involvement with classified research
Willow Run Laboratories began shift- at The University of Michigan came
ing from support by one or two large as a member of the faculty committee
contracts to support by a rather large that went through that examination
number of smaller contracts centered in 1956 and 1957.
around the general areas of radar, in- But in the last two years, classified

frared, geophysics, and things that research at The University of Michi-
primarily relate to remote sensing of gan has been subject to the same
the environment-a field that in the scrutiny that it has at many othcr
last few years has become of tremen- universities. This started originally
dols interest to many of the civilian with concern on the part of some of
agencies. These abo."atories are an the members of the student body, ob-
integral part of thv't university, not viously inspired by their concerns
separate entities like Lincoln Labora- about Vietnam, The concern then be-
tories or AJPL. came a major concern of many of the

! think perhaps the growth at Ann faculty and resolutions began to ap-
Arbo- of a rather large university lab- pear in the faculty meetings of var-
oratory system was, in part, because ious schools and colleges.
of lack of local consulting opportun- The University of Michigan has a
ities for the engineering and science rather well organized faculty legisla-
faculties. However, as usual, as a re- tive structure that starts out with an -

suit of research activity in the uni- academic senate, which includes all
versity, a large number of research- the faculty members that have the
based companies have appeared in rank of assistant professor or higher.
Ann Arbor. just the other day we Then there is an elected body from
were compiling the development of the Senate of 60 or so members, appor-
tile spin-off companies, and were able tioned through the various schools
to count down the third level of spin- and colleges with some members at
offs in some fifteen years. large. And finally, there is a small

Now for many years the university body, I think of 17 members, the
faculty has had some concerns about Senate Advisory Committee, which
this activity. The first concerns, which meets weekly and enacts various re-
came about 1956, were not related to solutions and serves as a sounding
the classified research aspect, parti- board for the administration.
cu..arly, but more to the research that There is a well established commit-

was being done -the quality that a tee structure within this assembly, sen-
university should have -and classi- ate, and the senate committee hier-
fication entered into the discussion archy, and there is an active commit-
only as a source of potential difficul- tee on research policy.
ty in making sure that the research This committee immediately took
was worthy. It was decided that it up the problem and went into long
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deliberations. They probably met for late for us to turn it down because

a total of some two hundred hours we had the work half done.

over a period of sonme six months. It They dlid mnake a strong recolin-
is a broad-based committee with ac- mendation that universities take a
tually a little smaller representation fi,,,ne, stand in , . .-, L ,, U,

fromn science than those of us in the classification was really necessary. In

science field might desire, because I many cases contracts and reports

sometimes think we forget that re- could probably be unclassified, with
search goes to history, sociology, and the samc work done; and in the case

Romance languages as well. This isn't of reports, perhaps most could be un-

solely a scieuce committee. classified but there would be a classi-

The committee came out with a re- fled appendix.

port. The report was a unanimous re- Fortunately, a number of us involv-
port. There was no minority opinion ed in classified research at The Uni-
filed. The report came out with a versity of Michigan had taken stands
series of conclusions and guidelines of this sort in the recent past and,

for classified research. Many of you, in fact, it is rather significant that the

I think, have seen the report. I neg- report quotes at length from a state-
lected to pick up a copy to bring with ment of this sort that originated at
me, so I can't read the precise word- the Willow Run Laboratories.
ing of their recommendations, but Now, the committee, I am sure,

they concluded that indeed there was went through all the usual arguments
.a good deal of classified research that in coming to their conclusions, and

was appropriate and desirable in uni- i think there are basically three ar-

versities. guments that come up in discussions

They did rule out research that of this sort.

dealt with what one might call ia- There is the argument of acadern-
mediate weapon systems, and they ic freedom. Amongst many other

U•did rule out classified work overseas things academic freedom means that
that involved anything that might be a faculty man has the righL to work

called operational or have contact on what he wants to. I think, in dis-
with the military of other countries; cussing this a,-gument, the committee

and they did rule out contracts where did not take the same approach that

the university could not publicly we would take, or perhaps the faculty
name the agency that was sponsoring of an engineering school would take.

the work. As a matter of fact, this The way they turned the arguments
has always been a university require- in their deliberations, I am fairly

ment, but we had the unfortunate sure, was that faculty members in

experience of entering into a contract many fields are going to be involved

that started out unclassified and in classified research, whether the uni-

ended up classified, with even the versity actually has contracts that are

name of the agency classified, too classified or not. I always find it
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Srathcr interesting to meet, in the halls involvement with all parts of the

of the Pentagon, faculty friends of government.
mine from the so-called "pure" uni- I don't think that the argmncut

versities that have no classified con- that classified research flurnishes fa-

tracts. 1 don't know how they got ,-H,,c student supi)OIt, and tie 0OP-
there, but 1 still find them wandering p)ortunity for faculty iinembers to keep
up and down tile halls. In tile forefront of many of the engi-

facuities are clearly going to be e1

involved in many of these areas and I weighed heavily with the committee.

think the committee concluded that It had weight with them, but 1 think

in many cases it was better for the the two other arguments perhaps had

man to have a contract and to do the more weight because of their philo-

work at the university-thus getting sophical nature.

some support money for graduate stu- It was rather interesting to watch

dents and some facilities for the uni- the self-education of the committee.
versity-rather than be gone two days 'There were only, I think, two people
a week consulting with some govern- on the committee that had ever hadanent committee or sitting on a chair very much to do with classified re-in Washington. search. In fact, a number of the mem-

e bers of the committee had never had
There are some rather strong words anything to do with any grant or con-

in the committee report about some trcreach ndhysatdou

of the schools that pretend they don't t ha lt oesmiscon cep ti s ow-

have classified research when they
ever, they educated themselves very

really do. rapidly.

Another argument is one that I One of the things they discovered
think most of us would put in terms early was that classification was not

of duty--public duty, patriotic duty. quite as restrictive a s they h a d

The committee spoke mainly in terms thought initially. 1 had them coming
of how the academic community must back to me two or three times to

stay involved with the government; verify the information that at an an-
that it must not isolate itself from the nual classified radar symposium we

government; and that if, indeed, the have been conducting there is usually

university faculties are suspicious of a registered attendance of over 700
what they call the military establish- people. They started out with the

"ment, one way to at least feel more feeling that classified reports were

comfortable is to have more involve- read by only three or four people and

ment with it. I think a rather appeal- that no one else would ever see them.
ing argument with the committee was By and large, quite a good part of

the fact that universities, as public the classified research that comes out

institutions and representing, in our of university laboratories is widely

opinion, an important segment of our read and there is a peer judgement.

society, should have an appropriate They started out not knowing that
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Fin niany caseb a contract will be classi- light into the teaching buildings. In
"fied onlv because of one piece of other words, it is n option oil the
equipment, or because the principal jMemt Of the Laculty nitinbers and sin-
Investigator and some of his col- denets as to whether they wish to work
leagues must have access to classified in a classified ltborattoyor not, Sand
reports even though they don't in- they should not, 1 think, have to be

tend to produce any of their own. bothered by having to go to labs in
The lalboraiory I am most involved a buildingtv whiere a lot of uoors are

in professionally has had continuing closed to them.
support for about ten years in the nu- The report and recommendations
clear test detection field. Tile con- of the committee were passed, not
tracts have always been classified be- unanimously, but by a very large vote

cause of the need for access to classi- of the senate assembly. The committee
fied information. However, despite the which was recommended in the re-
fact that a large number of rplorts search policy committee report to

have been produced by the lab, not a screen classified proposals, not for

single one has been classified in all technical desirability but for univer-
those years. sity propriety, has been appointed

This sort of education was very il- This has just happened. The commit-

lumina ting to the faculty and I think tee has not yet assembled, and I have

by the time they had educated them- not taken my first proposal to them.
selves in some of these respects, many I think this committee will have a lot
of their initial concerns about the of self-education to do, although it

secrecy aspect of research went out. does contain a few members of the
There are still many concerns in the research policy committee.

faculty of The University of Michi- It is my expectation that this facul-
gan. Some of their concerns, those ty committee will very quickly estab-
that relate to classified projects that lish a body of common law, and those
relt invohled rig-ht in the b-,osom oif a of us who have to worry about taking
department or share a laboratory used proposals to them will really know

for teaching, I share with them. This in advance with considerable certain-
is difficult. You want your research. ty what their action is going to be.
laboratories close to the campus so Maybe they will get into difficulty
that the students can work at them and we will get into a lot of delays,
and use the equipment. On the other but I rather doubt it. I think this will
hand, if you have them right in the probably be a fairly orderly process.
university building in the central cam- We are continuing to try to work
pus, you do raise quite a few problems with the Department of Defense agen-
of propriety. We are hoping to move cies to avoid classification where it is
much of the work from our Willow not necessary because I think Ait saves
Run Laboratories, which are about all of us time and money when we can
fifteen miles from campus, closer in. do that.
But I doubt that we will move them I am a little disappointed, I might
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say, that sonic other of our 5ister uni- know. At any rate, this chagc in

versities dropped classified research attittde, coupled with tile dissension

quite as precipitously as they did. I over the Viet Namn conflict, have

think if they had gone through tile promltled reexamination of the role

orderly review procedure, they might of classified research in the university.

come out with the same conclusions As discussions have taken place

we did at Thce Inivcrs ty of Michi- there have emerged three separate
parties, each with its own goals

gain. Thank you, and. motivations: the university, the

C. J. SHOENS sponsor, and the security program.

Stanford University The university has always been

I would like to add my comments concerned primarily with scholarly

to those of the other members of the research and the training of students.
panel on a subject which is of concern In classified research, the sponsor is

to me-the difficulty in continued an agency of the govermuent. The
participation in classified research in motivation of government agencies in
the university. supporting research in the university

Thle Systems Techniques Labora- is to extend the limits of knowledge

tory at Stanford, of which I am a essential to their particular role-iin

member, has been engaged in a pro- the case of the Department of Defense,national defnse been thirde paty tro

gram of electronics research including national defense. The third party, the
classified defense electronics since security organization, represents a

around 1953. It has been an effective multiplicity of offices that reside in

program, I believe, one that has sup- each of the services, plus DCASR, a

ported the professional interests of DOD agency outside the purview of

faculty members, has .rained many each of the military branches. All of

students, and, at the same time, has the security organizations are con-

been important to the national de- cerned with protecting information

fense effort. The necessity for such a whose indiscriminate release would
program has seemed clear for many be detrimental to the welfare of the

years. country.
Times have changed, however. The The goals of each of these organiza-

nature of interiational conflict has tions are not identical and in fact are

changed and the immediate, dramatic to some extent conflicting. I see these

threat of the cold war does not seem three goals as partially overlapping

as real to many today as it once did. circles, like the Ballantine Beer trade-

Not too long ago. families were pre- mark. The overlapping area, that is

"paring their owxtbomb shelters, stock- those elements of the goals of the

piling food, and keeping bags packed three organizations which is common,

and automobile gas tanks filled represents the reason-for-being for

against the possibility of a nuclear classified research at the university.

attack. That sense of urgency is no We can all see an increasing polar-
longer with us-whether because the ization in our society, and certainly

threat has subsided or because we the universities have had their share.
have become accustomed .to it, I don't Dr. Wilson has spoken of the strong
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1
differences of opinion that have been clearance of any person involved in
found at the University of Michigan tile project.
"in which niembcrs of the Academic (5) The university should enter
Senate have argued sirongly for an into no contract and accept no grant

4. examinnatio of d. ' c,_ . :"Ala betwcci to ciarry out research under circum-
certain of the university's goals and stances that restrain the freedom of

the constraints imposed by classifica- the university to disclose (a) the
tion. Similar discussiois have taken existence of the contract or grant

-place at Stanford, and, so far, the or (b) the general nature of the
sense of the discussions has been that inquiry to be conducted or (c) the
classified research at Stanford is ap- identity of the outside contracting
propriate, subject to certain guide- or granting entity.
lines. These have been set forth by These rules, and the underlying
the subcommittee on classified re- press for open research, exert a force
search in the following five general tending to pull the ring which repre-
rules: sents the university's goals in a di-

(1) No research on a thesis or dis- rection that reduces the common area

sertation should be undertaken if, supporting classified research in the

at the time the topic is set, there university.

is any substantial possibility that it Turning to the second ring which

will lead to a classified thesis or represents the interests of the research
dissertation. sponsor, there are differences of

(2) No classified thesis or disserta- opinion between the technical con-
tion should be accepted as the tracting officer and tde researcher as

tionshold b acepte asthe to the tasks to be undertaken. We
basis for a degree unless the imposi- have been successful in finditig match-

*,;. tion of clAssification could not rea-
Ssonably have been foreseen until es between these two interests which

the work was so far advanced that result in a research program appropri-
, • modification of the thesis topic ate to the university. It's not auto- a

would have resulted in substantial ratic--wc refuse many requests from
inequity to the student. the sponsor on the basis that the tasks

(These first two discourage classi- they have in mind are not appropriate
t! ~fied theses and dissertations.)beto thedonuniversity--thaty inuty uthey thrcan betteria

be done by industry. But there is a
(3) Scholarly activities not acces- mechanism for examining the nature

sible for scrutiny by the entire of these research tasks and arriving
advisory board should not be con- at a mutually beneficial rpograrn.
sidered in connection with appoint- Turning to the third .irlg, repre-
ments, reappointments, or promo- senting security's interests, I would
tions of the academic staff. like to suggest that there are forces

(4) The university should enter that pull on the ring representing
no contract ;nd accept no grant security goals that tend to further
that involves the collection of social reduce this area of commonality. It
or behavioral data in a foreign is this particular aspect with which

country and requires the security members of NCMS are likely to be
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siroigl 4 flc)ricrd-qiicsotios ol pol- doing well or poolly? I ail alaid that
ICY, ])•OCedIures, aild practice thift Will there are no a•bsolute mecasures ;awail-

have a lasting and iliporalait efett able, and o is tempted to press for
on the continuing involvement of increasingly stlOllgelr controls. Uli-
tu)ivcrsities in classified rese:search. f~ortiitC. thesc salic con1ols that

The possibility of a strong force improve security also teni(I to be in
being exerted by security organiiza- conflict withi many of tie long staiid-
t'ons has been increased by t!e corn- ing policies o01 the uniiversity, and,

parativcly recent. formation of a sep- indeed, with sonic of the needs all(l
arate organization of the govciinnent desires of the sponsor. Further, tficy
whose sole mlission or charter is se- represent an increasing source of. ir-
curity. In previous times, security was ritatiol to the individual researcher.
taken care of by offices of the sponsor Note that this is quite different

as perhalps " sot of auxiliary function from the relationship betweeii indus-
to the research carried out for the trial organizations and their sponsors.
sponsor. Problems, as they arose, were It's easier for industry to find large
handled in an informal and flexible areas of overlap in which classified
but effective manner. it's no longer activities represent an appropriate
clear that this duality of interest still and profitable part of the company's
exists, and in fact it's more likely that business.
an organization dedicated primardy Free dissemination of information
to security will institute increasingly has always been a tradition of the uni-
stronger control over release of in- versity, and with good reason. The
formation and the manner in which reputation of a university research
we carry out our research. It would program is founded in no small part
be difficult to do otherwise when this on the quality of the research, as evi-
organization is staffed with consci- denced primarily by reports. This
entious and industrious members. quality is assured through critical re-

One of the fundamental problems view of results by the researcher's
that we face in engrinePring is neasur- p .- e Xtait that the dissem-t a we.. .fa ..... o eers. To "he ...... .c d

ing or judging the effectiveness of ination of reports is restricted, this
some course of action. Security organ- university goal is thwarted.
izations face a similar problem-that Another aspect of increasingly nu-
of measuring the effectiveness of se- merous security constraints is the ac-
curity procedures. It might seem that cumulation of many, sometimes small,
if one wished to do a good job in individual effects which together
security, then increasingly restrictive make it increasingly difficult to pur-
constraints should be applied to the sue classified topics. Now, this is a
handling of classified material and the difficult thing to document, and at-
dissemination of information, to make tempts to do so appear to be nit-pick-
it unlikely that unauthorized dis- ing concern with trivial details. They
closure can take place. But how can do add up, however, and the resulting
one know when adequate measures effect can be a gentle but continued
have been imposed? How can one force that pushes the university re-
grade a system to tell whether it's searcher more and more toward un-
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classified topics. ']his is not an ab- and abstracts. 1 think that it would
stract argadient, it is not a hypo- be useful to have a classification level
thetical concern with something whiuh below confidential which iecogiiizes
could conceivably happen, it is an that some material should be put
effect that we have already observed away when not in usc, and should rot
in our ewn research program in elec- be indiscriminately distributed b)ut is I
tronics at Stanford. In some ways it otherwise not accountable. U
might be better if this were a more Discussions witll others engaged in
cataclysmic event, whose consequence similar research is essential to our
"one could point to and make a strong program. There is a con1tinuinig ten-
case for opposing. But that is not the dency toward compartmentalization of
case, and it's more likely that one day projects and programs, and restric-
we shall suddenly discover that the tions on need-to-know that make it
amount of our classified research is difficult to have these discussions.
negligibl) small, not as a result of Attention is being given to the
some conscious decision but rather processing of data on digital corm-

i• because of a conglomeration of sev- puters in uncleared computation cen-
eral small effects over a long period ters with the concern that classified
of time. information may be revealed. One

At the risk of appearing to present proposal that has been made-a flat
a list of trivia, let me mention some prohibition--is unreasonable. The use.
examples of conflicts between uni- of properly coded labels and param-

versity goals and security demands. eter identifiers can make it extreme-
There has been a recent statement ly difficult for someone unfamiliar

from the DOD that classification with the computer program to deduce
should be held to the lowest possible the nature of the computations. Any-
level, and the university certainly one who has had to take over a pro-
applauds this. However, we have seen gram coded by another programmer
the adoption of distribution state- is well aware of the difficulties in
ments which, allegedly for reasons tryi.n to . i.n.. rstard some.one else's
other than security, restrict the dis- program. Requirements for electro-
tribution of reports. We have bad magnetic shielding of the machine
experience with some of our sponsors and auxiliary equipment and security
in which the security levels have been clearances for the operators are not
kept as low as is re;Asonable, but. the necessary to safeguard the security of
use of overly restrictive distribution the project. The use of good judgment

statements has resulted in the same in writing the program can safeguard.
limited distribution of reports. security and still let us get the process-

We have encountered problems ing done.
with cumulative classification in The Department of Deflese has
which, for example, lists of our un- recommended downgrading of reports
classified report titles are considered where the material need no longer be
to be classified. This is seen also in protected, and this again would seem
the recent classification of the TABs to be in agreement with university
which include only unclassified titles goals. However, once more the pro-
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ccdures rcquiled to do so are tune ing polarizing forces act, the justifica-
conisumuinig when cascs titust bc made tion or even motivlaion for cont.in1Iu-
to tie government agency for a deci- iug university involvemncut could
sion. I notice that j uist recently an decrease to the point where this in-
a.telipi is being made to place volvemnent would bc terminated. i
authorization for such decisions in personally feel that. this would be an
the hands of the resea3-chcr and his unfortunate development since, likc
organiiization, and tl.is seems 1o me to many otlcrs in tfi. applied scielnces

be at laudable developmlent. I. is not and engineering fields, I feel that the
widespread as yet, however, and this university should be strougly involved
trial case may effect a change of policy in those problems that affect our
in the future. society.

We have noticed an increasing prac- This, of course, is not a universal
tice of making accountable working feeling and Clark Kerr I' his book
papers, memoranda, calculations, etc., "The Uses oi a University" traces two
which are an important part of the divergent opinions as to the purpose
researcher's file. This is a natural coii.- of the university and the extent to
sequence of a desire to tighten up which it should be caught up in
security practices, but it does repre- society's activities. On the one side,
sent a pressure on the researcher there are those who see the university
either to stretch a point in declaring as a sanctuary where scholarly
the papers unclassified, or to destroy activities can be pursued without
many portions of his file which are the turmoil associated with pressing
important in the development of his problems of the day. Others see the
work. It represents a reliance on book- university as being strongly involved
keeping and records that used to re- with our society, molding opinion,
side in the good judgment of the and providing leadership in national
researcher, and that many of us felt affairs. This latter viewpoint is sub-
was adequate. scribed to by many in applied sciences

Another problem that the researcher an..d enginerig, bu it is interesting
faces is in determining the classi- to see a stronger emergence of this
fication of his work. This has become viewpoint in the political, social and
increasingly difficult and time con- economics areas also.
staming with the requirement for To continue classified research in
paragraph marking of reports, memo- the university, it is essential that the
randa, letters, etc. The guidelines set polarizing forces that tend to pull
forth in the industrial security manual apart the common interests of the
and the DD254 form are really in- university, the sponsor, and the se-
adequate when it comes to making curity organizations, be kept in check
decisions on such details. In general, or in balance. To some exment, there
we need better guidelines for deter- does exist a counterforco within the
mining the classification of both university, in that those i -searchers
written material and equipment, who wish to follow activities that fall

The possibility that concerns all of within the classified realm, do repre-
us, 1 believe, is that, as these continu- sent their case to others in the uni-
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versitv. It ib not clear, hoivever, that quietly disappeared from the uni-

7 there is provisioli for a counterforce versity.
with respect to security matters. I feel JAMES BAGLEY: My first ques-

2 that it is essent;il that the conse- tion is, can a university ically afford
OIUCUCCS (If restrictive security pro- to get ifU of guvermcut research?
cedures be recognized, and that we My second question is, other ihan the
assure that unnecessarily strict con- student opposition, where is the op-

•V straints arc not placeud upon teh re- positioll to government researclh corn-
searcher. There must be sonic way ing from, within the facuity? Is it
for the universities to make known to the ins versus the out,, the htunanities

the security organizations the cffect versus the non - humanitics - just

that procedures and practices will where is it? And a third question:

have on research programs. One Should--in view of the controversy in

method of accomplishing this would the economy that exists-should all
be for the security organizations- to government research be managed by

make known to the universtitics, in a single agency rather than the several

advance, procedures that are under that do it now?
consideration, and to allow the uni- WILSON: In answer to the first.

iversities to respond with comments, question, 1 think the answer is that
pro or con, regarding the effect these the universities cannot do without
procedures would have in carrying federal support. But the issue is classi-
out research. This is somewhat sim- fication, not federal support. On the
ilar to the practice observed by the question of whether there is opposi-
Federal Communications Commission tion to classified government research

in making rules which affect many from other than students, there is,
organizations. Those who set security indeed-from quite a large number
policies need inputs from all sides of faculty. It is polarized somewhaL in

to maike sound decisions, the humanities and the social sciences,
I suggested to our moderator, Bob but is not particularly a case of the

imn..... that ... C uuiveiIty research.- ins versus the outs. Some of the
er was in many aspects the man in strongest opposition from the older
tile middle, but as the theme of one faculty at Ann Arbor comes from

of the other sessions suggests, the people who are very well supported

classification management specialists by the federal government in the
are the ones who will be at the social sciences. These were people, for
boundary between the university example, who in some cases themselves
research and security organizations. have security clearance and are per-

4 Continued discussions and reflection fectly competent to work as consult-
on the part of both the classifica ion ants for a government agency but
specialists and the research staff will don't feel that classified research

be necessary to see that a continuing should go on and on in the campus.

examination of these problems takes This represents one type. Their con-

place, and that we do not some cern about classified research on the

morning awaken to discover that our campus is obviously fairly genuine

classified research programs have because they, themselves, partake on
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and off the campus. ( n the single answer the first question also. I think
agency business, I thiu this would many universities can very well do
be fairly difficult. It would cut the without classified research but they
university off from the agencies ac- cannot get along without federal
tua!!y concerned. funds. This is going to be more true

SHOENS: I would like to add one of the future than the past, because
comment to Dr. Wilson's remarks. I congress has taken an interest in fund-
believe you suggested that the aiterna- ing universities to attack serious pub-
tive to no classified research at the lic problems. They involve more than
university is no research, or research just the military. I speak of the ex-
at an extremely low level. I don't ploitation of the ocean, water poilu-l
think that is the case. tion, the problem of disease, and

SANDSTROM: I would like to things of this kind.

LUNCHEON ADDRESS
George MacClain, Department of Defense

I have a few remarks to make and I want to say thanks to Bob Dono-
then I am going to try to change the van for the fact that lie writes as lie
format, if you want it to be changed. does for the NCMS Bulletin. Veryx
Of course I am glad to be here. We few -- not I - could contribute to
always are. And we are lucky to be our professional standards the way
here because money is tight and travel he does.
is short and hard to get. And too, I think we shouidd say

I want to convey to all of you the thanks to all our chapter presidems.
fact that Joe Liebling sent -you his They are contributing to all our serv-
very best wishes. He is Director of ices by what they do. There are now
Security Policy, Department o " De- six. That is somrt .;.%, isn't i,?

fense. Joe, through the year, has ft'e- And Virgil iIervald b... how would
quently spoken of the N4DMS. I caa )ou like to stand up, Virgil? l asked
say, from his comments, that he has him to stand for two reasons. First
a feeling of respect for the NCMS; of all, he is (ofairan t4 :he Uaa-
and ot course, I am g,.ýz.d he does have. sificatiort Management Cownmittee,

I have a few things to say in the ASIS. Hie i.,, constantly iin touch widt
nature of compliments which ] think us at the Deparuinent of Defense, hny-
are well deserved. one goodt reason or another. I par-

I think. Fred Daigle and his com.. ticularly commend to, you his arlticle
mittee have dene a tremendous job in the current issue oil the ASIS. In
up to now in these arrangements anti Ithat article Virgil 'diJ. a great jo. of
in this prognam; and 1 think it is won.- walking the tight. rope, because he
derful that we can have the services of throws criticism aound very capably;
people who can be brought together and isn't wrong about anything as
like that. far as I can see. It is a fine articke
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"and I hlo( : xon will read if. lie made this goal, we relied much upon the
some points that are certainly worth,, help and cooperation o0 industry, the
of our consideration. other government agencies that use

1 think each of you should be corn- the I)OD industrial program, and the
ii.ended for being here. The commit- various elements of the DOD itself,
tee has done a professional and pro- like the military components and the

ductive and commendable job of industrial security organization ad-
bringing people together who have ministered so effectively by the Office

common interests; and they may nev- of Industrial Security of the Defense
ci have known of that commonaifty Contract. Administrative Services.
of interest until and unless they got Our immediate and long range

here. challenge is to understand the system,
I would like to express also Don to improve it, and to assure its ef-

Garrett's and my appreciation for the fective operation through our dili-
fact that 'OU take us seriously when gence and our common and collective
we suggest, as we do, that you accept hard work.
the idea that you are our colleagues I have a lot of notes here that I

and we are yours. can go on with, but I'd like to stop

Well, I wanted to say that. I hope right now and ask you to make a
1 didn't forget anybody. choice. Would you like, in the next

Consider briefly our past. By con- ten or fifteen minutes, which is all
centrating on the development of a the time there is, to ask me specific
sound conceptual base for classifica- questions?
tion management, we believe we have Well, I am going to talk a while
reached, and published through DOD and answer questions for a while. It
regulations, a proper, logical, and looks as if that is the way it should
reasonable approach to security clas- go.
sification by DOD under Executive What do we have to do to make
Order 10501. We belikve that ilhe of- classification... ,anagement wO.... 'AT-

ficial DOD family, and also its col- have some policies and some pro.
leagues and assocfates elsewhere in cedures; and now we have to apply
government and in the industrial them. We don't know, perhaps, as an
community, hAve come to have an established fact in our office, that
awareness of classification manage- they are being applied in all respects.

ment as an effective force and as a In some respects they are not.
useful tool. There is a new and fresh It is very, very difficult to deter.-
awarene,,s, first, that correct security mine the extent of the application

Jassification is essential and, second- unless you go out and make visits,
ly, that it is an attainable objective, unless you constantly have inspec-

As a practical expression of this tioris, and unless you get some reports.
growing and expanding force, we ac- Not any one of these three things has
.:omuplished the revision of the DD taken place on a regular basis up to

Form 254 and of the policies and pro- now.
cedures that govern its use. To reach So it is certainly true that our of-
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fice, on whom this responsibility rests they may make tie guide larger, or
primarily, must get out and make sure smaller, or different from the one al-
the policies and procedures we have ready written, and then all of us will
established are working. hiave problems of inconsistency.

As i just mentioned, we have to We are going to have a DOD index
start with ourselves; then with the of classification guides as broad in
components in the DOD, with the coverage as possible and in such a
non-DOD user agencies, with the in- format that it is a really practical and
dustry. And at each one of these useful reference list. There are a
points of contact, there lies something number of different formats. You can
that should be done which to some have an index by titles, or by subject
degree isn't being done. matter, or by program areas, or by

We certainly have to start an active author. We will have to find out the
systematic program of observation and best way to do this and have every-
appraisal. body do it the same way. The Air

Another thing we have to do is to Force has an index now. The Navy
determine fully and factually whether has one, too. I am not quite sure
the user agencies who make the direct whether the Army does.
contact with the industrial commun- Are the 254's we heard about this
ity are living up to their own regula- morning being written based upon
tions they have adopted. these guides, and at the proper time?

What does this mean for us• It cer- And are they reaching the proper
tainly means, first and foremotL, that people? Indeed, are the underlying
they are producing the program, programs and project classification I
project, and system classification guides themselves reaching the proper
guides on which everything else de- people? We have to be sure the an-
pends for classification. swers to all of these questions are

We say, as a matter of legislative "Yes."
policy, that every program. will have, 1 am ldtat You people are not
right at the start, a classification receiving the Revised DD Form 254
guide. We know this is being done, and the new DD Form 254c. That is
to a degree. a breakdown in distribution, because

Also we know that the DOD, acting these forms have been printed. They
as a top level action element, is pro- should be reaching you now.
mulgating some classification guides How about paragraph marking?
that are applicable throughout all of Are the documents of the Office of
the DOD. But we must be sure these the Secretary of Defense and all the
are being adequately handled; and subordinate echelons thereof being
furthermore, we must be sure of some marked by paragraph? J would like
other things. We have to have an in- to be able to make a flat statement
dex of classification guides, because if that they are. Certainly, we in our
the guide writers always start from office mark by paragraph. We are
ground zero, they are going to repeat working on it. We are sincere about
an action already taken. In so doing, it. Unless we have everybody trying
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k to do it, we are not going to get a through the DCASR you people in
real test on whether or not it is as industry get penalized. Th'is isn't
Ipractical and worthwhile as we think right; I know it.
it is. I know it will work. Some of the Another thing we have to (1o is to

F. people who didn't think it would try to strengthen the classification
work are finding it does. This is true, management structure within in-
too, within industry. dustry. By this time 1 think that you

Some of our DCASR friends are probably all agree that classification

here. Just where are the DCASRs in- management is a meaningful thing
volved? DCASRs are involved as the in being, a force for good. It has

eyes and ears or the classification awakened in the mind of government
management program. They are not and industry the need for good clas-

classification guidance writers or in- sitication standards, criteria, pro-

terpreters. They are capable of, and cedure - and this is a new environ-
are intending to serve as observers to ment. It would never have been
see whether or not classification guid- created as an environment if we

ance is being written and published hadn't started out to have a classifica-

in the 254, and whether it is serving tion management program- and this
its purpose by finding out whether is not to run down in any sense the

the people who need it are pleased programs that existed before we caine
with it. The DCASRs are going to re- into life. They simply didn't get

port on this. We couldn't do without publicity, and they certainly didn't

them. get the uniformity of emphasis that

Sometimes the DCASRs are critical we are getting with classification man-
of what they find. This hurts some of agement now.

you in industry, I am sure. Neverthe- So within the user agencies, both

less, the DCASRs are doing the best DOD and non-DOD, it is very prob-
they can in understanding the 254 able that we will have to find a way
system and in administering it fair- to ..... l th. Ic-nS. .......... , .. PC ,. xlo.the contract. e~leflllelliS of,

ly. And they can be tough about it. these user agencies to make real and

I am told - and I appreciate the effective use of a classification man-
fact - that they are tougher with in- agement element in their midst. We

dustry than we in DOD are with our- have to do something to give the clas-

selves. Some way or other we have to sification elements greater resources
find a way to become tough with of their own so that they can directly

ourselves. respond to this kind of thing.

SOne thing that Virgil Herald re- Another suggestion we have re-

commended in his paper is to con- ceived is that it might be desirable to

sider a system whereby we more effec- establish as a part of the industrial
tively carry on DOD in-house inspec- security program a requirement that
tions and impose penalties for failure there be a duly appointed classifica-

to observe our own house rules. We tion management officer just as there
don't penalize ourselves for our own now is a duly appointed security of-

failures, lie says, but nevertheless, ficer in each cleared industry facility.
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to (ell industry to identify ;,n official that, as a matter of regularity, we

to bc responsible for the program. would bc assured of keeping each
We haven't done this yet. However, other informed, and would be avoid-
p'...utry management Is recognizing ing gaps in the communication thian-

the values of classification manage- nel. I
ment. I think they would not be op- The first meeting of this informal
posed to a recommendation ot this groip has taken place, and others are

kind. In fact, I think they might wel- scheduled for the near future. So
come it. you can be assured that classification

We at the government agency and management is spreading through the
department level are engaging in a government toward a uniform ap-
greater and greater amount of inter- proach to these problemns.
departmental and interagency co- Well, speaking for our office, we
ordination and collaboration in clas- appreciate the NCMS so very much
sification management than we used because it is doing a good job and
to do. is helping us to do our job. I think

I have here a document that was we in the NCMS and in classification
the product of over a year of cooper- management will have a great future,
ative effort. It was published Septem- all working together.
ber 7, 1967, having been previously I want to comment on a question
accepted and signed by the Secretary that came up on the floor iegarding
of Defense, the Chairman of the the 254. The question is, "Would the
Atomic Energy Commission, and the 254 for a potential subcontractor have
Administrator of the National Aero- to be signed when a potential con-
nautics and Space Administration. It tractor wants to find out from a po-
is an unclassified document on the tential subcontractor how much the
subject of Security Classification of potential subcontractor would have

Space Nuclear Power and Propulsion to charge for his effort?"
Information. It is a good document. There was some discussion as to
I is a readable document. It repre- whether or not there is such a thing
sents a lot of hard-headed, difficult, as a potential prime contractor. Well,
labor of three agencies working to- there is. I would say a potential con-

gether. It is a significant achievement, tractor is not a prime contractor un-
It is now for the first time being til he is identified. I would say a
used, because some of the things that potential subcontractor is not a sub-
it dealt with as a matter of opinion contractor until lie has received the
are now having to be dealt with in contract. I would drop tile "potential"
specific terms. and call the prime what he is. Now,

Recently, it was suggested by if performance of the contract re-
Howard Maines of NASA, and highly quires the help of a subcontractor,

recommended by Dick Durham of the prime will know when he writes
ACDA, that we ought to have a high a 254 for a prospective sub, that he
level intergovernment working group will have to go to his own ACO to
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get the 254 signed for the lprospectivc appropriate ACO or else abandon the
sub. requirement that the 254 for a potcn-

Now, if we are going to insist that a tial subcontractor be signed by a gov-
potential prime send a 254 to an ACO erunicnt official.
to besignedfora potential stb, we Iguss my tine isulp.Thank you,
will have to be able to identify aii very much.

PANEL- PREPARATION OF CLASSIFICATION

GUIDANCE
C. Donald Garrett, Department of Defense, Moderator

JAMES J. BAGLEY together divergent opinions and to
U.S. Naval Research Laboratory arrive at realistic guidance. What

then are the cerebrations involved inOne of the most difficult problems developing guidance? As this theme is

facing a classifier is the definition of developing yuillnoe st me s
a prject prgramor sste forthe developed, you will note some specific

project, program or system for the omissions-which are deliberate. I
purpose of generating classification will not discuss the national objec-
guidance. Definition is difficult for tives, the DOD objectives or the
many reasons: imprecise knowledge service objectives which lead to the
of the purpose of the project, ambigu- program. The reason is that classifica-
ous project definition from the people tion assigned to these objectives is not
who directed it be established, Jack relevant to this problem; classification
of communication between the people assigned to national, DOD or service
who ordered the project in the first objectives is not truly related to classi-
place and the project director, and fication developed for the program
lack of communication between the itself. Although this point is arguable,
technical officers, contracting officers I believe it is a classic case of mixing
anu classification officers. At this
point it would be reasonable to ask, apples and oranges.is there any communication? 1 sup- What are the elements involved inpose the best answer is that corn- analyzing a program which will final-munication generally is down, not ly result in classification guidance?or horizontal. It must be Dhaged The following form a series of ques-What is here being changed tions and sub-questions which can pro-Whatis hre bingproposed is vd ainlbs o lsiiainnot a solution, obviously, but method- vide a rational base for classification.
ology.-an approach that can work SYSTEM X
with a minimum of cooperation from First, the overall system:
the other members of the triangle, a. What is the requirement for
As classification is the problem, it is System X?
obvious that the classifier must assume (1) Is it to provide a new or
the responsibility. Who else can? updated military advantage? (2)
After all, it is the classifier who must What is the time frame from R&D
span the spectrum of interests to pull to operational deployment? (3)
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What priority hias been assigned? The second step is an analysis ol
(4) Is is needed to counter a new tile system itself. Ii this stage, it Is
threat? necessary to dissect the system to break

b. What is the purpose of Sys- it into manageable and identifiable

tcnl X? palts. The important point is to
(l) What is it supposed to do? identify the largest pieces possible.

(2) Is is an updating of an existing Obviously, any system is a conglonier-
system based on existing tecnoi- at.ion of individual pieces which are

ogy? Or is it a radical change of joined to make a single unit.
an existing system which of itself a. Identify each major sub-
will create new technologies? (3) system.
Is the new system actually a com- b. Determine the relation of each
bination of existing but separate sub-system to the system.
systems, which because of advances c. Identify each sub-system which
in technology can now be unified? is itself a system; e.g., radar, com-

c. What is the relation of System mand system, missile, etc.
X to other systems approved for de- d. Determine whether an identi-
velopment? fied sub-system is classified. If so,

(1) Is it in competition with is the classification guidance cur-
other systems-planned duplica- rent? Does guidance exist?
tion? (2) Are the objectives of e. Should the relation of the clas-
these systems compatible? (3) sified sub-system to the system be
Should the systems be compatible? classified?

d. What are the major sub-sys- f. Should the relation of an un-
terns of System X? classified sub-system to the system

e. Who will produce the System? be classified?
(1) In-house? (2) Contractors? g. Identify critical elements of in-

(3) Other government agencies? formation for each sub-system which
(4) Combinations? warrant protection.

f. Who -ill manage Syste, N? ih. Total these critical elements
(1) Single service? (2) Multi-serv- of information for all the sub-sys-

ice? (3) DOD and non-DOD? tems and determine the effect on
g. Who will be the User? the system to establish: (1) Wheth-

(1) Wrhat service or agencies will er classification is necessary, (2)
actually operate the system? whether classification is feasible,

b . IVhiere will the system be in- (3) the lowest level of classification

S stalled necessary.
(1) CONUS? (2) Overseas? (3) Having established the relation-

Both? ship of the major sub-systems to the
It should be obvious that these system, it is necessary to determine

questions CUE across policy, manage- any special characteristics of each sub-
nerit, technical and contracting lines, system. Even though some of the-
and that tie classifier must have clear steps are repetitive, the following
communication channels to the peo- questions are important:
pie involved, a. Identification.
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b. Operational characteristics-- sification decision. While it can be
how (doCs it relate in an operational debated that sensitive information
mode? iuist. be ~protected, classification will

c. Time frame-how much tine not protect information which can l
:s .... ,.,,,al- ` F fo faiuractte, test, not be protected. The following ar'
installaIlion? some of the questions which should

d. Physical characteristics--is it now be asked:
, So big tlhat classification is imprac- a. Is the system CoUCCIpt lew 01'

tical? evolutionary?
e. h~leltilv critical elemeniits o1 b. How much disclosue is nec-

• informa tion. sayecssary?It In this regard it is well to have an,'7"protect critical elements of infor- idea of the amount of contracts that

g. maIson? sfctinpaci will be necessary, small or large. And
Ag s wihchasubssifc tion prat iscal how much will be small business set

SAs with each sub-system, it is nec- aside; whether off-shore procurement
essary to analyze each component to will be required; and whether the
determine relation to th e sub-system system is allied to foreign policy con-
en and lasio to t syst e C ny siderations. Any or all of these ques-
enit analysis is difficult because any tions are relevant to a classification
component may be multi-purpose, i.e., decision:
commercially available, off-the-shelf,
or used in other unrelated sub-systems
or systems. It also may be required tected?

specifically and solely for the end use d. Should the information be

of the system. protected?
a. What is the relationship of the e. What is the classification and

component to the sub-system? duration of classification?
b. Is there commonality-use in As may be seen, this paper takes a

niore thain one sub-system? systematic approach to the problem

c. What are the phys cal char- of determining classification. This
acteristics? approach assumes that classification

d. What are the technical char- is susceptible to systems analysis. It
acteristics? (1) Is it new or novel? also assumes that classification is an
(2) Is research and development integral part of the analysis of any

necessary? (3) Where will it be system. It should not be the tail
produced-in-house or contract? wagging the dog. Classification is

e. Identify critical elements of often a necessary part of a system but
, +information, as we all know it is costly. Because of

f. Is it now classified? If so, is the this the classifier, who actually per-
classiiication current? forms a major management function,

'4 We have examined the system and should be considered as part of the
are arriving at a tentative conclusion, management team. His judgments are
There are, however, additional con- not only important to our national

siderations that can affect any clas- security but are equally important to
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U
the efficient management of any cct officer at ain Air Force Systems

organization, public or private. Coiunaand division, range or center,
who nmay develop and forward clas-

ROBERT H. COBBS sification guidance via a DD 25'1
U.S. Air Force without the necessary coordination or

1 miust of necessity be brief in my review by his Classification Manage-
efforts to develop a team concept of went office.
writing classification guidance if the The AEC classification guidance is

panel members to follow are to have without doubt a team effort. It be-
an opportunity to develop their areas giis with congress which wrote the
of expertise. law, and by so doing established re-

My experience shows that a formal quirements for the protection of cer-
classification management team may tain types of information. The Cort-
be as small as one individual or as mission's legal counsel must necessar-
large at eighteen - and that there ily be part of the team. He interprets
are no criteria for limiting the num- the law and thereby establishes
ber of team members. Experience specifically what congress intended to
further shows that the informal clas- have protected. The classification di-
sification managemeii: team always vision, with the guidance and assis-
consists of at least two members and tance of physicists, chemists, engi-
usually three, neers, etc., develops and publishes

It could reasonably be asked: a, classification guidance that sets forth
What are the bases for the variations varying degrees of protection for a
in the number of team members? 1 , variety of types of information under
What constitutes a formal team and numerous circumstances and situa-
anl informal team? tions for varying periods of time.

We'll talk about the variations This team is surely of the informal
first. There are many reasons for the variety. However, it is no less real or
variety in numbers of teatm mem,,.bers- any less effective than if it were a
, will briefly discuss only three: a, legally constituted body, formally or-
the user agency managing project, ganized for the specific purpose of
program, or system; b, thie complexity writing AEC classification guidance.
of project, program, or system; and The complexity of the project, pro-
c, within the U.S. Air Force, the ex- grain, or system determines to a great
perience and expertise of the respons- extent the composition of the classifi-
ible classification management office. cation management team. Let's sup-

Each user agency has its approach pose that Lieutenant Jones ha3 been
to classification management. Ap designated project officer for "Oper-
proaches range from the well defined ation Spy Glass." His mission is to
and all encompassing written clas determine the feasibility of using a
sification guidance provided by the new solid fuel (recently developed
Division of Classification at the and still classified) in the Minuteman
Atomic Energy Commission head- 11 missile. The complexity of the
quarters level, to the uninitiated proj- project is such that specific classifica-
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lion guidance requires a nninuimn of should be formal and should consist
tcI ertor.. i,,chably no more than of' sccurity and technically competent
the project office and the classifica- personncl from all interested jurisdic-
tiou) management office. As contracts tions.
are let, each contractor security office Lastly, as an example of experience
should be added to the tearn, and expertise by an Air Force res-

Now let's look at Major Joe D. ponsible security office, I will present
Kilroy, Hq Space 9c Missile Systems the team conccpt as applied by the
Organization (AFSC), project officer Classification Management Branch,
for Mark XXXIII Reentry System. Security Police Division, Hq Space
The Mark XXXIII is the latest con- and Missile Systems Organizntion,
cept of a reentry vehicle and coin- Air Force Systems Command.
ponents and is to be flown on all The Classification Management
DOD operational ballistic missiles Branch, Hq SAMSO, provides security
and on the next generation DOD bal- classification guidance for all aspects
listic missiles. Major Kilroy's job: to of the Minuteman Ballistic Missile
build and test prototype Mark Weapons System except its operation-
XXXIIIs. al activity. Tihe operational activity

Immediately, the complexity of the connected with this complex weap-

classification guidance changes. We ons system is the exclisive responsi-
are now involved in no less than bility of the Strategic Air Comimand.
three separate classification decision- The complexity of the Minuteman
making jurisdictions, each of which weapons system defies the use of a
is vitally concerned with the protec- team concept and forces the concept
tion of the information that will be of teams. To be responsive to tire
developed as it will relate to its ex- numerous user agencies and contrac-

clusive area of responsibility. These tor classifica.tion guidance needs, tie
jurisdictions are the AEC, the U.S. Minuteman system has had to be sub-
Navy, and the U.S. Air Force. The divided into manageable component
AEChas exclusive jurisdiction over parts, and classification management
information relating to the design of teams have had to be developed based
atomic weapons. The Air Force, as on each component. The most diverse
the responsible department for the and complex whole is the reentry
design and development of the re- system. Since each operational reentry
entry system, has overall classification system may be the product of a dif-
management responsibility for the ferent integrating contractor, in-be-
reentry vehicle and its component ing formal classification management
systems. The Navy has exclusive jur- teams have one common distinction--
isdiction of reentry technology as it different contractor security person-
may affect the operational capability nel. Guidance, propulsion, air frame,
of the Navy, including state of the penetration aids are other com-
art for Naval ballistic missiles. As a ponent areas where the team concept
minimum then, the classification is in use. Practically all reentry sys-
management team for such a project tern teams are form,.l and practically
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all other teams in being arc informal. may fie true in one contractor facil..
The one single integrating force ity ma'-y vary greatly wiihin another

for all of these activities Is the clas- facility of die samne contractor organ-
sification management office. Clas- ization; therefore, to lbe rcallv know!-

sification management p~ersonnel are cdgcablc of the techniquies its-,(]. in

appointed ats chairmen of the clas- different companies requires more
sification sub-working groups wheni experience than, I possess. There is

formal teams are needed and the oJIC observation that 1 have mvade,
classification m-anagemnent, expert is however, regarding ti e induistry comn-

focal point of all informal classifica- ponent of the gover-nuciut-industry
tion management teamis throughout classification manageninmt team that
the headquarters. I think is worthy of mcntiolk. I have

In all cases the team concept in- noticed that on occasion some in-

cl udes thle classification manage- dustry representatives take ;in unfair

ment office, project, progrram, or advantage of the formal/infortiral.
system office, contracting officer, and classification managenmen t team re-

specialist, as necessary to establish lationship. 'Tins hats occurred to the
andl maintain the state of the art detriment of the protection of inf or-

equation. Formal teams are inherent- mation known by industry to be clals-

ly the result of a need for a tool to sified but inadvertently or othecrwise
overcome the jurisdictional1 j..robleins. mistakenly unclassified by govern-
Additionally, all teams should include mend directive. When three of five

the contractor security and technical industrial organizations info.crnally
specialist as sooni as it is feasible to advise that itemis x, y, and] z should

do so. be reviewed for accuracy, antd the

An innovation that we hlope- to try other two companties without hiesita--

is to informally incorporate contrac- tion proceed to declassify or other-
tor expertise in writing initial clas- wise fail to protect this information,
sification gruidance for a 1major- pro- ii indicates a lack of either personal
gram prior to having awarded the Concern and responsibility, or a ser-
contract for performance. If approv- ious lack of understandimg of the clas-

ed by higher headquarters and by sification concept and process. In
contractor personnel it should go a each case that I have observed I
long way toward advancing the in- would consider it an individual trait
dustry-.government team concept in as opposed Zvo rompany policy. And,
classilication management, and great- of course, the conflict of loyalty be-
ly improve the protection of informa- tweeni country and company may iun-

tion deemed essential to the national consciously be the root of t'le prebj-
security at a greatly reduced cost. 1cm. Let mne suggest, hlowcvcr, I.Ya;:

I have purposely refrained from there really is rno conflict.. la h ,, i

delving into thle industry team conl- rapport has been estabhijsiid. v~llain

cetor operation because of my the industry/g~vei'nmiei cda3saitila-

li mit ed knowledge of industry's mail- ti on nianlageirenL JICPe n the ti'foritlial

agemnent techniques now in use. W~hat phione call or personal 'DearRb"
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17 inote usually solves the problem. tui information, and industry is
When costs require adjustmeii bascd pioiptly md approJiAatelv re-

.. on govcrinient goofs, the prompt. warded for security cost which
notification and protection of the legitimately results from the pro-
class•,fj•.: ill&OiiflihUhl produces tection of appropriately classified

Prompt recommenctations for ap- information.
pr-oval of the necessary funds. Con-.

:- versely, when there seems to be a JACK R. COTTON
hesitancy to adequately protect in- Atomic Energy Commission
formation generally known to require I hhik all of you have prolal)ly
"protection, the retribution is usually heard the currently popular song,
in the form of requesting compliance "If J Could Talk To The Animals."
through the unpleasant but necessary On some occasions, the words to this
formal channel. ,une reflect the sentiment of guide

In summary then, we can conclutl c seirs toward guide writers. The
the following about the team concept araeworl and wording of classifica-
of classification marnag.-mert.• tion topics can be so nebulous that

Writing classification guidLancc is tie topics may well sound like animal
a team concept within the Space talk to the guide user who is not a

*!•: and Missile Systems Orgaaizatio.. classification specialist. How can we
These teams are both formid organize the guide and its topics so

and informal, and formal teams are a w sae user•. - ~that :.ve speak a language theue
usually constituted as a meaus to W.`1 understand?
overcome jurisdictionai p•iblems.

"The classificatioa managment Although a classification guide is
office is or should be the focal an entirely differept type of vehicle

than the automobile, it is analogous
point ia ic.,anaging all clasaifiarmo

to it in many ways. It serves to takeguidance, whether there is or is not
a classification managem-ent team use from a starting point to the desired

'destination. We start with the origi-
in. being&

" Te team o s n wnation of information in a program.

.ormal or .nfornal, is dependent Our destination is the correct identi-

on the experience and expertice of fication and protection of this infor-

the classification management of- mation for national defense and se-

lice. curity.

And lastly, members of formal The propelling force or engine of
and informal government/industry a classification guide is the topicalclassification management teams guidance. The engine of the guide-

should make the effort to es•tablish will get more mileage if the topics

that rapport necessary to insure are written so that the user can un-
that all information requiring pro- derstand exactly what information is

tection), is adequately protected and classitied - inciuding the required

21b". appropriately classified, regardless level -.-- and what information is un-
of the circumstances of receipt of classified. Unnecessary classification

N- C.
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of inforviation is a WaISte Of iuel. on1 ý,op5sisting of a singic topic. F.'or
The horsepower of the engine will example, the topic n" iay take the
depenCtd upon clear and concise word- form of a statcmen, thtit all intcrina-
ilig of topics. N topic that has a tion ill ' pari.cvuar !esearch program
range of classification levels assigned is classified at on( .,prcific cvel of
to it is not guiidance unless the cri- classification. A complex guide i5
teria for the application of the levels one covering a major program which
within the range are filly explained. consists of a large body ef in"or-
Topic wording which is not explicit, tion of varying classification levels,
e.g., "use of the ipswitch," will be and also unclassified informatio•.
difficult to implement. Does it mean Complexity is increased in direct
fact of use, manner of use, or some-, Tatio to the number of situations
thing else? Also, a topic may not where the classified informatiorn may
be informative if its specific applica- occur, e.g., in operations, in research
bility is reduced to a generality for and development, in production, in
the purpose of rmaking a guide un- procurement of materials, by nomen-
classified. clature, by associations, etc. ThIe

Like the automobile, a guide may steering mechanisms required for the
not be a very useful vehicle without simple versus the complex guide will
a steering mechanism to guide and vary significantly.
control its use. The organization of 2. The type of driver. What type
a classification guide is its steering of driver will use the vehicle? Is the
mechanism. With a well designed driver a race car expert or a little oldsteering mechanism, the user of the lady who can't turn the wheel very

guide will be able to navigate the well? A classification specialist may
defined course and arrive at the de- require less in a steering mechanism
sired destination. Without a steering than a user who spends little of his

Smechanism to take die user through time on the subject of classification
all of the applicable topics, policies, _----The user who has a te(hnit.i back

Sand procedures, he may founder ground may find the vehicle easier
along the way. to drive than would a procurement

How do we design the steering specialist. The type of driver of our
mechanism for maximum utility and vehicle is an important factor in the
safety? First, we need to examine the design of the steering mechanism.
factors that will influence its design. 3. The driving course and the
They are: destination. What is the nature of the

1. The kind of vehicle. What driving course a:nd what is the desti-
kinds of vehicles do we have in clas- nation? If the driving course is a
sification? Some guides are simple smoothly paved and straight ru-n, the
and some are complex. The variation vehicle may glide along almost cot.-
in design might be compared to the pletely on automiatic controls. How-
difference in design of automobiles ever, we may find that our driving
such as that for a Volkswagen and a course includes obstacles axd. unfaýjmil-
Cadillac. The most simple guide is iar terrain which require difficult,
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P, nimanuevers and finesse. For example, terpretations concerning the opera-
"the course can involve the procure- tioll of the engine.

iment of unique materials, specially c. Table of contents to show loca-
ldesigned equipment and tools, and tion of major components of tle
parts for COnuFeets. interest iOi vehicle.
large quantities of a. certain material d. 'I he division of the topics into
nMight reveal a classified endeavor to specific subject areas sudc as nomen-
the adversary as readily as would an clature, design, and materials. This is
explicit statement on the subject. A the part of the steering mechanism
single term used in the program may that aids in smoother and safer per-.

gt'. be just as informative anti helpful to formance of the vehicle.
the theoretical physicist on the other e. A simplified numbering system
side as would a complete design lay- be for the topics, to

•,'.out of a particular design concept. better understanding of the vehicle
Te operation. If possible, topics should

signed so as to provide optimum as- be completely self explanatory with-
sistance to the user in the application out the need for cross reference', or
of the correct classification to infor- dependence upon headings and sub-
mation irrespective of the form in headings. If a reference back to the
which it occurs. The destination of heading or to other topics is req uired
the classification vehicle is to assure in the writing of a topic, the decirnij.a
the correct identification of classified outline and numbering system foi
information as to level and category, topic organization is preferable be-
i.e., Restricted Data, Formerly Re- cause of its simplicity.. To refer back
stricted Data, or other Defense In- to headings such as 4 or 4.5 is much
formation, and to indicate the unclas- preferred to the more cuin1bersome
sified information, outline system where the referenue

After an analysis of the kind of may be something like topic IV a, 3, ,.
vehicle, the type of driver, and the (1) b. Additionally, headings and sub-
driving course, we are then ready to headings should be const•ruc.ed so
design the steering mechanism of thai their relationship to topics is
organization to suit our particular apparentk and explicit. This is our
vehicle. What are the components "fail-safe" component of the steering
which may be useful in the steering mechanism.
mechanism? They are: f. A rationale introducing each

a. A foreword or introduction to major section to explain thoe technical
explain the vehicle operating pro- basis for the classific:ations assigned
cedures such as the authority for use and to emphasize and oui.lint the
of the guide, its applicability, and s .sitive conceptv which the topics
the legal and administrative giound are designed to protet. This helps
rul'hs upon which it is based. the user better understand the roh d

h). Definitions of terms used in die signs and accept the detom-s -...--- such
guide for the purpose of clarifying as arbitrary classifications whiMh are
topjics and to preciude different in- sometimes necessary.
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g.An. 11isin-trln or (liag9raill of inecclanismn of organization ini our
1the coaiiportents withinl die systemi to classification vehicle, we will assist
j~r0Vi(Ie at ViStai assist tV UIC ISCY InI the user in reaching the chartered

~understanding rclaitnicisius betwecin destination - correct identification
the cllip~len's o dievehilic.and protct ion of information for a

It. A coitplete Index identifying all tional defense and security.
parts of the vehicle. A comp1Uter-
produced, "key W0oi1 1in UcoILM"C Sys- L.YLE DUNWOODY
tent has lprovedl to be. a very ii.,ef ul Lockheed Mis.siles and Space
technique for indexing classification Company

onides.Today I will address myself only
i. A list of ref erenccs of other to doing classified work for the De-

guides and policies for use as acces- partmient of Defense.
sor)ies to the vehicle. I awm sure that all of you are quite

j. A clwngc systemn incorporated in- aware of the fact that the DOD con-

so die ndhat ald ives siapl anid relcle tracting officer is required to furnish
so hatalldrierscanreailyrepace classification guidance to the con-

0hso)lete l:-tarts. Unrless the systemn and tractor. For the purpose of this
inst.utctioii provide for posting thic meeting, we will assume that we in
ch?.nge so dthat iz is readily seey.ý in industry have received a contract
the guidle, it may never b-- imple- from the DOD agency that involves

u-cte ymany usr -h eic! information classified due to the
joon fails'ra function properly. Atainic Energy Act. The DD 254 has

Siome of the components 4f organi- been. well prepared and has a clas-
zation will be needed in all Cvides. sified attachment that identifies the
All o34 themn will be i!ndispen~able in iriorxnation to be classified.

soeguides. Irrespectwvc of the nuirt- If you are lucky enough to receive
hrof comporteflL that are used, or- such a DD 254, you must evaluate it

ganization can be an effective tool and itS a-tt*achmentji in light of the o
for the classification man~ager. It work you -,re tc, perform. Such evalua-
woula be profitabie to ask ourselves 6 or. must consider the following,
the following two questions when whick, is an excerpt from Appendix
we write a new guide. E., Change I of DOD) 52'20.22-R, In-

I. H-ow can good organization help du6 trial .Security Regulation:
me acheetedjcie n ol "A document, hardware and
for this guide? other material is classified only by

2. How should 1 organaize the guidde reason of the classIfied information
to rpet the most gain? which is conta'ried in or on it, and

T1he design and the refinement in can be revealed by observation,
design of the steering mechanism of study, analysis, dismantling, oper-
organization will depend on the kind ation or use of it."
of vehicle, th~e type of driver, the 1'lo iny knowledge this is the first
dlrivin~g course and tihe destination, such DOD direction Lo the DCASRs
By m-ciiuding a well designed steering and you who are interested should
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Sbecome taunliar with it. If DOD real- trial and governmienti organizations

ly imiplements this statement-and I utilize this information. It does no

believe it will, and 1 am in complete good for you to decide to classify a
agreement with it-it will create a link in the chain of information if
very ntv ...... for your oiganization does not consol

to solve. This means that we must the link. If it goes beyond your con-

not only know what the words in trol, all organizations involved must
'254 say, Intsneit is writ-

ten in the English language, we Muit peditious coordination and dissenmina-
determine the intent as set forth in tion to all concerned in the use of
these words as to what information this information.
nmust be classified so that it may be Getting back to the problem, one
protected. To illustrate, we will use can decide between the two following
the following example: courses of action"

Let's assume that we are building 1. Buy the crystal fro~m a cleared
a fuzing transmitter for a weapon facility as a classified item.
system, the frequency of which is 2. Buy the crystal from an un-
classified. The design utilizes a stan- cleared source as unclassified, util-
dard "off the shelf" c2-ystal tuned to izing procurement receiving anC ac-
the classified frequency. counting documentation which will

Now the intent of tlie DOD is to not identify the crystal to the weap-

keep potential enemies ý7rom knowing on system.

tie transmitting freqý_,ency that this Some of you will ask why not
specific weapon Arill use to operate clissify the assembly and forget
the fuze. If they knew it they could about the crystal? As you all know,

dud the weapon This is the real the Department of Commerce pub-
problem we must solve in classifica- lishes lists of government contracts.
tion management, and we must do so The unclassified basic contract you
in the most economical manner. No received and/or the company public
one yet within DOD or AEC has, to information releases will reveal tha.
my knowledge, been able to identify your contract, by number, is to pro-
specifically at the inception of a pro- duce a fuzing transmitter for a specif-
gram the specific links in the chain of ic weapon system. Since your pur-

information to be classified. To de- chase order will tie the crystal to this

fine the link we will assume that it contract, the transmitting frequency

is that bit of information required is revealed. This is the information
to assemble the information that is that DOD is trying to deny a possible

classified. You must identify that link enemy.
in the chain of information. To do The example cited is simple, but

so, you must not only know how your not so for many of the programs

organization does business, including from DOD. The more complex the

management, engineering, procure- prograam, the more people and organ-

ment, manufacturing, product assur- izations involved, the more difficult

ance, but also how the other indus- it becomes to identify the link. To
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coordinate and disseminate the spe- guidance to be issued to the user,
cific infornmation to be classified adds there are as many ideas relative to
to the difficulties. Unless this is done format, content, sftc., as there are
as soon as possible, and continually writers of classification guidance.

as the programn progresses, there is Therefore a classification uide nmust
no need to classify the information. convey to the user what information
This is due to the fact that anyone, is classified and why. You must gen-
knowing the DOD contractual con- crate a documenIt the user can under-
trols placed on industry can obtain stand and apply. This sounds simple,

from unclassified sources the informa- and it is, for programs involving one
tion needed to compromise the pro- or two classified items of classified
grain. This then creates the simple information.
situation where all the monies and To prepare such a. guide requires
time spent protecting the information that you have the knowledge of how
are wasted, and many citizens are your company does business so that
unnecessarily harassed. you can determine the link or links

The more information that is clas- to be classified. This generally re-
sified, the more difficult it is to write quires contact with the organizations
guidance that enables the user to needing access to the classified in-
understand the "why" and to apply formation to establish which is the
the guidance to what should be clas- most economical link to be classified.
sified. This is primarily due to the Again, I must stress that the guidance
fact that the user evaluates the guide must be written so that the "what"
and the information being reviewed and "why" ai- understood by all
in light of his own experience and users. Further, I have found that
knowledge. Inasmuch as most users indexing of large guides assists in the
do not know how the information is use of the guides. Needless to say,
utilized outside of their own spheres this must be accomplished promptly;
of influence, guidance prepared for it does no good to issue classification

lisp.... .."A,*I y must identify the guidance to the user after a program
specific link in the chain of informa- has been in progress for some time.
tion that should be classified. Once a guide is written, criticism anid
Otherwise the user who evaluates a suggestions should be solicited from
compilation of information will clas- the users to improve the guidance.
sify the link that impacts his opera- Changes should be issued as new
lion the least. Another user evaluat- topics or links are developed. Clas-

ing the same or similar compilation sification guidance in the hands of
of information will classify a different the user must be current to be effec-

link. The end result may be that the tive. It does no good to lock the barn
compilation of the unclassified in- door after the horse has been stolen.
formation disclosed by the two users After you have identified the in-
reveals tie information that is clas- formation to be classified, your in-
sified. house prc~blem is to disseminate the

In the preparation of classification information to the individuals work-
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A
ing tile program. InI a snlall organiza- out that there is a need within DOD
.lion, communication is easy but in a for more positivc support from in-
large complex organization it is dif- dustry. Most DOD contracting agen-
ficult. As you can see from the chart ties want your recomnmendations as
(I•,•,u 1)1wok-iedAlsles ;11( wlla constructive criticismn. Also, ifl
SSpace Company is Split into four you bccome proficient in tie identify-

basic groups: two product divisions, ing of the links to be classified,
Research and Development, and Op- knowledgeable in classification policy
crations Services. Needless to say, the and the preparation of classification
mnethod utilized by Mr. Daigle of guidance, DOD will welcome your
Space Systems Divisions and Mr. assistance. Lockheed Missiles and
Stobie of Research and Development Space Company has a contract for an
are not tile means illustrated on tile eight-man-year effort for classification
"chact, but rather that utilized by support including the writing of clas-

Missile Systems Division. We have sification guides.
seven classification management rep-

resentatives who write classification LYNWOOD G. SATTERFIELD
guidance, act as sources of contact Westinghouse Defense and

for the organization's 209 authorized Space Center
classifiers, review documents, examine The "family tree" approach to
hardware, and solve problems and application of classification guidance
perform many other duties. Period- which I have been asked to present
ically, I distribute to all managers a is one classification management
letter setting fordi the location ard tool which has been used to good
duties of all MSD classification man- advantage at thc Westinghouse De-
agement personnel. In the Missile fense and Space Center in Baltimore.
Systems Division, classification man- We have been successful to a de-
agement disseminates the classifica- gree with this approach, but the I
tion guidance to the authorized clas- success can only be m....... ian( i

sifiers involved in the program. It is terms of the cooperation we have
then the responsibility of each author- received from our security counter-
ized classifier to brief members of parts in the government.
his organization on the classified Specific guidance is a continuing
aspects of the program. The author- requirement to a contract even if,
ized classifiers know the intent of from the user agency point of view,
classification guidance and can inter- the original DD 254 is complete in
pret such guidance in the language detail. Clarification and amplifica-
of the engineer. We in the Missile tion are always necessary. To fulfill
Systems Division have found this to our security responsibilities, industry
be very effective. must supplement and interpret the

The same process applies to thc security guidance furnished by the
furnishing of classification guidance user agency. On complex contracts

to subcontractors. detailed classification guidance is

In conclusion, I would like to point necessary.
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When a classified contract is award- sification management i..' patterned

ed to Westinghouse, the DD 254 goes so as to be in consonance with this
to our contract administration depart- handbook. When components, black
ment which has the responsibility for boxes, subsystems, test equipment,
the distribution of the form. *Whien etc-, are designed and manufactured,
the project and/or program man- we are obliged to request official
ager rcceives his copy, it is his nomenclature from the Government
responsibility to educate his staff and by the use of DD Form 61, Request
personnel with respect to classifica- for Nomenclature. We have excerpt-
tion, that is, those who will be af- ed a copy of the Form DD 61 from
fected by the DD 254. If a complex the AFSCM/AFLCM 310-lj Manual.
contract is involved, he normally as- This form requires that the contrac-
signs an engineer familiar with the tor specifically state: (1). the security
technical aspects of the program to classification of the equipment, and
coordinate the preparation of a clas- (2) the security classification of the
sification guide. Our engineering technical data involved. By taking
managers have foand the security advantage of the engineering efforts
guide (the family tree approach). to we have to expend in preparing the
be one of the most effective tools Form DD 61, the effort required to
that can be used to explain what is prepare a program security guide
classified. On most of our large con- can be materially reduced. Also, the
tracts we have generated security pertinent drawings, specifications,
guides. etc., are close at hand and can be

The family tree approach to clas- used to assist in determining when
sification management truly starts at the hardware becomes classified.
tile time the hardware breakdown of We at Westinghouse have evolved
components is listed. Most of you are a system that informs our employees

familiar with the Military Standard- not only of the security classification 3
,Aization Handbook (MIL-HwBK-14, o, ardware items, but also of the

---- It is -the standardization handbook point of assembly during the manu-
developed by the Department of De- facturing cycle where hie material
fense and provides the official becomes classified. This is one of the
security classification and cognizant solid accomplishments of the clas-
data of Air Force, Army, and Navy sification management program at
equipment. The handbook provides Westinghouse.
data concerning military electronic Recently, with the assistance of our
equipment. All items listed in the engineering and drafting depart-

book carry an official nomenclature ments, we discovered this new and
number, its current security ciassifica- valuable classification management
tion, the name of the cognizant en- capability. This resulted from the
gineering agency and department, use of a program security guide corn-
and automatic time-phased downgrad- bined with the assembly drawings for
ing information, a system. Security guides have been

Our family tree approach to clas- used at our facility for several years,
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-: but it has only been within the last veloped as a result of team effort, is

year that our assembly drawings have included.
been used as the niedia to disseminate Good classification managenment re-
classification guidance concerning Ouires joint effort. Team effort be-

iiaruware. tween the technicians, the prjc
To protect our nation's secrets, office, and security officers of both

decisions mulst be made as to what government and industry is essential

hardware, as well as data, requires for developing meaningful security
protection. Once the hiardware clas- guidance and particularly for de`-
sification decision is made, the addi- veloping specific statements.
tional effort to document the stage We should determine in advance
at which it becomes classified is war- which classified components will be
ranted. This technique a,;sures guid- made in the plant and which clas-
ance will be given to the handlers. sified components will be procured
We are gambling when we only gen- from outside vendors. A considerable
erate memoranda to manufacturing, amount of valuable engineering time
product reliability, shipping, and is saved when preprinted multilith
others who will be required to han- DD 254 mats are prepared for use
dlie the hardware. Good security in the procurement of classified
guides are a must, but to be certain hardware or of unclassified comn-
that handlers of hardware are prop- ponents requiring access to classified
erly informed, security annotation of data.
drawings appears to be appropriate. On one missile control system for

Assembly drawings in our pro- which cross reference of the DD 254s
grams are marked to alert personnel to drawing numbers was prepared,
to the hardware's security ciassifica- there were 30,000 electrical and
tion. Classification is shown for each electromagnetic parts. There are 200
classified assembly and a note says, end items or "black boxes" which

for example, "The hardware show make up system and its special

on this drawing is classified Confi- support equipment. As a result of
dential." As a result we do not antic- the use of preprinted DD 254s, time[ ipate misunderstanding concerning consuming procedures are avoided

"j the security classification of hardware when a DD 254 has to be furnished
shown. An attachment to the security to a subcontractor. When the manu-
guide for a contract will list all of the facturing department -needs a part,
major components with their security the appropriate multilith DD 254
classification. In end-item and exter- for the applicable drawing is pulled
nal-view columns there are references and sent with a purchase requisition
to "Notes." If you read the notes you to the purchasing department. The
will see they are very specific as to preprinted DD 254 mat technique has
when each component becomes clas- proven to be a real dollar saver. On
sified. An attachment is made to the the missile control system contract
prime DD 254 for a contract. De- alone, the multilith DD 254 mat pro-

Sailed guidance, which can be de- cedure resulted in a cost reduction
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of over S-10,010 in a twelve-month nical aspects of tile program to co-

period. ordinate the preparation of a se-
Last year at the NCMS seminar in curity guide.

Washington, the Defense and Spacc (3) The engineering department
Center President, Mr. N. V. Petrou, prepares the "family tree" (the prc-
quoted portions of a letter to West- liminary drawings and tentative
inghouse from one of the user agen- component breakdown).
cies expressing appreciation and con- (4) The engineering department
gratulations for Westinghouse's ef- prepares and submits the DD Formll
fort and coopetation in effecting 61, Request for Nomenclature.
realistic classification guidance for (5) The security classification
vital programs. In the customers' management supervisor acts as
own words: "The joint classification liaison between Westinghouse proj-
effort is an outstanding example of ect personnel and the user agency
cooperation between industry and to resolve classification problems.
the Department of Defense and The project security guide is fur-
should result in substantial monetary nished to the administrative con-
savings to the Government as well tracting officer and the procurement
as more effective production." The contracting officer for their infor-
letter was generated as a result of mation and comment.
over a hundred components' being (6). After receipt of the approved
declassified in answer to inquiries DD Form 61, the security classifica-
made by Westinghouse. On one con- tion manager and project manager
tract, all components were declas- submit an expanded DD 254 for
sified. On two radar contracts 19 of approval and release.
the 35 major components were de.- Before closing, one caution is in
classified on one, and 47 of 77 major order. We may devise detailed guides
components were declassified on the to identify classified information cn
other. On nne nf mir torpedno crn- -_g_ mark drawings Lo in-•r u u r~L a p i -o g i-f a w - .. . . .. uaw l g s t i n
tracts, 29 of the 42 major components dicate when hardware becomes clas-
were declassified. Most of the items sified; and educate engineers and
were declassified aq a result of engi- scientists as to what is classified. But
hneering changes made in the clas- the most difficult part of the infor-
sified systems. These results were due mation protection problem lies with
largely to our 0.nriiiy tree approach. the behavior oi individuals who gen-

To 'simnmarize, the following steps erate or have knowledge of sensitive
are taken when a classified contract information in the performance of
is awarded to the Westinghouse De- their normal duties. Here is where
fense and Space Center in Baltimore: the industrial security professional

(1) The contracts administration comes to grips with his greatest chal-
department distributes the prime lenge: that is, the protection of clas-
DD 254. sified information that exists inform-

(2) The project manager assigns ally in the mind, speech, and writings
an engineer familiar with the tech- of individuals. Much of this informa-
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tion is as iniportant and miuch more ance received from the user agcncy,
difficult to protect than formally interpreting it, elaborating on it, and

:classified information and equip- directing how it should be applied to

)flmerit. the specific program or project in-

As a result of emphasis on the volved in the contract. That is my

classification management approach own idea.

to security at. Westinghouse, our pro- I)UNWOODY: It depellds oil the

gram has b,'n officially and repeat- function of dhc agency involved. We

edly acknowledged as having proved in our Missiles Division are not re-

its worth. Even thouglh we have had sponsible to the security officer. We

considerable success in the classifica- are actually responsible to the vice

tion management field, we sincerely president in charge of general nman-

"believe now, more than ever, that agement. The role that I play is to

there a•e many more classification represent the Missiles Division oil

management tools that need to be joint government-industry teams and

developed and applied. The family we do develop guides. It allows us

tree approach is just one of them. to define better what infornation is

'WAYNE NVILCOX: I noticed one to be classified and make clear the

expression you keep using in this intent. In other words, in our organ-
"discussion --- and Bob Cobbs used it, ization people look to us to tell them

too, when he was talking about his what is classified. Basically, we oper-

team concept -- and that is when ate as Mr. Marshall suggested yester-K they bring in the "security officers." day. Regarding tie team concept

I would like to ask each member of of preparing classification guidance,

the panel his definition as to what on major programs I am in agree-

the contract security officer's respon- ment with it. We have participated

sibilities and duties are, particularly in such things and it does allow us

in the light of Mr. Marshall's talk to better understand and to define

yesterday where he defined security what information is to be classified.
as the protection of classificd infor- COTTON: In Albuquerque Oper-

ix lation, and classification as the iden- ations Office we have for a number
tification of it. of years encouraged our contractor

GARRETT: Let me make a few organizations to separate the function

remarks anJ then ask the panel to of classification and security and I

-express their own thoughts from their think this was for two reasons, basic-

own points of view on the role of ally. First there are essentially two

the contractor security officer. The different disciplines involved in the

role of the contractor security officer two functions. And second - well,

is different froin the security officer's thi5 might be controversial - I think

role that Mr. Marshall described. At maybe there might be conflicts be-

least 1 believe that the contractor tween the responsibilities or motives

security officer who has the classifica- of tie two functions. If I were a se-

tion management function has the curity officer and a classification of-

job of taking the classification guid- ficer, I conceivably might be inclined
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io make a different decision in clas- wants to lioi-.c ih, but. iii. iti' evnt
sificftion because of the pressures he is provi.d l ssfic:.atlimi"ra ang.
from the security end than 1 would uien• to a egýree,_ T"'he tngV, 1- thMat.
otherwise. qr;, ideally, I think die hotlhers i.e molit fv-:Tre' i. that we con-.
functions should be sepatate. Real- tinuallyV rdef. qo all ourt problemsn a.,

ihtically, we recognize this is nroi al- eing" those of the. seciwtxty officer. In
ways possible. son, con .aaie, this may be trie.

SATTFRF!ELD: I am. s",re u' our "'' .... y be all or pa~t

secu rity department never makes any of the .%curity officer's respor sibil-

decisiois as to wlhether soiething is tY, BMt ot•ietr complanies cor.sider it

Classified or unclassified. This is with- to be ; 1ut:,:stratrve or conrniactual bi
in the authority of the program nttue. Wii;t I want -o emphasize is
Manager. Ti-is is where the responsi- that they are wearing tleir ciassifica-

bility rests. As to any question with tUin 11anagei;.m(.t hai, when they
i-espect to interpretation, most of our hantdlue diese. prolmeis anid :make de.-

program managers have gone alonw Cisio.s. s wK2 rake. ci.-ss-ifiCatiu.
with the reconimendation of the sc> decisions, ht'u,-e4ds fi tem. a week,
cuirity officer. They normally assign widiu11 the fa1ew.:{rk &: tf.e sparse

a security representative from their gui dance , nice-saru-iiy rcce vz. Like, . D insuroodv, w e psIarate the fiuu3.czions
program. When you have a compe.x o
program, you would be surprised b, of classification .-Limd -crity. Classi.

tile questions asked by tihe differeM fication foliows m%-:' adiunnis•.rative

engineers who go to tile administra., channe! while scurity follows an.,
tive repre2;entative for interpretation. othe,. It gives us a gren..ter freedo:r.

Tlhese questions are routed throuagh of -iimioci aud am) abilit, to deal with
this security representative who, In . t:hic: a.d rnagere.it per-
turn, has the responsibility of. for- sonlfct on t.e, owi ground aaýdi

warding them dhrough our offices, to widiouw, the "police" label oaa

the user agency and tile project peo- us. We don't h-ave to inve~aigalte vio-
tile. ja.ion, e... WiO we See, R;,.mt--nt

GARRETT: Do any of you in- disrcg.-zrd we turn t-e ikurnataiuo,-
dustry peop)le have anything yen ovrcc to security. And believe re we

wish to say? work weli togedier. Classification in-

FRFD DAIGLE: Two thoughts., terp.tets the degr2c o. pi-otection re-
I ha .een listening to all the corn- (quiAredt .. ali activities in the division

11,.. to thie responsibility of sc- as det!ermined by analysi-, of the DD
0, ) ,;{cers. First, I think Bob 454, a id security does an outstanding

Cobbs p•_. the pnoblem most directly. jMb of enforcing what they know to

Ii is the re-sponsibility of the contrac- 1w the requ-red protection of that de-
tor. I lien, within the contractor's ýrec of classification. In plain lan-

organization, it is the contractor's guage, getlemen, we are trying o
lesponsibility to decide whether lie become a professional oiganiization.
wants to estabflsh ;. classification This seminar proves it. So whern we
ma1maagemie.t progri..) and where he are teferring to problems of classifica.-
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Nolima u~ew~ri clas-sification That's a good question.
lwuai)geInwnt. XWbcn we a,- referring DONOVAN: Yes, but can you imiag-

tý-)IIobeil. of sc)rtsay SecurI ty. ine cutting loose some of these col-
RO0 v3.ET DONOVAN: ,S,,pclfical- lege gradluates, with all their tech- I

ly,~ba !Ip -y; 0'yu w ~guii nical degrees, and. saying theyar

and cx perienfiue, yui. are A.oasecý,urr management. engineers?

ity man, aodt I am~ vuying i- scc--,t~, t L DUNWOODY: Ed Calvert, in the i
Cha.-rlie- M1aruhatll W as ">h"..n CM" 111dgazine, came out wfth a
th.ýe AEC. Concept, wits that C'a'; iS a article a while ago that pretty well

tcchniial niatter andi ~ma~~ defines the -i Tci il`gaqu ali fications of the clas-I technical evaduation. Now,.J. don't sification man.
consder yself z ehncl va and GEORGE C-HELLUS: I think be-

1 don't think you do, an~d ixc(ithier fore classification management be- j
does Fred. I thinik 3)ou are Y.,. i d if - comes a profession, we have to be- jrfcemt boaL. come involved with engineering to

rDUNWOODY: Thu- wo,:& may ini- the extent that we can handle our
volve techanical problems. And the employee classification guidance

6assification man shcuid be able to through engineering principles, there- ]
cope with them, by implying that we have to know

FCDONOVAN. But my point is that some detailed engineering in order
it is interdisciplinary. It is your to be able to do this. I don't believe
contract management group, if you we will become a profession, as such, j
will, that has directly a responsibility until we take this action. If we ats-

to the -customer. H-iow they delegate sumec t~haL we don't have to be tech-
N17 the responsibility within a company, nically knowledgeable in security

as to who is going to go out and guidance, too, we are merely moni-
massage the engineers and gathler in toring the implementation of security
the details and perform this function, guidance and do not stand in the

I'll is somewhat immaterial. But whether position of making decisions of
or not, ipso facto, this must be a whether or not information is clas-
brand new specialty or a brat~d new sifia!ble. I think also, going on with
profession. exclusive of all others, is this, that before any management can

a question. recognize a progyram for industrial
. L GARRETT: If I understood the organization of classification manage-

;.ntenrt of Wilcox's question, that is mnent, there will have to be some way

probably what you are referring to. to break out the classification mnan-

A.- I wanted t~o clarify that in people's agetnent fiinction into a direct

mindls. I th'ink classification manage- charge to a- contract, primarily under

Juent is open. As Bob asks, is it a governmient DOD directive, usually
Lprofession. as such, or is it somethiing in accordance with conn actual yre-

that we p)ick up) along with the other quiremnents. Ar~d I would think., tith
things w% ar on noratViy classification maniagement a profes-

DUN WOODY: Well, it is just like sion, at that time any work done in

being a manager or an engineer. classification management directly
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related to a contract could be a direct fense, or would you considrr its re..
(barge. moval from the security oltice to " -

DUNWOODY: This is being done a good wive in yoýur ow;- i.nterests?
now, for U.S. Navy Special Projects, GARRETT: I don't dhink -there is
1 have an eight-man effort which is any question as to how the olfce
direct. My function that I am per- feels about it. Classification manage-
forming for them is direct. When you ment is a direct functiiuoo. of the
go back to the first part of your Director for Security Policy.
question, I don't believe really that TONY CORREIA: ,Soniecbody
anybody can ever be technically mentioned that Charlie -Viavshail
competent completely ;cross the commented yesterday that pe•ple
board, but you do have to have the were all technical men. Tahen I think
ability to communicate, not only that lie changed it. He sa.Al they were
with the engineers, but with the ac- technically trained. Now, you, can be
countants and be able to cope with technically trained and not, be a
all ramifications of doing business technical man. I think the point was
today. brought up this afternoon that if

GARRETT: I think there is a the classification management man
very definite difference of opinion is associated with a program-sits
as to whether the classification man- in on a program of Lechnical inter-
agement should be a part of the change--.:e can be pretty well tech-
security function, whether it should nically oriented and he doesn't get
be all by itself, or part of some lost in the verbiage that tlhe engineer
other function. I don't think it mat- uses.
ters very much. At least it doesn't COTTON: Mr. Marshal! said, I
matter so long as it is geared toward think, and I might reiterate, tWat
the assistance of the technical peopl.e AEC policy is to require a teci-_,ical
and others in the development of ap- degree, a B. A. degree or a B. S.
propriate guidance and the applica- d-egree in a ehnial field, including j
tion of guidance in the most accurate inathemnitics. Of course, contractors
manner. n:av not have such reqoirements.

WILLIAM FLORENCE: Mr. Gar- However, it is recognizeo. in AEC
rett, would you consider that the policy and by our general manage-
placement of your own security clas- mieit .h.zt cla~sificauon js a tecimnical
sification management division is ap. fieidk.
propriate for the Department of De-
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SECURITY CLASSIH CATION MANAGEMENT

CQOWUNMAION BETWEEN INDUSTRY
AND DOD

ClassifidWtiou rd W. Thcmpzvn, SAMSO, U.S. Ali Forcei

Classification i•,anigenient's great- duals, I believe tlat classif~cation
est contribution to the U. ,. security guidance must be cGordinated ard.

program is more accurate, realistic, controilled by ,. central office. 1The

and timely security classification guid- most importa.a1 t runction of a classihi-

ance to all cox-cerned. In addition, we cation management office is the con-

sae money. Based on experience we tol classificaion guidlance. There

have learned that each security clas- must be one central place where all

sification specialist saves a lot of guidance funnels through. for a corn-

imoney each year in security costs. mand or a contractor. This is true

Later, I will give documented exam.- going and coming. Guidance classifi-

ples. During World War U, General cation decisions and resultant actions

Ceorge Patton, Third Army Comr- that are made between individuals

"-nmandLer, made a statement to me, a leave tile rest of the worid irn the

company commander, to the effect dark. The result. is the use of differ-

that the operating level in the Army ant classifications for the same in-

was the company or battery. He furth- formation.

er stated that decisions were made at Initial classification deternination,
theater and army level with all levels what needs protection and at what

of command between interpreting level, to me is tie most important

and staffing the directions as they single factor in the security of all

pertained to their areas of interest. projects and programs. Classification

We have a parallel here in that the of information generated during the
classification manaizement specialist llfo nf tihe nlnrorarm is hbased on this

at the user agency and at the con- original deterininatic.n. The part

tractor facility are the operating security plays as to time, costs, etc.,
personnel of the security classification for the life of the program is based

prograiil. on the original classification decisions.

Let's discuss this morning the op- Who makes these original 6assifica-

eration and responsibilities of a clas- tion determinations? For a specific

tification management office at the project or program, the system pro-

level of a user agency and contractor gram office, the user agency classif-

facility and our association, what we ication management office, and tlhe

(1o, how we operate and sonic of classification mar'agc-nent personnel

the problems that evolve from at tile contractor ,r ro.rcactors, ,n-

this association. The greatest prob- volved,] develop the necessary !equire-

lem is the indiscriminate classifi- ments. These reýuireleuents are ;a-

cation direction that is put Gut )) proved IN the sc,:retary of the service

1(.unqualified individuals to indivi- iivol.'e,( and/or the Department of'
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Defense but the spadework is done at that their classification nmgnet
the itscr agency levei.. ClJassification personnel working with th 0.c-asii
determinatit.ns are required that will t.ion rnanageme~nt peVsonlliel aIt ti-I
creatc security classification gaidanrce user ýg-ency have prevented the-
tMat give- lull protection to Adl as- spci ~ing of over nine million dollar's
1)ectsje i.a prograt bu~t do(-s not durin)g the past. four yeýars. Let's ex-
pitpede the !,ree ex-diange of hifornwa- anune some sperific actimns Itakm.

11 .n kin t)1 SCIentilfc comma-iaity (ifT that have saved money and illustrate
programis. it is a fACL Of li[C. that how government and industry clas-
,-ationai sýecvrity is int only depon- ifato, r1agne ersonnel
("Cat on theC nadolrial secririt~y pro- wo~kiing together accornpiish. their
grauln but. on. the advar~ccirient of the mission. One cornp'niy saved $52,-
statc of-che.-a,,. 1-y ktie scientific corn- 41IG or) cla.ssified cocntracts through
iraunitv. Wi'e arec-i ýuny opinion, ir. the tiniely regrnding actions based on
tite ag~e of see'cire scientists, The wazy timelr secu: ity classification guides
the sce~~of today have adaptced and regrading instructions provided
themselve~i to WOrking, within thle Jixough the Jfforts of classificat.taot

sacriy i-eqni:eincntzs is certainly of urinagcrr.ýnt. One company ques-
egzear c.7edit to the scieutific comn~un- tioned the ir7ýss~ty to clazisify the
it)'. The ho-ws and whys of the end grain str i~c ture of solid p-opellant~s.
product: muist Ile p~oiected, but hot- Upon ;n~vQ:;iga~ion by both gov-rxi-
tienecks in produact~iOn leading to ex- ment and hdsyclassification per-
cessive manufacturin~g co~ts arid de. sormel, it was determined the iiemn
lays cannot be caused by unntcessary Vid not warrant a classification of
security requirements. The co.-t of coxididential. Regrading actioniFz were
pivotection canl never be usedI as t-rie tatvx) which resulted in a savio'gs of
deciding factor, but it is a factoAr znd $ '00on two contracts. Subseqjuent
must be realistic. A survey made at sa"Ing's on later contracts to other
SAMSO revealed somle interesing ()in}'amies rlkanufacturving solid pro--
figures in araournt of money saveo by pelhant were evern greater. A smnaller
the- efforts of the classification man b'.t mo~re typical case was- when rock-
agetnent office during the period 1 et eingiae ;injector plies iveýre declas-
July J965 through MO June 19067: sified. However, the engines contain-
$1,4Th5,962.OO in monies that would. ing the vAattes were beir.,g delivered
have been spent was documnented as ciassihied becauISe the engine log book
being saved. Further, this money waýý wazi shinped with the eiigine. Clas-
saved with no 1035s iii security as & sifica-,ion MAT~a~ementJI persorinel caus-
result. Cost, 'we see, is a factor if not ed a revised DD Form. `54 to be is-
the decxding c.In.h the process of sued, authorizing thle classified engine
gathering infornirttion .even greater log book to be delvered under sep-
savings at. some cont!-actors were dis- arateý ccwvr. Shipment of fiftV Sevtn
covered as the resul, of cla~sificatio.-i engines restx!te!d in a ,avinmgi of $1,-
Manlagernen.' s ef ~rts at the piarticular 7W(X. Citsskifizaton rniai',agu~rxct prov.
conraoiors. One comnpany re.ported cd thm thle claIssificaLion cf the asso-
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(:dtion of certain program numbers gram personnel and contractor das-

with the Agena vehicle was not war- sification personnel substantiated a

ranted. This regrading action pre- reduction that resulted in a savings
vented the classification of a tremen- of $117,000.
dous volume of shop order type In addition to documented savings,
documents and the establishment of the greatest savings cannot be docu-
additional security areas at the con- mented. In the area of manpower, as

M,: tractor facility. A detailed study made an e... -ple, the classification man-
'by the contractor concluded that over ageme it office takes the place of one

a half million dollars is being saved or more individuals for a program.
annually. This action was a closely Of course, the number of programs a
coordinated effort between classifi- comniand or contractor has deter-
cation management personnel at mines tlh F.avings here. In some of
government and contractor level. To the large commands and contractors
avoid tile use of around.-the-clock the savings are immense.
guards at one contractor guarding Saving money is necessary, of
launch tubes, classification manage- course, but it certainly is not the
, ment suggested and approved the use most important function of classi-
oif assembly and chcckout covers. This fication management. The most ir-

action precluded the necessity for portant - experience teaches us -

spending over one hundred thousand most valuable reason is the assurance
dollars annually for guards. Another of timely and accurate security clas-
example was the determination that sification guidance to all concerned.
compartmentalization of the produc- Again, a central contioi with a cen-
tion area at another contractor was tral record of security actions is man-
no. necessary for the production of datory for an efficient accurate clas-
reentry vehicles. Compartmentaliza- sificatihn management program for
t on would have caused an estimated any command or contractor and is
initial cost of eighty thousand dollars corsidered the only way to operate. I
fOr lC .nWeilpts Wan additional cost e have been discussing accom-

"in exti'a personnel to operate the dif- plishments that claszification mnn-
f:reut :,iachines. These machines are agement personnel have made. Let's
• iresendy being operated by personnel discuss for a moment what it takes to

a Moving from one area to anodier make a classification specialist. A
with the reentry vehicles. This avoid- classificatior specialist must know the
ed thve hiding of an estimated fifty mniriion, cost, time involved, etc., aid

people a'. an annual cost of over half must keep up with the changes in the j
a aiillion. As a result of upgrading of program as they occur. Ile must have
die classification of a program by a security background, and I belie 've

Ligher ? .:adquarters, the prime con- an investigative background is :Ae-
itiactor asked for over three hundred sirable; an inquisitive mind, an un-

i'::•thlouh~an: d04lars to effect the neces,. deniable desire to ferret out the
sary actionk.. Classification manage- facts, as well as a hard-headed, un-

ment spestial.sts working with pro- deniable desire to make classification
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work. D)e Gaulle of France has the agency) must make thc decisions as
qjualificalions, but. I understand tlht to what Must be classi ied and what
lie is not looking fer a job ini the level of classification is necessary.
tnited SldtteS. We m1Ust end up with Again. 1 repeat, a classification
classificaiet,2, decisions that. make specialist must know an awful lot
.sense and are workable. In addition about a program before he can in-
ground, our classification specialist cassification spevialist for a program

must ha%'e a complete file from which or project. Only with complete
to work. His decisions on cla~sifica- knowledge of the program can the
tion requirements of assigned pro- cl, ssification specialist properly as-
granis c•ai really be no better than sist the program office and assure
the files he has to back him up. that the best. possible classification

Security classification is t',e pro- decisions and guidance for his as-
duct of judgment as to the protection signed programs are being made.
of information that this information Classification management must be
must have to prevent harm to the involved from the start of a program
United States. There can be no other to its end.
reason for classifying. We do not A security classification guide for
classify documents, hardware, or each program or project should be
what-have-you. W¥e classify informa- prepared. This guide should be
tLion zaid only information-informa- staffed, published, and controlled by
tion contained in a document or in- the classification management office.
formation that can be derived from a The security classification guide for
piece of hardware. The final author- a program is the most important se-
ity for classifying, regrading, and de- curity document pertaining to the
classifying information ri nst be sub. program. Classification determina-
ject to control from a central source. tions can differ because of different
-I ". CJLle tilhls L bet LUC job of interpretations 1 of tie guide and may
classification management. require resolution, but at least all

The SPO is responsible for his concerned are working from the same
program including all aspects of se- document. The DD Form 254 is a
curity, but classification management contractual document furnishing clas-
is the commander's staff office to sification guidance, but to be really
assure that the best possible ciassifica- effective it must be based on the clas-nion decisions and actions are taken sification guide or serve as a supple-
for all programs under his command.

Higher headquarters provide guide- lete to the guide while acting as a
lines; so-called captive contractors, letter of transmittal for tile guide
such as Aerospace, Rand, etc., assist from the user agency to the contrac-
-wvith recommended classifications. tor. No matter how we look at it, a
Contractors performing on classified guide is the mnost important docu-
,contracts recommend classifications ment pertaining to the security of a
bunt the contracting command (user program. Therefore it is mandatory
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that it be as accurate and timely as quired during tile life of a program:

p7 possible. A. Produce a classification guide

In the concept that classification for the program. Contractor classi-

requirements and guidance must be fication personnel expand this guid-

- funneled and controlled by a central ance as applicale fur thei- pesuonnel.

classification management office both Much controversy exists over what a

in government and industry, let's ex- guide should contain, how much

amine how we work together to ac- detail it should contain, etc. 1 sub-

.complish our mission. A dream add- mit to you that if a guide covered

ed to hours of work by a brain brings every item that every one involved

forth an idea that eventually ends up was interested in, it would not be

as a directive to a command to pre- published before the program- was

pare a plan. The proposed plan is completed. Also, we in classification

prepared and includes a security clas- management would be out of a job

sification guide. A Request for Pro- because there would not be any in-

posal (RFPý goes out with the se- terpretations to be made. All areas

, curity requirements for the RFP in needing protection must be covered

gicthe fZ7 of a security classification in a guide but too much detail is as

guide. Classification management for bad as no guide. Room for interpre-.

each contractor involved gets into tation as it applies to each of us

the act, looks over the guidance, must be available. With government

agrees or does not agree, makes sug- and industry classification personnel

gestions, and submits recommenda- working together, all areas in ques-
tions to the user agency classiiication tion can be resolved.
management office. You may be B. Continuous review and evalua-

thinking, "when do we ever have a tion of security requirements for a
guide at this period in the life of a program; processing requirements for

program?" There are such ideal situ- additional security guidance and
ýýAtrnns. Withonut clqs6ificrtkn in ir- ir-n-inar to a conclusion necessary

agement you certainly do not have .3 changes. I guess the most prevalent
chance to correct poor classification problem is in relation to the DD 254.
9guidance. As our program progresses, A program security classification
a contract is awarded. From now on, guide, if maintained up-to-date,is; coordination between government should resolve this problem. How-
and industry is mandatory and our ev-er, the fact is that many 254s are

central focal point of control is man- issued that are inadequate, unco-
ldatory. Without it, information that ordinated, untimely, are not revised

needs protection at a specific level at the proper time, do not furnish
could be handled at different levels sufficient guidance for downgrading,

of protection, i.e., from unclassified and, in short, are inadequate. All of

to secret. I suppose even top secret is these deficiencies can and should be
possible, although I don't know of corrected by classification manage-

any specific examples. nient at the user agency and if not
Let's examine wh.at actions are re- the classification management per-
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sonnel at the contractor involved position of original classification
should make appropriate recoin- authority, which of course is not th1e
mendations for change. Most of contractor's. This is where coordina-
the problems will not exist if clas- tion between government and con-
sification management is so organized r as- .. A. _ tractor classification personnel is all-

and operating that they are in a important. Probably the most dan-
position to prevent it. I submit that gerous avenue for a contractor to
it is classification managertient's re- take is to assume that all information
sponsibility at the user agency to see for which classification guidance is
that proper guidance is furnished and not available is unclassified. This
in industry to complain if it is not. position jeopardizes the national de-
Some of the complaints are inade- fense and nullifies much of the efforts
quate DD 254s received on prime con- to safeguard vital information. A
tracts and requests for proposals common complaint, in many in-
which give no guidance at all in stances justified, is that guidance con-
other complaint is that statements do branches of the service. It is an im-

not make sense and are not complete portant duty of classification man-

in themselves, such as, "The classi- agement to assure that conflicts do
fications cited above represent maxi- not exist. One of the most costly

mum levels only and are intended for and hardest to justify decisions is to
guidance. Lower levels of classifica- classify a program, or certain infor- j
tion are permitted whi-inever they are mation related to a program, after

suitable and whenever the interests the information has been rather
of the government are bettcr served." widely disseminated as unclassified.
Who is to determine what the lower All classification management can do
levels are to be, or how to determine here is to present the best case pos-
when they are suitable, or when in- sible that this is an unreasonable de-
terests of the government are better cision and will accomplish nothing.
scy-,vedru Conflicts withina the 254 that The complaints concerning 254s go

require different levels of classifica- on and on and now that we have a w
tion of the same information is a new form there is still no reason to

problem. When guidance is inade- believe they will stop. Classification
quate or untimely, the contractor management has a problem here that
must elect to follow one of the fol- only it can correct. Coordination and

t lowing alternatives: do nothing until cooperation between government and
classification guidance is furnished by industry is imperative.
the government; jeopardize schedules C. Determine necessity for special
by sending each document for which security requirements; assist in imple-
classification guidance is inadequate mentation of special requirements.
to the contracting command for de- This is a continuous effort by both
termination; or assign a classification government and industry classilica-
bascd on his own interpretation. This tion offices. A good example of spe-
can be interpreted to be assuming the cial requirements is known as Space
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)'esdrct th

-cTcchnical Informatic i Control Pro- tion or a large amount of classified

grams. Back in 1962, the Secretary of information which actually reveals f
SDefense directed that certain space nothing.

"programs would have special control D. Continuous study of security

ruame-t,,•ts placed or, them. They requiinents and changes necessary

would be identified by numbers in to maintain necessary security at a

ancmplace of names; access to certain in- minimal cost. This, of course, is a I
Stoiwation would be on a strict need- continuing requirement of classitica-

"to-know basis and would be for the tion nmanagement at all levels. All
"specific area of interest for each in- sort of conflicts, regrading require-

dividual. Also, it established certain ments, changes, additions, or deletions
V classifications by association. Corn- in security requirements arise during

mon sense must be used in this area the life of a program and must be
E of classification by association. This resolved. Classification management

is definitely where .classification man- is not only the best way to control
agement can and must get in the the security requirements of a pro-
picture. The argument is that clas- gram, but I submit to you the only
sification by association is in direct workable way.- Coordination between
conflict with the principle of classi- government and industry classifica-
fication of information on its own tion specialists is mandatory. Mutual
imerits and the principle of classifica- respect anm consideration of the
tion according 1) content. It pre- problems faced in both areas will
sumes that the person who determines result in better security for our pro-
tthe classification is an all-knowing in- grams.
dividual who can weigh the effect of In summary, let us remember that
the information in question being the initial security classification de-
placed with all other knowledge or cision for a program is the most im-

4 information known to mankind. If portant security consideiation per-
the principle is carried to its logical taining to a program, Classification
conclusion it will result in the clas- management is responsible for moni-

Ssification of all information - since toring the initial classification re-
it is the combining of enough words, quirements of programs and projects;

- numbers, etc. that results in classified it must provide a. central control of
information. However, the informa- all classification matters, all decisions,
tion that concerns the person apply- all guidance, all changes in classifica-
ing the classification mLust be limited tion, and the resolution of classifica-

to what is in the document or material tion problems as they arise; it must
he is classifying. The problem here is have qualified personnel; and it
that somewhere there is a person who must be properly organized with the
does not know that he is prohibited backing of the commander and/or
from using the two associated words, management. Probably most impor-
sentences, or bits of information at tant, CM must be completely fain-
the same time. The result is the un- iliar with all aspects of programs sup-

authorized disclosure of the `nforma- ported. Classification is a comnand
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responsibility. Our job is to see that the United States, is depwuldent on

it is carried out in the most efficient the profession of arms.
way possible. FRED DAIGLE: I have a question

In conclusion, we can state with- here that you may not desire to
,out fear of contradiction that security answer. If not, I can understand. Re-
is necessary. It is the keystone of our cently I ran into something different.
national defense. Security classifica- We got a 254 that referred to the
lion is the basis on which all secur- PRD for classification reference. We
ity is predicated. Why classify? To got a blank 254, containing the PRD

prevent unauthorized persons (enemy) reference. Is this a trend, or an iso-
access to information or material that lated incident? The PRD is a blue
would aid his efforts and/or be in- suit document, not necessarily an in-
jurious to the United States. This is dust.rial document.
an impoi ant mission and one we THOMPSON: This is a specific
cart be proud to perform. There are situation. It is not a trend. It was
three professions that I consider the made for that one contract and was
most important to man; they are the made because the contractor and the

profession of law, the profession of program office want it that way. That
is about all I can tell vou.

medicine and the profession of arms. IDONALD "WOODBR!DGE: I
WTe in security classification manage-

dton't exactly have a question, but 1mcznt certainly belong to the profes- do't excl aeaqusin u

eonofartay Oeonct of t ver can't refrain from commenting. I
sion of arms. Our concept of govern- wish Mr. Marshall had been here to

ment is based on law. The health hear you say it is a dangerous as-
and welfare of our people is depen- sumption to assume that information,
dent on the medical profession. The List because it is not marked clas-
very existence of our way of life, sified, should not be protected. I
and, I believe, the very existence of dhink lie would be heartily in accord.

PANEL - CLASSIFICATION MANAGEMENT
IN INDUSTRY

Kenneth E. Wilson, Sylvania Electronic Products, Inc., Moderator

A. A. CORREIA "specification" for only .our part of
North American Rockwell ,the program or project.

My subject concerns classification If proper, communications and co-
guidance to subcontractors and yen- ordination are not established be-
dors as a prime contractor. tween company buyers and the clas-

As you all know, there is nothing bification management analyst, this is
more aggravating than to receive a exactly what will happen. Thie prime
DD Form 254 that pertains to a corn- contract DD Form 254 will be sent
plete prugram or weapon system out with the RFQ or RFP package.
when you need a more definitized In a recent program eflort within
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I
Autoneuics. we were able t~o avoid ex- vendor that was cleared for storage
tensive costs througl the tinely ye- of (locumeilts but had no cleared
view of the DD 254. This procure- manufacturing areas. When security
"ment was for radar hardware, and was contacted and advised, a study

Wr ,pproxd•mactcl 100 Item identifica- was made and a decision made that
Lion Document (liD) specifications the vendor would receive classified
were, or would have been, classified parts drawings and reissue tile draw-
confidential due to the nature of the ings as vc-.ndor drawings without any
part descr-ptions and the test criteria reference to program or project usage.
that would have to be met. These This procedure avoided the addition-14"-criteria are classified and did have to al cost of ,t guard service and estab-

be provided each prospective vendor. lishing closed areas. In addition,
This would have necessitated a very manufacturing personnel (lid not

I- complicated procedure for issuing have tc be cleared. The end items of
purchase orders and in excessive ma- hardware were picked up as classified
teriai procurement costs as well as in- in the shipping area when they were
creased parts costs. B- delng tihe idkrntified to the contract and pro-

test levels criteria and including them gram. These personnel were properly
in a confidential requirements specif- cleared. j
ication, only one document is classi- These cases are only a few of the
lied instead of 100. Dumerous ones in which we, in in-

Distributioni of Request for Quote Custrial security at Autonetics, have
,for items of hard e wa made to been involved. It is of extreme im-

approximately forty-two prospective portance to a compaiwy to advise their
vendors who were cleared; however, buyers of the availakiiity of the
only one classified document was seculity classification analyst services

r required to be forwarded to these when making purchases fer ciassified
vendors, and the liDs were all un- hardware.r classified. Fiwnally, I concur w-ith -Co-oi.e.

In the value study summary and Cobbs' concept of the requirement
cost analysis submitted by the pro- for a team effort in establishing
curerment department, a total of security guidance. Thank you.
$180,000 cost avoidance was sub-
mitted, of which $89,000 has been GEORGE L. CHELIUS
authenticated by auditing and the McDonnell Douglas Corporation
remainder is being evaluated. This The most important responsibility
procurement was for items of hard- for personnel in classification man-
ware for ninety-six radaz systems. agement is to effectively communicate

In another instance the procure- with members of the scientific and
ment was for hardware manufactured technical community. The classifica-
from special materials. The associa- tion specialist can no longer say that

tion of thtis mnaterial with certain lie does not understand thle techinol-.
,programs or projects is classified ogy involved in a classified program.
secret. The best. price was from a Our profession is rapidly changing
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[h oill Ilc 1;011ted ih lika] Ic"It'm iibil I 1111l 1111o l ol thc b( ICnelIts andl~ l1.-

tiCs t.l di :,scni at Ii•ig and Illoiliong bilities. WIticre such zcstrictiolis ait
hIII( Implementatiou of S'atti ty glid- placed otl scientilic information the

jti(' It 11 l ]patio l ti ll IC (li!SSill( ti[(oll s1)eclal', 11nust realize
decision-making process of whether that it is iII uirect condlict with thelan item of information should be basic pihilosolhies of the scientist.

classified in the interest of national The scientist's reaction to the jir- .
defense. position of a security classificationF. 1 am reminded of a talk given in may be one of hostility where such
1966, to NCMS, by J)r. E. T. Welners information has been developed as a
of the Aerospace Corporation, where- result of his inttepeident research
in he indicated that oil many occa- within the universities or colleges.
sions lie would tell non-technical This is especially true when the scien-

S personnel that lie was a mathenmati- tist is incw to a corporate structure
clan. The response was almost un- and finds that such information is
animous. "Well," they would say, classified because of its relationship
"that's one thing that I could never to the military involvement of the
understand." It was Dr. Welmers' corporation in defense contracts.
opinion then, and shared by ine to- Others may consider classification as(lday, that it is becoming absolutely but another administrative hurdleA

essential that the non-scientist begin standing in the path of scientific
to understand and communicate with breakthrough. Perhaps still others f
the scientific and technical connnun- view classification as an attempt to
ity around him. Hence the need for restrict discussions of scientific ideasthe classification specialist to take within the technical community.

time out of his pressing schedule to The attitude of the scientist toward
L understand the scientific principles the classification specialist may vary
r involved in making that classification as much as 180 degrees. One scientist

determination. may see the classification specialist
First, let us consider the scientist, much the same as a motorcycle of-

his underlying philosophies, and ex- ficer, waiting behind a billboard for
amine his attitude toward the clas- him to run a stop sign. Some mem-
sification specialist. Throughout his bers of the technical community
education it has been stressed that in adopt an attitude of wait and see,
America lhe has academic freedom to reserving judgment until the classif-
develop scientific ideas. lie is also ication specialist becomes thoroughly
encouraged to participate in confer- familiar with the problem and sub-
ences and symposia of a technical sequently renders a decision. While
nature where lie may relate to other the scientist in this latter category
members of his own profession a free may not agree with all decisions, he
exchange of opinions and ideas. To usually respects the logic used in
impose on the scientific community arriving at the decision. Finally,
any regulation preventing this free some technical personnel feel the
exchange of ideas requires careful classification specialist is incapable of
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[iitdclistaiidIijig thc pr)10el.)l~ a~l) ihicic- spv ltlist toWlhlr flic S( W1111 1t 15

lo-C it is useless, III Ils nuinld, to (elel ulsually (,iie of' (oi111)lctc lack of mit-

ýi)jproachi ihi specialist to give hill a dersta~l~li~lg. FirstI, lie probal)tIy (-()I)

(I1nileC to jilterac(t 'withi ]is idea.S. siders the scienitist to be1 ullldcqulailt-

ihie last observatioln 4A the sc(lfl- ed with, andu disinlItersted 1 ilSectir-
tific comimuniity that 1 would like to it)' requirements. lic furtthcr CannotI
ji.Ake is directed toward the scicittust s untderstanid wlyk' the ''Pood(h oct or'
relatioulsilnl to hlis eimployer. The canniot. ini~dCI'5tahn 11tb ifre
scientist's puirp~ose is to develop), betwveen RD), FRO(), and Defeiise Iin-
stimulate, and cxIpaiid in tcchnicnal formnation, and, if that is not. cilota'l

hiorizons, thereby creating new busi- the classification sp~ecialist is sure that
ness 01 )}or tuiiitics. It is impljortanlt iii the c 5ientist is 'workinig1 for aI foreign

fuLlfilling hins primary role to the po'wer wheln hie makes a value jtidg-
corporation that hie does not. forget ninent that. I's iniconisistent~ withi esiab-

the residual responsibilities of' admnin- lislied security guidanice. The probj-
istration, financUil management, and, 1cmn thus becomes one of recoacilhia-

of course, classIT'Ication. management. tion of thle philosophies and~ at-LtiuldeS

The underlying philosophy of the of the scientist anld tile classificationl

classification specialist is substantially specialist.
tie &amie as that of the scientist with It is obvious that we in classifica-
respect to their security resJponsibili- lion management must take the first

ties in the corporation. Thins i~s pred- step toward understanding the scien-
icatedl onl the interest of the corpo- tihic community. 1 will attempt to list

ration in thle national defense as some informal mnethiods that. iay be
evidenced by tile execution of the used by thle classification special'ist to

Security Agreement DD Form 441. create an inter-est Iin his programn with

The value each apportions to Ili-- the scientific community, and then

security responlsib~ility may vary due presenit a m-ore formal approach used
to his employment objectives. 'The cf- withini Douglas Missile and Spare

fort is that the scientist's security Systems Division to imp~lement thle

obligations are residual to and arise classification management program.

out oi Lthe geneL atlon ot claoý.i.i _j First, wve shoxd1d be vv*1iixi to mak-,e

information while the classification personal contact with the project

specialist is specifically hired, and manage-- on all classified contracts

has the primary :responsibility, to pro- informitig them of our services and

tect. information in the interest of extracting from themn a basic under-
national defense. It should be noted standIing of thle technology Involved

that the classification specialist also in their contract.
has a duty to the corporation. This Second, we should take more inter-
dut- is fulfilled in the cooperation est in the planning activities of the
with and assistance to the technical corporation, learning the direction of

dhirectorates consistent with sound future business op~portunities and oh-

security policies. taining security gtuidauce whichi could

The attitude of the classification be applicable to these activities. We
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shouldh also .seck o01a n .11. alle'lid ((ec-I- 11C-tl lO, ;111(1 e.•t-IbliNl1CS dIclAill(l SL
brniclillg. givenl to ]ualnagcileuet curitv ciassilica tioii ,giidlilics lor illc

duri ug their ailuia review to fiirthe contract coliCClied. WlrC It is dc-
tlamiliatize ourselves with the ad- remined by tdie comunittee thae clar-
ilIUC5 ill slpecifci, ,irnt.ra lm. .IW o of........." : .-- nd:.....,

I . .. .. - fi I LI AOl I VIALL L.ý;

Third, the classiiication specialist tihe coitractor's representative is IC-

should take an interest in the minor S)ollsible to negotiate with the ap-
(das- ofs securityi n...iilt"ai"us.a.....i-successes Of tetich i mal. irsomille. P1,roj'-mate g(c Vyelintciit agency to ob-

F'or examp)le, wrIllRe tlw classification tai i a revision or clarilication. The
specialist 11(i1ds a milinor test (cls- manager of security naitains a Jim-
sified or not) is being conducted and son between his office and the user
it is particularly iuportant. to the agency's classification ilhIlagenient

program, lie should inquire of the offices. This enables the classification
program management as to the suc- specialist to understand the govern-
ces,, or failure of the test. This will ment's philosophy ill classification,
reinforce the trust yotu have establish- and also assist in maintaining coii-
ed with the technical personnel. sistency with other user agency pro-

Lastly, we should be available to grains or contracts. Upon the coni-

the various management levels as mittee's approval of the Security
well as to the scientific personnel as- Requirements Check List, tie security
signed to these directorates. Primar- office distributes the check list in
IN then, it is the exposure to the accordance with an established dis-
technical problems that builds the tribution list.
trust. the classification specialist must In addition to major programs we
have to operate effectively, receive a number of smaller research

At McDonnell Douglas an effort contracts for which it would be ir-

is ma,.de to formalize and centralize practical to establish such a commit-

the decision-making process in clas- tee. In this situation the. classification

sification matters. Classification corn- specialist and the technical personnel

mittees are established for each major function as the classification coin-

c<ontract or subcontract, to ensure mitee. In regard to these contracts

uniform inmplenmentation of the se- the technica-i personnel quite often

curity guidance furnished. The cla.- call upon the specialist to provide
sification committee consists of the classification guidance based upon

manager of security, as chairman; a our knowledge of other information
,contracts representative; and a mere- known to be currently classified.
Ier of the appropriate engineering At Doug!as we have taken addition-
projects office. The classification al pr.cautions to establish a classifica-
(olninbtt.ee convenes at tile request of tion committee for all informlation
any member of the committee, or generated under our Independent
every thirty days whichever is earlier. Research and Development programs.

The commitee is responsible for The comrrimtee consists of the deputy
the review and interpretation of the director of research and development
original DD Form 254, or revision and the secuity specialist. Each quar-
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LV! I ju I N I' l ie x Is Ii; Id C of te IAIIlIC facl ic Ail I II) tit(. il ic ~i(lliiC
I ~II i l~hI'Il~dlP1~iCIS wthin he jsoiiiicl as well as tlie tc( hl1li.Il

I I(AD1 org. iiat lIaoll. I'ris revi;ew Areas of Interest of thc P'ill~ticida
oftn II(I Inldes a1 (1is(1155101 withi tie conltract Inivolved. It also 1)rov:ides a

to aiscetainti Ill's feli ligs conicerning secilrity caiftol dttioiial1

classificatitonl of thle work in progress. Iriogralo directed towardl tile oilierIn he arcs e avc also I III(, 11 cS of the. commi-itec. -I'll rcu"~'l
lo tothr iili WC A

tite H1edt to c~stabiishi classificationl thecse (oliiil~ittecs classificat 10OU g~lidl-
comlitlittees. T'hese dire(.orat~es arc iice nmay lbe reviewed inl depthI for
basically resp)onsible for stipporting coII~lStCUicy.

flialiaveinCnIICL plalliling. The person- With tile Ilse of thle classiticatioL I
nel involved inl gathering p)Iuming committee, and supei)e1wlPed b~y
material are not always technically frequent personali contacts, tile scien-
oriented and thecrefore occasionally tiSt begins to understand tihe lilter-
desire classification assistance inl reiatiollilliI) of Cl as'1ifi*Ca t101 manlage-
makeng clssification org ernination .fndi fo nd be cnefits o thi haver ealson

akinge clssipioatingorgndtrinations find aond tecn oltsogy.hi Wllerihav aloll
it neccessary to call ulj)of their comi- ship) evidenced in other areas of our
mittee rep~resentatives to assist inl security programn as thle scientists in-
classification determinations, crease their knowledge of 1)roi~er

The classification committees also security procedures.

play an imp)ortant role in review and t
redlassification of information upon KENNETH E. WILSON
receipt of a revised. DD) 254. After WhnIfrtcm ecdp-ep ra-

al)Pova of he evisd D 254the tion for these remarks, it was my in-
management of each functioning (Ie- temntion. to discuss the ''translation,''
lpartinent, or engineering project. of- if yo will, of Lthe DD) 254, as gen-
fice, designates an employee to be re- erally received, into a more usefulsponsible tor the review of the follo-w- format for technical distribution. I
ing types of classification mnaterial: intendled to dliscuss some of the aireas
engineering drawings, diocuments orig- or items of the DD1 254 that most

*rile~td by ,,.I engineering project of- frequen-tly irequire clarification
fice or design section, or documents obtained through the combined cf-
receivedl or dlistributed by an engi- forts of the classification analyst and
neering project office. In any case, the technical manager. But thle. more
whecn thle reviewer or originator is 1 developed this p~resentation, the
unable to make a determination re- miore I got the feeling that I had.
garding reclassification of tloct'imn~ts, heard this song before --- at previous
assistance miay be requestedl from the Seminars, at. chapter meetings, and,
security classification chairman. in fact, at any asslemblage of two or

Thle use of classification comilit- more industrial classificationl nll~amage-
tees provides the classification spe- ment people. And I was remumided of
cialist the opportunity to meet and a Coast Guard admiral onl whose staff
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lil ll~ ll, ltl•f i~t l, llt U: Fau a i i ,:lll l it;i• |l t;Illi lt'k \ o ,il :: lh i lta t

g(I11% %%.I• i('tl0tAtI !'. 111(l% Itillul ( 'lII(tC of t. IA% ItIfi lioll gtlidilaiii c IS

OItcii it',. I ii, stat1 iit! goticli tlic (1.1lil ol th'lini 0ioii and picosioti

o\Ull\ x 'il lesited iII d ic ta :5 011 of d(!i iit it "i" this (cul "ull Ill' is 110
f.JrobllIii. lie wouhld sa "'(cii ticll, i sin )le art. l utirther, Ihe conipletioit

you're curing Syimiptoins againi-let's of the 1)1) 251 will probably also
back uip and take i look :.I the continue wt be a Secondary . ..and

fores!." So I decided that it mllighit be usually last mninutc - flunctioii, with I
Ioire appropriate for uis to review the the generator having neither the tlime
"forest" of classification m01 an agemlent nor the inclinat0io11 to aitteimpt jerfec- t
today, and to consider a couple of lion. The guiidalnce, then, will U:,ually

sulggestions for encoturaging its display Sonie cha;racteristics of ('cOn
healthy growth. cern to the industrial classification

1 submit that Jit first step we analyst as it comes out of the user

need to take is to accept certain facts agelncy program office.
about . classýification guidance, to Now, most Air Force -- and an
recognize.1 {he reasons for the existence increasing number of Navy - comn-

of the facts and then to see if wC mands have established classification
can't design some remedial efforts. I management offices in their security
further suggest that the basic facts organization. 1 amn certain that the
we must concern ourselves with are classification specialists in these of-
only two in number: first, we will fices will do their best to review the

continue to receive guidance from guidance prior to issuance to the con-
the user agencies that is frequently tractor and to correct as many prob-
inadequate, inconsistent, incomplete leis as possible. But, like most se-
-- or a combination thereof; second, curity operations, in or out of the
it will be a rare instance when a firm government, the staffing is less than
provides sufficient staff to properly adequate. Each such specialist is
ment eitor the comp•a nyr.,•ion, Thaage- probably carrying at least a 1.5-nian
inent effort of the company. The rea- workload. He is further handicapped,
sons behind these facts are fairly easy in almost all cases, by having had no
to discern, so let's take a look at experience in industry. fie hasn't had
theml, to make classification management

To begin with, if we ever receive work. This isn't meant to be deroga-

a set of perfect classification guidance, tory to the individual; after all, I
it will have been generated by a man was in the same position myself at
who has a Ph.D. in semantics, an few years ago. But it is true that you
M.S. in logic and a B.S. in engineer- have to be able to recognize problems
ing. And as "lovable ol' George" is before you (an solve them. So I think

wont to say, "They don'thardly make it fair to assume that not all Cie
them kind no more." So our guidance difficulties appearing in 254s will be
will continue to be originateg by resolved by this review action.me
wien with varying degrees of con - The final point in the government
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however. we have the ploblem of sonic suggcstio us for )our conisidera-
ii.,uderstaffing. For this reason, tile hot;_

colicehltratiotl scents to be 311 seeilng I'just: f .- tC ue agcw..ics. ha.v.
1l1at iindttstry (toes receive guildance- schools fou- prospective contracting
be it good or bad. And one cati officers or program managers, theln
h1ardly fault this course of actjion 1n- 1 believe that a major effort of tile
tier the circunistances. Again, of directorate of security policy this
course, the lack of industrial exI er- coming year ,houhld be to arrange for
ience makes its effect felt. inclusion in the curriculum courses

The stun total of all this is, as I on classification management, and,
have stated, that the receipt of 1ir- particularly, the preparation of clas-
perfect guidance must be expected sification gui(lance. Certainly the
and accepted. But this does not mnean presentations of the Industrial Se-

that industry is blameless for our curity School at Fort Holabird should
failhre to attain our common goal. emphasize the contribution that may
Far from it. be expected from this field of en-

Only a minority of contractors deavor. The course content should be
have yet considered, much less heavily oriented towards the practical

accepted. the potential for gain side of the problems to be faced. In 1.

arising from a classification manage- this regard, 1 was privilged to pre-
ment program. Fewer yet have made view an article on the "Classification
the investment in profitability that of Hardware" written by Don Gar-

is represented by a formal program, rett, who, as most of you know, is
al)propriately staffed. And even rarer the Assistant Deputy Director of the
are those contractors who have Office of Classification Management
responded to the encouragement in DOD. This paper exemplifies the
given by the government in para- commonsense approach to classifica-
graph 10.a. of the ISM and made an tion management, which all too often
effort to improve classification guid- gets lost among the more esoteric
ance by contributing to it. These considerations of the subject. I com-
facts, and the financial reasons mend it to your attention, and only
behind them, are new to none of us; hope that it can be widely distributed
and, certainly, changing this situation to the government personnel who
is one of the prime objectives of prepare guidance.*
NCMS. My second suggestion has to do

At this point, I am again reminded with the weakness in the program
of the good admiral of whom I that stems from the lack of industrial

spoke. He had another saying that experience on thle part of those in-

went like this: "Any damn fool can volved on the government side, which
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lw(wt'd with thlil Opt 1.,11W11% uwlih lh(t tl(iti sulggStIoll uthat I %Iub-
arc J lh et)l(olIi/i id lit U II uIdI lStood ill( Ito ouu is dircted towards ill-
by Ihio+s. of Its ill iilndlStly. Tlhe aji- (11151l-N. Arc Noll really convinced that

parciat inability of DOD to get the tchssificalion 11aillagelleill is an. ill-
Army to join the Air Florce and Navy portatil -- ililded, a vilaa l - functionI
ill classification managetmlent is a case of the industrial security 1)rogral?
at poin t. On tile other hand, the ten- If so, but, you have been unable to
deiny of 1)CASR inspectors to insist sell this somewhat intanlihWe concept
that the contractors should harass to management well enough to obtain
their customers concerning inade- a staffing increase, have \off Con-
quacies in compliance with industrial sidered going the hard rotie? Have
security regulations -- such as fail- you considered establishing the be-
tire to properly mark documents - ginning of the program within your
d(emonstrates that this lack of under- present staffing limits? Once the tech-
standing is not entirely one-sided. To nical staff recognizes the contribution
hell) cure this difficulty, 1 suggest this service call make - and that will
that the director of security policy take them a surprisingly short time if
give serious consideration to the your approach is correct-you will
precedent established by another find them supporting your efforts to
agency of the government, which, like increase the prograun beyond the tok-
DOD, both writes ad enforces regu- en level. I know that this is a horrify.-
lafions affecting a portion of industry. ing suggestion to people who are con- f
Despite review of proposed changes vinced that their staff is already over-
by contractors' trade associations and worked and underpaid. But unless
even public hearings, they too often you have lnade a detailed and com-
(ound themselves embroiled in con- prrIhcIsive analysis of your operation
troversial issuances. A policy was within the last two years, vou prob-
established that no employee reach ably have the capabiity oA at least
the level at which he generated such starting a classification management
proposed changes until lie had coni- program. It will mean making
pleted what is known as an industry changes, but any inanagemen: con-
training assignment. This involves stiltant will tell you that an admin-
the employee working for a period istrative organization that can't
of time with at least two companies-- respond to changing needs is a sickin positions conlected with that area one. So I urge you to take a goodof operations directly toncerneh with look at. this possibility.
the regulations issued by c lhe agency. wI this talk, I have tried to con. -It costs the agency tie loss of the vince you of three things:Itpcoyesthe fo c that p los of thelC, First, that we should not spend tooemnployee for that period of timie, nMuch time wringing our hands over

the detailed deficiencies of the pres-
*This article appears in the volume 11-r,

No. 1 1968 issue of the Journal.-Ed. ent classification management pro-
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gWi. i1 l hI i gu(Id l'ta : c'a.iai.ttiiig OR- -\V( toC0 tcXt, tlhcc ;tIl tict" l)(o01c -
t11'IC-fium. wh<IJ ;[I( olixnll)1 givcnl thle "at11tllollty

Setoild, tha tlievc are praittitil, to Idassily." "lhey ale ustialy stpllci-

)ll t not Iiecessarily casy, iicil.s of visols. Also invited to the edulcationial

clIectIln, 1l11)roVýehiiClt iln t11C sli.. .- sessions are those no... .. . ....' '' ''' s "I
lonI; and people who freqiientily do all the

'Y'liird, h1iat we should -- and ill- groundwork leading to the decision

decdI !lutist - take such Stpl)s, if we by the p)ersonl authorized -to classli,).

are to uiIitain the vitality of the These ttwO glulps aCCOURti for about

p)rogriTlt. 800 to 900 persons.

1 hiolc diat 1 have succeeded. While our educational prograni is
Thank ýou. alined prilnarily at these people, other

progranis have been developed for two

JOHN SHUNNY other categories of employees. Since
secretaries are ini a good position to
insure that the lp-ocedural aspects of

Classification guides are not enough classification are observed, we de-

for an effective classifiCation program., veloped a short briefing for theni, in
Guides have to be interpreted and, in which we show how they can help
a large organization, the technical insure that there will be no classifica-
people for whom they were written tion foul-ups in their office. For ex-
:nay not even know they exist.. ample, if a staff member not author-

TThe periodic training of technical ized to classify attempts to classify
?people in classification helps insure: some outgoing correspondence, the

a. Their knowledge of guides secretary caa: tactfully remind him
and of the latest revisions to guides. that only the supervisor has this

b. Their awareness of the classi- authority.
fication management office and In addiuon, a program was d&
what it does. veloped for new staff hires. Under

c. Awareness by classification this program-, each reei.ves our bro-
people of new and old classification chure, "Introduction to Security Clas-
problems. sification," on sign-in day, together

This last factor was an unexpected wIt it 11ote informing him lie will be

di,.dcnd from our classification edtt- scheciLded for a briefing. At this brief-
cation program. Wc learned that our ing, held a few weeks later, the new-
educational sessions worked both hire is given a quiz whose chief pur-

"ways, and we were alerted to classi- pose is to promote discussion -which

fication problems we miglt not have it usually does.
been aware of. A principal objective in the educa-

Sandia employs some 8000 persons, tional program for technical people

all concerned with classification to a is to get the student to participate.
degree. WVe felt the principal educa- If he joins or initiates a discussion,
tional need was with that compara- the chances are the session will be
tively small group who have the fruitful for him.
decision-making authority. Within We gain Its involvement by keep-
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Alroait .1 doctll, iIi additioni, iII ally II()OStl (edllicLal peojpt• lJaa c Sonic
o1to: sS')Ia, all Mie sbhcdulcd front sjt ong IcCilngs ahilot c]assi Iatlriotl
Ihn sautlie gciicait] work oitca so that llu. .. s. and 1vcil .f. thes. -. cliinigs ale.'
dis( tssIOi5 (aii be irlevatili aiild p)c- ileglali'e - which is likely-- this is

CS'2. better thanl apathy, so (ist lsSIOIl
"Thie )hIVSical arrallnlei) It is sere- 1ISual'y ,*',ts 'Without tl,11(t "Ilty. Oi

inar-like, that is, a big table with course, the classilicatioiu !)crsou1 has
cveryonc, incloding the classification to be ready to field all sorts of ques-
person, sitting around it. Sessions arc tions, and some of thcse qucstionls
always scheduled in morning hours, can be sticky. When lie gets a sticky
well in advawce, in a conference room question, the attitude of tlOw tlassi-
away from the student's work area, to fication l)erson is p)erhap)s nIore iam-
avoid interruptions. portant than his actual answer. We

The length of die irogram runs avoid being defensive, dogmatic, ')r
from one and one-half to two hours. truculient, and try to be positive and
A coffee break is held at the confer- sympathetic; if the question is beyond
ence table, about halfway through the our competence, wc admit it and
session. promise to deliver the answer at a

After introducing himself, the clas- later date.
sification person makes an initial If possible, samples of the type of
presentation, lasting thirty to forty hardware in which the l)articiplanis
minutes, on general classification are interested should be used for illus-
rules. For this purpose, our movie, trative purposes. If this is not possible,
"Introduction to Classification," is or if the hardware is too big to trans-
used, as well as flip charts and the port to the conference room, appro-
blackboard. Appropriate guides are priate drawings are procured before-
displayed and referred to. hand.

The conclusion of this part of thme ilis part of the session lasts as
session is usually a good time for a lnas tarticifat s li s us

coffee break. long as the participants wish, usually,
it concludes in an hour or so. The

After the break, the session turns final item consists of answering the
to classification guidance on specific anseingeo e
hardware and areas of interest to the on the questionnaire. These question-
audience, e.g., radars, power supplies, naires help the classification person
testing, etc. Using a felt-tip pen and before the session in learning areas of'
a 30- x 40-inch pad of paper, the chief concern to the participants.
classification person can make his
own flip charts for this part of the In some six years of conductingsession, writing on the charts before- this education program, our technical !

hand the specific guidelines of interest supervisors and staff people have re-
to the audience. The blackboard is ceived seminar training in classifica-also used here for rough drawings. tion two or three times. Initially, we

This is the most important part of surveyed "graduates" to get their
the educational session, and discussion opinion of the program and their
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BARRY MILLER
Aviation IV1cch v&ý S)(i((' Juhmolo 9y

I'd like to ap)ologize in advanice, if they have aI box c(21loscd III ;f blackL
A may, for thie fact that I doni't give bonrler. It says, '"Warning! Ile suare to
at very weli organiziedl nor1 a vcry get your Aviation 14ecli sccret ('icar-

orthiodox talk. I have dec(ided~ to df- atice Updated before thle hei meetinlg.''
-4rike my1) talk today into three parts- They go) onl to say, "Y'ou can't sub-
a p)rologue, the xwain discussion, and scribe to Aviation l17rck unless you
the ep~iloguel. My p)rologue is really have scCret Clea~rance," etc.
in the form of it statement of belief. About at week before (lhe meetingd
My epiloguje is aloacstatemen rof wh identified aphonel Call bei g witcha
belief. As a mtateter of fctepo .io rccenifel hlimsecalf 1101s ben ciha

% logne and the epilogue are identical. Hughes Aircraft Comjman). lie said,
So I aml going to st~art out by giving "I want, to attend this lEVIS. meeting
the beginning and the end ofimy talk. I want to know how to go aboutI
I ami going to readl this: getting my Avi-Viion hl~cek. clea 'rance

"I believe in withholding disclosure uqpdated. I don't exactly undlerstandl
F of certain information that jeopardiz- what. you mean. 1 talked to my secur-

Cs the security of the nation. Ally dcci- ity people and 1 have got their clear-
sion to withhold information, how- ance but J don't know how to ftzo
ever, should be reviewed p)eriodically about getting my Aviation fleck
by competient, p~roperly constituted clearance."
authorities desirous of satisfying the 1 thought hie wits pulling my leg
p_ ublic's right and duty to know." but I s00on realized lie wasni't kidding

So that is my prologue, my epilogue, i,.: Before thle niecting. I received aI
the first part of my talk andl the third secondl call fromt the chairman and
l;Sart. of my talk. So in effect I have lie said two or three of the group11 had
completed two thirds of my talk. called film and said they did not know

Several months ago, 1 gave a talk how to get Aviation W~eek clearance.
before the Orange County Section of Thins is, as far as 1 amn concerned,
the Institute of Electrical and Flec- an example of ]low an outmoded, all-
tronics Engineers, and, unbeknownst pervasive, andl destruticve sectirity
to me, they!nt out what I thought system warps and conditions uts until
was a very clever notice. we become victims of words ;ind

T1he notice starts by saying, "Sec- symbols. We become accustomed to
tion Cor-respondent, Orange 'County believing, when we see a black border
Section meeting notice,' andl then around a statement, that that is the
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w~a-, it IN and tht s the way it's gon We are a widely quoted magazine.

to be. We are constantly referred to, Some-

Whlat is this strange thing called what irreverently, as the Bible of the
Ariia lionJl'eck - t1is thinig thai tile industry.

]EEE, OrangC CouIItv Sectionl, sug(- This all adds u1p to a very st:cess-

"gests, with tongue in check, One has ful magazine and I always like to

to update his secret clearance before tkink of it in these terms: It is not

hC can Subscribe to? a very good mnagazine, it is only tile
Aviation IVcc/L is a weekly pubica- best of its kind in the world.

tion diat reports on topics of interest What makes Aviation Week success.-

to the aero-space and defense indus- I ul? Well, I "eel that one of the things

tries. It. is one of over forty magazines is that we respect the industry and

ptublished by McGraw-Hill, a corp- we respect the people in the industry;
oration with annual sales in excess of and we feel that without their recip-

.,,,O million dollars. It is a magazine rocal respect and confidence, we

with associates all over the world. couldn't exist. We just couldn't

Most of them are technically trained, function. And in order to get their

All of them have skills, backgrounds, respect, we have to earn it. We have

ibilities and a sense of devotion and to earn it by behaving responsibly.

dedication enabling them to function As a part of that, we have to protect

vith great effectiveness. By every our sources of information even

y;irdstick. the magazine is a highly when it isn't necessary because if you

successful one. We have 100,000 sub- don't protect your source of informa-

scribers in controlled circulation. By tion, even when it isn't necessary,

c(itroiled 1 mean the publisher reg- then you get out of the habit of pro-

ulates who receives the magazine so tecting information.
that he can give assýurance to the ad- Hlow successful we are, I think

vertisers that their advertising is being other people can judge. But our ac-

carried to people who are in a posi- ceptance, as far as we are aware of it,

tion to biy) their products. is shown by tile willingness of people
We have at all times 2,000-3,000 to confide in us, and the willingness

people on a waiting list who want to of people to accord us recognition as
subscribe to the magazine Lat who honorable people. I think this is a

are inot permitted to because the description somewhat of our success.
compjan} imposes a restriction on the What value does Aviation Week

number of subscribers. The subscrib- have? First, I'd say it informs people
• rs consist of military people, the air- of what is going on in industry and

lines, the Defense Department people, what is going on in the military. Thi

among others. There are no dentists, fact that we serve such a purpose is
no butchers, no housewives. We have evidenced in many, many ways. We
no circulation promotion, no pleas to reprint articles that are requested by
latent subscribers to resubscribe. We branches of the military service, by

have no irate demands made upon us t h e A i r Commands, by congress-

for refinds on cancellations. inen, and others. We provide a source
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for business ot)l)ortulilities for coin- pcat - we do not publish classified
panies in the field. We provide op- information. We (10, however, have

portullity for the government to get a reputation to the contrary. That is,
idleas and thereby save mioney. we have such a reputation in the

k ani recall a specific incident sense that is frequendy heard that
where I had. worked oin an article Aviation Week leaks this or p~ublishes

with a civilian technical man in the that, et cetera.

government and he told me that lie All I can say is that 1 lave been

knew that because of his peculiar with the magazine eight years, and

situation that there was going to be when I first came with the magazine

a fuss kicked up about the article. I raised this question and I was told

My reaction was that if that was go- olhat the policy of the magazine is that

ing to happen there was probably no we do not publish classified infornia-

point in even going through with it. tion. I was told that by the boss, and

But the information came out. There I have to accept it at face value. If

was a security violation filed against I didn't, and I went ahead and de-

him, and apparently there was an liberately wrote an article in which I

investigation and it was determined disclosed information I knew before-

there was no disclosure of classified hand was classified, I know I would

material in the item. Subsequently I be liable to discharge. So I accepted
met him again and I told him I it:, as I say, at face value and I pursue

wouldn't have gone through with it on my own a policy that I do not
had I known. He said, "1 suspected publish classified information.
this but as a result of the appear- But it is pretty much in the nature

ance of that article we were con- of security, it seems to mne, that what

tacted by a little company, and they may be classified to one person may

had a particular product that was not be classified to another. I will cite

applicable in the program, and as a one example.

result of that we feel we can save the Hughes Aircraft Company has been )

government two million dollars." So building a technical communication

in that sense that article was valuable. satellite for SAMSO and back in I
The magazine, I think, helps to October I talked to Hughes and asked

avoid re-inventing the wheel, which about the possibility of doing anis a great tendency. Also, I feel we article on the system and they repliedscrve as a kind of a watchdog in the very carefully, "No, it's classified."
indlustry. I do not think this is ex- We later tried again to get someelusively true of Aviation Week. ti is material released, but we couldn't (o1
clusivelytrue of aAn r of p eo ek ad p- it. Well, in the January 15 issue of
true of a number of people and pap- Aviation Week, there appeared an
ers that are constantly there to watch
S the government. munications satellite. So as far as the

Now, Aviation Week has a policy Hughes people are concerned, Avia-
with respect to security information, tion Week would publish classified in-
and it is that we do not -- and I re- formation.
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Now, what was the story oil that? the Phoenix missile, the detection
It you read the story, it devclops that range of the radar, etc., are probably
a chap ill the office of the Director classified information."
of Defense Research and Engineering Ile said, "It is just as well you
ill Washington gave a paper on this didn't ask t!hat, my DD-254 ik clear
Ilughes satellite. The Auiaijon Week on that question. That information
article was based on his paper. Pre- is classified."
suniably as far as the Dcpartmcnt of That was in thc middle of the
Defense was concerned, it was not week. I went back and wrote my
classified. So far as 11ughes Aircraft article and I mailed it back cast, 1
was concerned, it was classified, think about Thursday or Friday. On

The Hughes people subsequently Monday - that is before my article
told me they had submitted a photo- appeared in the next issue ot the
graph of the satellite and in the magazine - there appeared an article
photograph they had indicated the on the F-111B weapon system based
size - they had some antennas on on testimony given before a congres-
top and they had indicated that the sional committee by the Department
antennas were eight feet long - and of Defense which stated the range of
SAMSO said, "Absolutely not, be- the Phoenix and the detection range
cause we don't want to reveal the size of the radar.
of those antennas." Well, in our arti- This is what I mean by contradic-
cle we ran a picture released with the tions and this is, as far as I am con-
ODD R&E paper, which showed the cerned, the basis for the charge some-
satellite, and standing next to it was times made about Aviation Week that
a shining-faced Air Force major and we publish classified information. We

one would have to he quite dense not publish information that is in one
to be able to size the picture and see place classified and in another place
that the Air Force major was about is not classified. I'll come back to the
six feet tall and the antennas were question of contradictions and the

. o.uple of feet longer, harm and foolishness of security.
I had occasion last fall to write an Now, in addition to classification

article on the Phoenix missile system. there are other considerations. For
I talked to the Navy people. I talked example, I have been told by our
to the Hughes people. We had several managing editor that the Department
sessions, and they were quite open. of Defense issued a request about a
They gave me everything I wanted year ago that the press exercise a
to know and at the end of the inter- certain restraint in reporting about
view the Hughes project engineer military matters because of the war
said, "I answered all your questions in Vietnam. There are certain things
you asked." 1 said, "I had a couple that we, as individuals, and 1, as an
more but presume that the answers individual reporter, do. I have enough
are probably classified." sense, I think, to recognize when I

He said, "What do you mean?" come upon certain types of informa-
I said, "For example, the ranges of tion that is better off not publish, d.
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An xauijde might be the payload of tween the Marine Corps and tle
;I WCI)0l1l system° You have tlihe, Army. The speech was given before
feelings all the time and I figure that somne 400 senior Marine officers. "The
is something I am just not0 going 1o substance of his speech was obtained
publish even thoough it rnay not be throug'h an officer attending the
classified. We have a standing rule closed-door meeting at Marine Corps
in the magazinc on that. Every time headquarters," the Tincs said.
we write anything on an area we What the Times Was saying iII that
know is sensitive. we are supposed to section was, "This information con-
stiInit that article to the editor-in- tains no classified matter and we
c.hief with justification for writing it. see no reason why it should not be

There is, I am sure everybody re- published." And I subscribe to that.
cognizes, a vast quantity of unclassi- I freely grant that there is a risk
fied material that is protected and involved here, that we, by printing
over-protected and it becomes a tool certain things, may inadvertently tip
of some Air Force colonel or Navy off a potential enemy. 1 don't want to
CalJtain sitting some place. It becomes minimize that risk, but we have to
.11I a nter-service tool, and an intra- balance that risk against the value of
service tool, and it gains s o in e publication, the right we have to ,
points and makes some points along publish it, and the right of the public

4 -die line. I know of a particular piece to know.
of hardware that I was interested in I also contend that the enenry
writing an article about. It is not knows a lot more about us than VIC

. classilied. But it was implied to me perhaps like to think. He mrnonitors
that some Air Force colonel back in our equipment. He seizes our equi.
"the Pentagon. doesn't like Aviation. ment. I have talked to many, mnany

Werk and he is just not going to people reporters on. our owrn. staff,
permit talk about this maiterial. reporters fr,..a tither publications,

I regard this body of informaticn military people, and our boys that
[, -- as I said this is not classified but hawve been to Vieanmn - and they all

the services have taken it upon their say ll .same. thino. It. is a very .hoi
own to treat it. as proprietary informa, period from the ti me equipment ar
tion. --- I regard this as fair gamle. I rives in. Vietnam until it is in enemy
go after this with a great d(eal of hands.

. relish. As a. matter of fact,, I dont '11Ce eT.ney has paid agents. He's
think I arn antL exception and I1 don't go, ii military at-tachts. We had in this

"".. thirak Alviation Week is a.il eXp.,,tion. (;ol.uLttr'y the casiae oilf the Sivedish
1 ta.lit to eit? ana examnple. 1be ol:nel who was the he'ad o1, th!e

New Y'orlk Times ..... whic-h also is not mnilitary delegation tILO Washingut'n for
S1a I'erv *Good'. nr.w.paper, it is only ,le yeari. and it, develr,;.ied that for in y
best there is .ra a fronu. page story years. he had been a spy rotr tih i Rus-

reporting a clos..I-door 1etireni .ni• sian.. There is a.i simiilar case. ] deir.ling
speech given, by a Nli.alrinlj.e COrps)5 gen1- now 1ith tile Firenach.
eral about irt..er-..erviceroul~ie ixt- 1"Ili eltitemy has dc::fec:tor,. Kim
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MPilby, who was ini charge of ixtelhi- and colnpany iriagazines. ILook at
gencc or tlie British ill mattrs rcla- their classified ads. Look at their
ing to Russia was a double agent in sales brochures. I read the business
the pay of tie British and in tile sections of the New York Times and
pay of the Russians for many years. the Los .n6-ge!,'s iMes every week ,.

The enemy has trainsed agents. He and 1 find them a constant barometer
has got satellites supposedly capable ol what is going on in industry. There
of distinguishing the strilpes on ilihe -re echnical papein giveni in mneetings
parking lot of the Lockheed Space all the time and you can find any-
Company in Sunnyvale from two thing that you want, even though a
hundred miles up. word is deleted or an applicadion is

The enemy knows more about our delcted. I think it is vety presulnp-
military posture at the present time tuous of a security man to think that
than does our electorate. you can classify only the application

Where does Aviation Week get its - that you can talk about the equip-
iiformation? I don't want to stress ment but you can't talk about the
this. I understand you had a speaker application.
ta couple of days ago who talked about The congressional budgetary state-
this subject. But one point I would menits - that is where much of the
like to make is that leaks are really information is. And ,there are con-
few and far between. The thought tract awards, and advertising. You
that the information that appears in have to piece all these things together,
the press is the result of leaks is con- but the information is available in
siderably exaggerated. That does not many places and many ways.
allow for entelprise and initiative on Let me just cite one case about
tile part of the reporter. It doesn't enterprise. In 1964, the Dahno Victor
allow for digging and alertness. Company, located down aL Belmont,

It is very, very easy to get informa- received a contract to build a radar
tion on almost any subject in the component for the F-1Il. They were

United StatCs. Y'ois miiay have to work very pleased that they. got the con-
for it but you can do it. There are tract. It was announced by the comw
a lot of ways. You may, for example, pany. Shortly after they received the
use press releases that come out of contract, there appeared on the roof
companies and the military service, of their building a full scale model
And there are the annual financial of the nose section of the F.. 11. You
statements. The executives of corn- can see it from the freeway, and if
panies give speeches that at times I you get within a couple of blocks
find very interesting. They talk about from it, you could condtu t a pattern
what they are doing and what they measurement. You can ride down the
want to do with great exaggeration. Bayshiore Freeway and see that. model
It's true it is exaggeration, but there for quite a distance. I know one per-

is a kernel of true detail regarding son who says lie knows when lie sees
their capabilities. the model from the freewa% that hle is

There are company rnewspapers to take the next exit.
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1 had 0c(,asion to write an article nain now. Thlhose night sights were

on radar warning systems in 1966, first used two ald a half years ago
which was two years after the model and I am told on pretty good author-
al)peared on the roof of the Vic:.or ity that when they first went there

building, and I thought this was per- those devices were classified. The way
fectly app)licable. In fact, it was direct- the Army handled theln was that
ly applicable. So I hired a photo- when the patrol went. out at night,
gra!pher and I told him to go down tihe individual soldiers would have
to Belmont and take pictures of ii. to sign out for the night sights, which
1 m1(adC it very clear he was not to would be attached to the rifles, and
walk on the company property. when they came back in, the sights

We blew the pictures up and ran were collected. A week after they at-
them in the magazine and there was rived in Vietnam, one of the sights
a big fuss. Well, I figured if I could was missing. One of the men was

see it, everybody else could see it, and missing and they went out the next
it was up there for two years and was day and found the body, but the rifle
fair game. and the sight were gone. In about a

Now, let's come back to the ques- month, parts for that device were
tion of security. I think we all respect readily available on the Saigon mar-
it. I subscribe to that. It is necessary ket.

to protect certain information. But That was over two years ago, but
usually when I give a talk like this, up until two months ago, you
there is always someone that gets up couldn't get any photographs of that
in dhe back of the room and says to sight. You couldn't get any informa-
me, "You don't want to protect any- tion at all about it, when obviously

thing." I am in favor c~f protecting it was already in enemy hands. It
certain information but I think these costs money to protect informationthings have to be regarded in the and information of that sorL doesn't

"sense that information may have to have to be protected.
be pr.tected, today but it %doesn't ha-ve I was looking through your own
to be protected tomorrow; or it may publication where Mr. Garrett had j
have to be protected today and tomor- the facts and figures on what it costs
row, but not next week. In other to maintain security. It costs money
words, it just has to be protected so to pay security personnel and it costs

" long. Ultimately information or money for transportation, and for
I .j equipment is going to fall into hostile space in which to house all this vast

hands and is going to be observed, amount of classified material. Fre-
and it, isn't necessary to protect every- quently you run into people who say,
thing indefinitely. "Well now, yes, that may be true.

Again, a case in point: You prob- That was true last year, but you are

Washington newspaper one of a series just aren't true now."

of auticles based on the Army night.- Well, I decided to look around so I

sighting device they are using in Viet- il:,:ight give you some recent examples.
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Newsweek had an item iii a recent governienwt. It is not only a quc:,tion
issue - I guess it. was aboit the first of belief, essentially it is a totalitariani
week in June, entitled, "The Navy - system of government and it is inef-

the Silent Service?" It goes on to say ficient.

that the Navy is usingW an old security T°hat is one of the grciit weaknesses

label to restrict the flow of informa- of Russia. It is really inefif ient and I
tion not sensitive -- not stamped they will always be inefficient as

""Confidential," or "Secret," or "••ulp long as they have that form of govern-
Secret." lnen C.

I recently learned about a talk, en- And similarly, I think the security

titled, "The Navy's Navigation Satel- system is inefficient. It is costly. You

lite System." The speaker said he was just don't get exposure to all the

sorry his talk would be a little dis- ideas you need. In addition, it pro-

jointed, but certain sections of it were vides a shield for laziness, for inef-

deleted for security reasons, and he ficiency, a shield for idiocy. It is just

hastened to add that thce sections not under constant critical scrutiny as

that had been deleted were already in it should be. It provides a refuge for

the Navy Navigation Satellite bro- all the small and narrow minds.

chure, 15,000 copies of which had My feeling is that the practitioners

been distributed throughout t h e of security are really the greatest

world. threat to what they are supposedly

I could go on and on, but I know trying to protect. In fact, I say that

that you don't want to hear more the real leaks on both sides of the

about that subject. Iron Curtain since the end of World

Well, let me conme to the punch- War 11 have come from the defection

line, and that is that as far as I am of security people - not from the

concerned security is an evil. It is a press. I mean Kim Philby and all the

necessary evil, but an evil nonethe- other ones.

less. When I say evil, I don't mean iA We have been a nation for almo'st

is a moral evil - though I am not two hundred years, and I think that

really sure about that. all of the inadvertent leaks of military

It is an evil because it restricts the information that have appeared in

free exchange of information. It in- the press in those years do not equate

terferes with genuine competition. It with one single major CIA or NSA

precludes the healthy competitive at- blunder. They do not equate with one

mosphere that should really be the Pueblo incident. It was not the press

lifeblood of a free society. It is really who virtually turned over a U. S.
a technique borrowed from the closed floating intelligence ship to the
society that we are struggling against. Koreans.
I am sure the Russiaxrs are very ap- Bid lists are restricted. Companies
preciative of this because that is real- with new ideas can't very easily break
ly what they believe. Not only do into various facets of the business.
they believe it but they practice it All of these things cost the public
and I don't believe in their system of money.
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J cite a couple of cases. all the votes instead of most of tile
Eight years ago, we published an votes, lie a-ie out with the state-

article on a secret, or supposedly nent about a new aircraft, which wa%
secret - well, tile Navy claimned it a pretty tightly held matter.

was secret -- ASW system, and in As a matter of fact, we knew about
talking to some admiral in Washing- diat aircraft. Wc were sure that when c

Lon, my boss becanie convinced it was they were ready to talk about it thicy

not in the national interest to disclose would let. us know - or when the

.A information on one project. Right be- guy in the White House decided he
fore the budget came before congress, wanted to win some more votes, lie

the Navy decided to talk alou, this would advise u,. that we had, indeed,

p. project. developed an interceptor. So it is
V, Some time ago - this goes back six quite obvious that security can. be

or eight years - I wrote an article used as a political weapon.
on the Discoverer satellite program Now 1 would like to discuss the

and I went to SAMSO and talked to folly that is sometimes involved in
some official. He went over the whole security. On one occasion - this goes

"program and he said, "Well, do you back three or four years - I was in-
i have everything?" terested in a particular piece of equip-

I said I would like to get some lnent that was going into the B-52

,pictures, if possible, or drawings, and bomber. I was in contact with the

lie went to a file and pulled out some company that inade it and they told

from a folder with a heavy orange me there were some steps afoot to get
border stamped "Secret." it declassified. And it was declassified.

! He crossed out where it s a i d We finally set up a meeting when the

"Secret" on some and wrote "Unclas- Air Force officer who was tile project

sified" and put down his name. So manager at Wright Field came down
classification was, in this case, a corn- to Los Angeles. We all sat down and

pletely capricious act so far as I was he wanted to know what I wanted
- concerned, with cei-tain spe(ifications and I toid

It becomes really a political foot- him I wa .ted to talk to the company

ball. engineers. I wanted it to be all tin-
Let's go back to 1964 when that classified.

guy from Arizona - I forget his name We worked out an agreement
- was running for President of the whereby I would write down my

United States. If you recall, lie was a questions about the equipment and.-
reserve Air Force general. Actually, submit them to the colonel and lie was

lie was interested in military matters going to look them over and give
and he began to make a point about them to the engineers for the answers.

]how we were neglecting our air de- And that is what happened. And the

fense - we don't have a good inter- article came out, and the company
cepter et cetera, et cetera. And the was delighted and the colonel was de-

guy at that time in the White House, lighted and the people at Wright

who, I guess, figured lie wanted to get Field were delighted. Everything was
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uint 1111til somiebody in Washingwin ing (hea[cd by a systei thiat Covers 1I,)
starting Neiling, "Daiiuin it, this sutiff its OwIl Mistake: and its own folly.
should have been classified!" So what GENE SUIO: 1 take it that you

do yotu know - they promptly pIo- (10 accept certain classitied inlorlna-
cceded to reclassify the equipnment. [iou as background for particular

I an, told that reclassification costs stories and you do respect this ill-

llonev. There was much doculnenta- formation. We heard earlier from a

tion involved. And the comnpany had speaker here who said, "1 nmake it a

ai area in the assembly section that policy never to accept classified ill-

was wide open, where they had to formation."

crect a partition so they could have MILLER: I ]just don't have any

one classified section and an unclas- occasion to be exposed to that sitna-

sified section. This caused a two-week tion, where they say it is classified

delay in the project. but I don't expect to use it. I don't.
SNow, I think that we have anl obli- 1 just never have had that. It may

gation to ourselves and to our nation. have happened once or twice but

We have to protect some information more often than not someone says,
and we must protect it jealously. But '"This is pretty sensitive. I'll let you

I think that then the rest of it should know about it." But when they say it
be declassified and there really is sensitive, they may mean it is clas-

shouldn't be any hanky panky like sified. I can remember one very

"It is not classified but we don't want specific case where I had to explain

to release it at the present time." The at some length, make it very clear,

industry in the country should know that I didn't have a security clearance.

what is happening. We should, I But it is the other man's job to pro-

think, encourage competition. tect that information. Hle is not sup-

We are talking, really, I think, posed to be telling it if it's classified.

about attitude here. I contend that I don't like to get trapped in that
the guy who has the say over whether situation. If someone says it is sensi-

or not imformation or ,iatcuul. Should L.ve or it is touchy, that could mean

be released should be the guy who a lot of things, and that I listen to;

feels fundamentally that the govern- but when somebody says explicitly it

nient doesn't have any right, other is classified, I say then let's not talk

than for public security, to classify about it.

material or to withhold releasing DICK BOBERG: You went to great
material once it has been clearly lengths to explain some of the ways
:mteiablshed tht thees beno loearly you obtained information - infor-
established that there is no longer nmation that we might consider would

any reason to withhold it. The in- be U. S. information. And yet we are

formation belongs to the taxpayers. aware that you publish information

It belongs to the people. The corner- about, say, Russian aircraft and this

stone of this nation - I feel it is sort of thing. I am interested in know-

beyond dispute - is an informed ing how you get that type of inforina-

public. And I think the public is be- tion.
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MIILLER: I would say if we had a Force - and asked its if we could get

little better access to Russian iiifo.-- some )pictures. There was ,t freelance
, nlation, we could stand them on their photographer coming over from Lou-
heads. I think we do a prettyi fir job don and it was explained to ime they

a!) it is. We have a man on our staff h.iad a bts taking press p '--, the
in Russia that was our correspondent area where there were public stands
for our company in Moscow three for tile show. And about a block away

ears. lie studied Russiaii in college .- .dl this is not an ..... ud occur-

four years. He majored in Russian rence in Russia - was the air show.
and he speaks well in a country that The bus discharged its passengers for
is very difficult to get around in. He the stands and went on down to the
tdoes exceptionally well, and I think flight line. Our photographer stayed

when our people have gone there, as with it. He climbed up to the roof of

they periodically do, for air shows, he that bus and it was right under the
has used a little bit of the ingenuity approach path and he just took all

, we use in the United States. For cx- the pictures he wanted. Those people
a111mple, some years ago - I think it who managed to get into the stands,
was 1961 - there was an air show in they had to submit their pictures for
the summer in Russia and the Rus- clearance when they left. Our guy was
sians displayed a number of new air- never in the stands. There is another
craft. The story goes that General apsect to this, too. The boss told me

Twining at that time was being brief- that for quite a while the Russians
ed by security people. Individuals were convinced that the Aviation

were taking pictures at a great dis- Week was part of this country's secur-
, tance and the clarity was virtually lost ity. They don't understand that we

lie said, "I have been better pictures have free and independent institu-
of this in Aviation Week." And they tions here and are not beholden to
came to us and asked - this is the Air the military.

- -t
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